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Abstract
Wildfires burn in a variety of landscapes across the world and have important consequences for human
populations and the environment. It is critical to understand the behaviour of wildfires in order to develop and
implement effective wildfire response and management strategies.
Spotting from wildfires and wildfire rate of spread are two important aspects of fire behaviour. Spotting is a
process by which small separate fires are ignited by small burning pieces of vegetation generated from a wildfire
and transported by ambient wind or a smoke plume into unburnt fuels. Spot fires can significantly reduce the
chances of successful fire suppression by firefighters and potentially lead to faster and more erratic fire spread.
A wildfire’s rate of spread refers to the rate at which flames move through fuel. Firefighters must understand a
wildfire’s rate of spread, and predict how fast the wildfire may burn, in order to make effective decisions about
fire crew placements, firefighting tactics and issuance of community warnings and evacuation orders.
The overarching aim of this thesis is to describe and model specific aspects of fire behaviour, namely wildfire
spotting and rate of spread, using novel methods. In this thesis, empirical data from real wildfires captured in
southern Australia are used for three research chapters, along with a supplemental experimental study for one
research chapter. The four research chapters explore (1) regional and within-fire variation in spotting patterns;
(2) environmental drivers of long-distance spotting during wildfires; (3) the development of a Bayesian
probabilistic approach to wildfire rate of spread modelling, based on wildfire observations, and (4) the
interactive effect of spot fires and topography on fire rate of spread in laboratory experiments.
The major findings from these four research chapters were:
(1) There was significant variation in spotting within south east Australia, with north east Victoria and
south east NSW being most spot-fire prone. The within-fire pattern of spotting that was most
associated with long-distance spotting was “multi-modal”, which is characterised by many spot fires
close to a source fire, and small clumps or a single isolated spot fire at long distances.
(2) Statistical modelling demonstrated that the active area of a wildfire (“source fire”) was the strongest
determinant of spotting distance and the number of spot fires > 500 m. Spotting distances and number
increased strongly with source fire area in rugged landscapes with tall/dense vegetation, but the effect
of source fire area was weaker when associated with sparse/short vegetation and flat landscapes.
(3) Results suggest that highly informative probabilistic predictions can be produced based on a Bayesian
model containing wind speed, relative humidity and soil moisture as predictors, although there is scope
for improving model performance with further research. The Bayesian model, which explicitly deals
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with large uncertainty in the data, appeared better suited to wildfire rate of spread prediction than two
commonly used deterministic rate of spread models, which had low accuracy and did not provide an
indication of prediction accuracy in model output.
(4) A significant interaction between number of spot fires (0,1 or 2) and presence/absence of a small model
hill was found in laboratory-based fire experiments on a pine needle fuel bed. Spot fires did not
influence the spread of a wind-driven line fire on a flat fuel bed, but significantly increased rate of
spread when a model hill was in place.
Significant insights into spotting and rate of spread have been developed in this thesis, which has identified
several directions for future research. The findings on spotting could be used to inform future predictive spot
fire modelling efforts. The Bayesian rate of spread model is very promising and could be developed further into
an operational tool. An additional outcome is that methods to exploit operationally acquired wildfire data for fire
behaviour research have been demonstrated.
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Chapter 1
1 General Introduction
1.1 Wildfire overview
Wildfires are a natural phenomenon that can have disastrous consequences for human populations and the
environment. Wildfires cause human injury and death, directly from flame contact and radiant heat and also
indirectly via air pollution from smoke (Cruz et al. 2012; Walter et al. 2020). Wildfires also kill large numbers
of livestock and destroy and damage houses and infrastructure. For example, 173 people died in the 2009 Black
Saturday fires in Victoria, with over 2000 houses destroyed and an estimated cost of $4.4 billion (AUD (Teague
2010)). In New South Wales in the summer of 2019-2020, 5.5 million hectares of land were burnt in wildfires
that destroyed 2476 houses and killed 26 people (Owens and O'Kane 2020). Although many natural landscapes
are adapted to and recover from wildfire, intense and frequent wildfires can kill large numbers of animals and
severely damage ecological systems (Williams et al. 2012). In response to the risk posed by wildfires,
substantial time, money and effort have been committed to wildfire risk planning, firefighting and post-wildfire
recovery by governments and land management agencies across the world (McLeod 2003; Teague 2010; Owens
and O'Kane 2020).
Wildfires (or bushfires) are a major issue in southern Australia, where this thesis is focused. Broadleaf forested
ecosystems in southern temperate Australia, dominated by Eucalyptus species, experience wildfires that can
range from small and low intensity to very large, intense and uncontrollable “extreme” fires (Sharples et al.
2016). The worst wildfires occur when long term droughts combine with high temperature, low humidity and
strong wind to push an ignition through highly flammable fuels, such as dry sclerophyll forests (Sullivan et al.
2012). Wildfires can spread rapidly, with a major component of spread occurring in a discontinuous pattern via
spot fire ignitions ahead of the main fire. The longest distance spot fires recorded (including > 30 km) have been
from wildfires in dry sclerophyll forests of southern Australia (Cruz et al. 2012). “Extreme fires”, which can
produce huge pyrocumulonimbus clouds several kilometres high, large continuous “deep flaming” areas,
unusual rapid lateral spread and dense spot fires ignitions, have been noted to occur in these forests, particularly
in rugged terrain (Sharples et al. 2016). Huge areas of southern Australia have burnt in weeks or months-long
wildfire events, for example over 1 million ha were burnt in the state of Victoria in each of 2003, 2006 and
2019-2020, and recently in New South Wales around 6 million ha were burnt in the 2019-2020 wildfires (Filkov
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et al. 2020b; FFMVIC 2021). The large size, rapid spread and high intensity of wildfires that occur in southern
Australia, often near people, make characterising and understanding wildfires here critical.
The importance and impacts of wildfires vary between landscapes and depend on factors such as frequency of
wildfires, intensity, rate of spread and area burnt. There are two broad distinctions in the characterisation of
wildfires for research and management: fire regime and fire behaviour. Fire regime refers to landscape and
seasonal trends of wildfires and broadly describes the frequency, intensity and size of a sequence of fires in a
defined area, while the seasonality of the fires (e.g. spring or summer fires) and fire type (e.g. surface fire vs
crown fire) can also be important (Pausas and Keeley 2009; Bowman et al. 2012). Fire regimes can heavily
influence vegetation community composition by selecting for species that survive best under, for example,
either short or long intervals between repeated fires, or those that can survive intense fires by resprouting vs
those that are killed and regrow from dropped seed. Fire regimes are controlled by broad vegetative and climatic
factors: biomass (or fuel) production rates, the availability of biomass to burn (drought dries out biomass), the
occurrence of fire weather conducive to fire spread and ignition frequency (e.g. lighting, arson) (Bradstock
2010). Eucalypt forests, such as dry sclerophyll forests, will usually have sufficient fuels to carry fire, as it reaccumulates rapidly after a previous fire, with fire frequency and intensity heavily determined by fluctuations in
moisture (drought) and weather conditions (high fire danger days). Conversely, fires in grassland and open
woodlands are limited by biomass (i.e. the amount of grass), with fires more likely in dry periods after flushes of
growth following rainfall (Bradstock 2010).
The study of fire behaviour focuses on short-term (by minute, hour or day) characteristics that describe how a
wildfire burns through vegetation. This includes rate of spread, spotting, fire intensity, flame height and smoke
plume development (Sullivan et al. 2012). Fire behaviour also encompasses “extreme fire” behaviour, for
example, mass spotting events, pyrocumulonimbus development and vorticity-driven lateral spread (Sharples et
al. 2016). Research to characterise specific aspects of fire behaviour based on empirical data is critical to
improve our ability to prepare for, respond to and recover after wildfires. This thesis focuses on empirical
analysis of two highly influential components of fire behaviour: rate of spread and spotting. The below sections
focus on fire behaviour, where a general description of wildfire rate of spread and spotting is given, followed by
a summary of previous empirical methods used in rate of spread and spotting research.
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1.2 Rate of spread
The rate at which a fire burns through fuel is commonly referred to as the “rate of spread” (ROS). In firefighting
operations, this usually means the overall ROS of the head of the wildfire, i.e. the forward ROS of the most
active part of fire being pushed downwind, although flank or lateral ROS is also an important consideration.
Monitoring and predicting a wildfire’s ROS is a critical aspect of wildfire response efforts, which allows
managers to understand where and when an area will be impacted by fire. An understanding of a landscape’s
potential ROS is also important in wildfire risk planning, as it is used to plan fuel reduction works to limit the
spread of future wildfires (DELWP 2015).
Firefighting strategies will vary daily (and hourly) depending on a wildfire’s ROS and fire intensity (heat
output), given the underlying fuel and weather conditions. Slow-spreading wildfires can be safely and
effectively contained with offensive firefighting methods such as cutting earth breaks close to the fire edge,
whereas high ROS wildfires exceed suppression capacity, making only defensive firefighting methods possible,
for example protecting selected houses (Simpson et al. 2019). High ROS also is related to high fire intensity and
higher severity (damage to vegetation). Note that some slow-spreading fires may be difficult to suppress due to
high fire intensity, such as high-intensity logging slash fires (Plucinski 2019).
The factors driving ROS can be broadly grouped into fuels, weather and topography (Sullivan et al. 2012).
There are many components and complex interrelationships between these factors that influence ROS
(Alexander and Cruz 2013).

1.2.1 Weather
ROS is highly sensitive to ambient weather conditions at ground level, with the fastest ROS occurring under dry
fuel conditions with strong winds. Fuel moisture content (FMC) of dead fuels (leaf litter, twigs etc.) is largely
controlled by short-term (e.g. hourly) changes in ambient temperature and humidity. FMC of live fuels (leaves
on trees etc.) is influenced by longer-term trends in rainfall and drought, which influences underlying soil
moisture levels (Caccamo et al. 2012b).
Wind has the largest immediate influence on ROS. Wind directly influences flame angle and length, thus the
ability of fire to spread to new fuel particles (Zylstra et al. 2016). The effect of wind is highly dynamic: winds
can vary significantly temporally (e.g. gusting) and spatially across a fire, with ROS responding quickly to
changes in wind speed and direction (Cheney et al. 1998; Sullivan and Knight 2001). Winds can also enhance
the drying process in dead fuels.
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Weather conditions above the surface level (upper level) can also greatly impact ROS. For example, mixing
down of strong upper-level wind (“mountains waves”) and super-dry air (“dry slots”) to the surface level can
cause rapid increases in ROS and extreme fire behaviour (Sharples 2009; Mills and McCaw 2010; Srock et al.
2018). Atmospheric stability has also been linked to fire behaviour by influencing plume development, with
unstable conditions more conducive to strong pyroconvection and pyrocumulonimbus development (Mills and
McCaw 2010; McRae et al. 2015).

1.2.2 Fuel
Fire spread is not possible in the absence of dry and well-connected fuels. Fuels in wildfires, i.e. combustible
vegetation, have been categorised in terms of particle size. In Australia, fuels are classed into fine fuels, which
includes grass, twigs, leaves etc. that have a diameter of < 6 mm (McArthur et al. 1962) or 10 mm (Sneeuwjagt
and Peet 1985), and coarse fuels, which includes larger twigs and branches > 6 mm in diameter. Fine fuel also
can include live plant material < 3 mm thick (Hines et al. 2010). Fine fuels ignite and burn quickly, and thus
contribute most to wildfire spread (Burrows 2001). Coarser fuels will also burn as fire intensity increases, but
contribute more to flame depth behind the fire front and smouldering than to ROS (Gould et al. 2011). Many
attributes of fuel affect how a particle combusts: particle size, shape, spatial configuration in relation to other
particles (i.e. arrangement or structure) and FMC (Rothermel 1972; Zylstra et al. 2016). These attributes vary
broadly by vegetation types, but also within vegetation types. Grasslands, shrublands and forests vary in species
composition, which influences the amount of fuel, fuel structure or arrangement, fuel accumulation rates after a
fire and moisture absorption rates (Baeza et al. 2006; Duff et al. 2013). Forest fuels have the most complex fuel
structure, as they can have several broad structural layers including surface (e.g. leaf litter), near-surface (grass,
low shrubs), elevated (shrubs) and canopy fuels that support crown fires (Sullivan et al. 2012; McColl-Gausden
et al. 2020).
Historically, ROS has been modelled as a function of fine fuel mass (McArthur 1967), although fuel structure
has been found to be a better predictor (Burrows 1999b; Gould 2007). The influence of structure on ROS is well
recognised, at least in broad terms. For example, a grassland may have less overall fuel than an adjacent forest,
but a grassland’s greater exposure to wind, as well as well-connected, more aerated and upright fuels, can lead
to faster spread than a forest. Interaction of the canopy and underlying forest structure with wind can mean
forests have slower but higher intensity wildfires than grasslands (Sullivan and Knight 2001). Broad differences
in ROS characteristics between fuel or vegetation types have resulted in the development of fuel type specific
ROS models in Australia and Canada (McArthur 1973; CSIRO 1997; Anderson et al. 2015).
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1.2.3 Topography
Topography can directly influence ROS. Generally, ROS is faster for fires burning upslope and slower
downslope (Sullivan et al. 2014). McArthur (1967) proposed that ROS would double with every increase of 10
degrees in slope. However, the effect is complex, particularly considering that fire spread will not always align
directly up or downslope (Viegas 2004). Topography also has complex effects on ROS due to interactions with
weather and fuel. Aspect influences sun exposure, thus fuels dry out more slowly on shaded aspects or in
gullies. This also affects vegetation type, as moister forest types grow on shaded aspects and in gullies compared
to exposed aspects or ridges (Keith 2004). Difference in broad trends of forest moisture influences the overall
connectivity of dry fuels in a landscape and subsequent fire spread (Caccamo et al. 2012a). Topography also
substantially affects the direction and strength of wind. In hilly areas, rapid ROS and extreme fire behaviour can
result from complex wind flow patterns: lee-slope eddies or rotors, downslope winds or mountain waves
(Sharples 2009).

1.3 Spotting
Spotting is a complex process that refers to the ignition of small new fires that burn separately to, but originate
from, the main wildfire. Spotting is vital to understand in the context of firefighting, as spotting can lead to a fire
jumping containment lines, burn down houses that are surrounded by cleared fuel breaks, and create erratic
wildfire spread patterns that endanger fire crews and communities.
Spot fires are ignited by the main fire through firebrands. Firebrands are small combusting pieces of material
generated from burning fuel, which have the aerodynamic capacity to be transported, while combusting, some
distance away from the source fire and ignite separate fuels (Tarifa et al. 1965; Williams 1982; Ellis 2000).
Research into spotting can be grouped into three sequential stages; 1) firebrand generation; 2) firebrand
transport, and; 3) ignition of fuels at the landing site (Koo et al. 2010).

1.3.1 Firebrand generation
During a wildfire, pyrolysis breaks down source fuels, from which combusting particles detach to form
firebrands (Koo et al. 2010). Firebrands in wildfires are usually from the available vegetation; bark, leaves,
twigs and wood, which vary in quantity and condition across a landscape (Luke and McArthur 1978; Gill et al.
1981). The type, size and number of firebrands generated are influenced by fuel composition, local weather
conditions and fire behaviour, which varies temporally and spatially. Wind and wildfire intensity have a large
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influence on several aspects of firebrand generation (Gill et al. 1981). For example, strong winds increase fire
intensity, which increases fuel combustion, pyrolysis and firebrand generation rates (Koo et al. 2010).
In Australia, several different types of Eucalypt bark are associated with spotting (Luke and McArthur 1978;
Hines et al. 2010). Species with “stringybark”, such as Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua), Jarrah (Eucalyptus
marginata) or Brown Stringybark (Eucalyptus baxterii), are attributed with high firebrand generation rates and
“mass spotting”. These firebrands can ignite spot fires a few hundred metres away and up to a few kilometres
(Grant and Wouters 1993; Ellis 2000; Ellis 2013). Stringybark is conducive to high firebrand generation rates
due to its fibrous nature, flaky fragmentation, vertical arrangement, deep fissures creating a large surface area
for ignition and ability to stay dry relative to other fuels (Tolhurst 1992; Tolhurst and Cheney 1999).
While probably producing fewer firebrands overall than stringybarks (Hines et al. 2010), smoothed bark gums
that produce long dead “ribbons” of bark (e.g. Candle Bark, Eucalyptus rubida; Mountain Ash, Eucalyptus
regnans) are suspected of generating firebrands capable of spotting many kilometres (Catchpole 2002). For
example, wind tunnel experiments indicate that Eucalyptus viminalis (Manna or Ribbon Gum) has the
aerodynamic potential to travel up to 40 km while still combusting (Hall et al. 2015). The bark becomes more
available to ignite with drought, as the trees shed more dead bark and low moisture content results in easy
ignition (McArthur 1966).
Other materials such as twigs, seed heads and conifer cones also contribute to spotting (Gill et al. 1981), but it is
unclear how generation rates of firebrands from different source materials vary with shifts in fire intensity and
environmental conditions. Twigs, shrubs and litter may contribute to firebrand material very close to the fire
front, including under very strong winds where firebrands can take a flat trajectory (e.g. Canberra 2003 fires;
Wang, 2009).
Non-vegetative materials can also generate firebrands, for example, metal sparks from powerlines (Tse and
Fernandez-Pello 1998) or suburban fuels including fences and building components (Waterman et al. 1969;
Suzuki et al. 2012; Suzuki and Manzello 2016). Firebrand generation in suburban areas can significantly
contribute to house loss and “house to house” fire spread (Ellis and Sullivan 2004; Blanchi et al. 2011).

1.3.2 Firebrand transport
Firebrands generated from a main fire can be transported by ambient winds and/or a fire plume (or convection
column) into unburnt fuels, potentially igniting a new spot fire. Since the beginnings of firebrand research
around the 1960s, there have been several attempts to produce maximum spotting distance models based on how
far a burning firebrand can be transported (Byram 1959; Tarifa et al. 1965; McArthur 1973; Albini 1979; Albini
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1981). Some authors have also explored, but not operationally tested, physics-based approaches to modelling
firebrand distributions (Perryman et al. 2013; Martin and Hillen 2016). While validation of model accuracy,
particularly in more extreme fires, is limited, significant insights have been gained.
Firebrand transport distance, direction, density and temporal pattern all vary with changes in fire behaviour and
environment (Ellis 2000). Underlying this, firebrand transport is determined by an interdependence between
attributes of the firebrand itself and attributes of the transport vector (wind or plume).
1.3.2.1

Firebrand attributes

A firebrand’s lifetime (i.e. time from ignition to extinguishment) and aerodynamic characteristics are important
for determining its transport behaviour and trajectory (Tarifa et al. 1965; Muraszew et al. 1977; Albini 1979;
Tse and Fernandez-Pello 1998; Woycheese et al. 1999; Anthenien et al. 2006; Koo et al. 2010). Lifetime
depends on factors including the firebrand shape, material, structure, and moisture content (Tarifa 1967; Ellis
2000; Plucinski and Anderson 2008; Hall et al. 2015), while aerodynamic characteristics include material, size,
shape, drag and combustion rate. If the time for a firebrand to reach the ground is longer than its lifetime, the
firebrand will be dead (not combusting) and cannot ignite a new spot fire (Tarifa 1967; Albini 1979). Ribbon
bark is an example of a highly aerodynamic firebrand that remains ignited for long periods and results in
spotting distances of potentially tens of kilometres (Cruz et al. 2012; Hall et al. 2015). Ribbon bark types have a
great spotting potential as the bark is light, thin (< 1 mm to a few mm thick), up to several metres long and has a
large surface area in aerodynamic forms including flat, slightly curved or rolled long strips, or strips completely
rolled in on themselves, forming internally convoluted structures (Luke and McArthur 1978; Tolhurst and
Cheney 1999; Hall et al. 2015). These can be easily ignited in a wildfire and, due to their length and structure,
burn for long periods during transport by wind/plume (Hines et al. 2010; Hall et al. 2015). Additionally, bark is
often held in upper tree branches, providing a high initial launch point.
1.3.2.2

Wind fields and plumes

High intensity fire produces hotter air that rises, driving the formation of strong convective columns which can
loft firebrands to great heights (Albini 1979; Woycheese et al. 1999). Convective columns interact with ambient
horizontal winds to transport firebrands some distance away from their source. Shorter distance spotting (tens to
a few hundred metres) relies mainly on ambient horizontal winds, whereas medium to longer distance spotting
(multi-kilometre) requires transport by both ambient and convective air flow. More intense fires can also loft
larger size firebrands with longer lifetimes and transport distances, although this may be cancelled out by the
slower travel speed of large firebrands (Woycheese et al. 1999).
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Tarifa (1967) calculated a simple two-dimensional physical model of firebrand transport where firebrands lofted
by a vertical convection column were ejected at some random time and then transported by horizontal wind to
the surface. Ellis (2000) described four possible trajectories that a firebrand could take in such a twodimensional model. Firebrand burning time is important in all these trajectories for determining if a spot fire can
ignite: If a firebrand is completely consumed or is no longer burning or smouldering when reaching the ground,
no spot fire can ignite (Albini 1979; Ellis 2000). The trajectories are: (A) Very short distance with little to no
lofting, i.e. a relatively flat trajectory; (B) Moderate distance spotting - partial lofting in a fire plume, but the
firebrand leaves the plume before its maximum potential height and is transported by horizontal winds to the
ground; (C) A firebrand reaches its maximum height (higher than trajectory B) in a plume where it leaves the
plume and is transported by horizontal winds to the ground; (D) A firebrand is lofted higher and travels farther
than trajectory C but burns out before reaching the ground, meaning no spot fire can ignite. The trajectory a
firebrand takes is dependent on fire intensity and lofting velocity, horizontal air velocity (within-plume and
ambient winds) and terminal velocity of the firebrand, which is influenced by its size and shape (Ellis 2000; Koo
et al. 2010).
In reality, fire plumes are highly dynamic with turbulent air flows, potentially influenced by fire whirls
(Muraszew et al. 1977), which cause more erratic transport behaviour and release of firebrands (Lee and
Hellman 1969; Albini 1979; Thurston et al. 2017). While there has been a great deal of research on firebrand
transport, there are still large gaps in research, particularly research on firebrand transport in actual wildfires.
For example, most likely due to the difficulty in collecting such data, there are no published studies of observed
distributions of the transport distances of live firebrands produced by actual wildfires. Firebrand data from
wildfires is very difficult to collect, and previous studies have mostly been small opportunistic studies, such as
Manzello (2014) where firebrand sizes, but not transport distances, were inferred post-fire based on burn
patterns in house and backyard materials (e.g. burn hole sizes in a trampoline). More research is also needed to
create operational models that produce reliable spotting distance predictions for wildfires, and models of spatial
patterns of multiple spot fires, including distances, directions and density of multiple spot fires from a single
wildfire.

1.3.3 Ignition of recipient fuels
A firebrand that lands while still combusting can ignite its recipient fuels to create a new spot fire. The ignition
probability depends on firebrand attributes, recipient fuel attributes and ambient weather conditions (Muraszew
and Fedele 1976; Ganteaume et al. 2009; Koo et al. 2010; Ellis 2011). Firebrand material type has been found to
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influence ignition probability in firebrand drop tests. For example, Eucalyptus globulus leaf and some pine cone
scales have ignition probabilities at least twice as high as pine bark when dropped onto beds of leaf litter, pine
needles and grass (Ganteaume et al. 2009). This is related to firebrand size and shape, as the amount of
firebrand surface contacting the fuel bed increases ignition probability (Ellis 2000; Manzello et al. 2008;
Plucinski and Anderson 2008). Small firebrands of 0.1 g or less (e.g. stringybark pieces) are still able to ignite
dry fuels (Ellis 2011), but possibly require a higher temperate to cause an ignition (Hadden et al. 2011). Number
of firebrands deposited also influences receiver fuel ignition probability. Experiments using a firebrand
generator show that firebrands can accumulate in certain areas around a building, such as where air flow
stagnates in front of a wall, leading to greater heat output and a greater likelihood of ignition (Manzello et al.
2007; Manzello et al. 2012a; Suzuki et al. 2015).
Ignition probability is also influenced by how a firebrand is burning. Flaming firebrands have a higher
likelihood of igniting fuels at the landing site than glowing or smouldering firebrands (i.e. no open flames)
(Cheney and Bary 1969; Manzello et al. 2006; Ganteaume et al. 2009), particularly when receiver fuel moisture
content is low (e.g. < 8% (Ellis 2000)). Firebrands can re-flame during flight, although most firebrands in a
wind field or plume are probably glowing (Tarifa et al. 1965; Ellis 2000, 2012). The chance that a firebrand will
remain flaming reduces with transport distance (Muraszew and Fedele 1976), meaning more flaming firebrands,
thus more spot fires, would be expected to ignite close to a source fire.
Weather also affects the chance a firebrand will ignite a spot fire. Wind can both supply oxygen, increasing
chances of re-flaming in glowing firebrands (Ellis 2000; Pérez-Gorostiaga et al. 2002; Ganteaume et al. 2009;
Ellis 2011), but can also provide a cooling source to flaming firebrands and reduce ignition probability of new
fuels (Pérez-Gorostiaga et al. 2002; Ganteaume et al. 2009). The effect that wind has on spot fire ignition
potential depends on wind speed and direction (Ganteaume et al. 2009) and how the firebrand lands in the
recipient fuel bed (e.g. on surface or in a gap in the fuel (Plucinski and Anderson 2008)).
Lower Fuel Moisture Content (FMC) of recipient fuels reduces ignition delays (Ganteaume et al. 2009) and
increases ignition probability (Manzello et al. 2006; Plucinski and Anderson 2008; Viegas et al. 2013). The
effect of FMC depends on fuel type or arrangement, with some fuels igniting at higher FMC than others. This
suggests that forest composition is important in spot fire ignition probability. In particular, a grassland or a
forest with grassy understorey may ignite more readily than forests with only litter surface fuels. However, in
conditions where wildfires are burning and generating firebrands, it is also likely that large areas of potential
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receiver fuels of different types are well below FMC ignition thresholds (Plucinski and Anderson 2008; Viegas
et al. 2014), except for areas that may be topographically moist (Kane et al. 2015).

1.4 Spotting and rate of spread
There is an important but poorly understood interrelationship between spotting and the overall ROS of a
wildfire. Spotting allows a wildfire to overcome barriers and areas of low spread potential (e.g. fuel break,
valley). Moreover, short-distance spot fires generally interact and merge with the main fire, which influences
overall fire spread (Cheney 1994; Catchpole 2002). Three main possibilities for how short-distance spot fires
influence ROS are: (1) No effect on ROS as spot fires develop slowly and are overrun by the faster spreading
main fire; (2) Increase in ROS resulting from fire-fire interaction and coalescence, for example, the main fire
and many spot fires may be burning separately, but quickly merge to create a single large extended fire; (3) ROS
is slowed as spot fires remove fuel downwind of the main fire, impeding its spread, or perhaps reducing
available oxygen (Finney and McAllister 2011).
However, due to a lack of observational data during wildfires, when most spotting occurs, these processes are
poorly understood. This has meant that the influence of spotting is not explicitly included in operational ROS
models (Alexander and Cruz 2013). Alexander and Cruz (2006) estimated the minimum distance from a
spreading wildfire that spot fires would need to ignite in order to cause an increase in the overall ROS as a
function of wildfire (source fire) ROS and the time a newly ignited spot fire would take to accelerate to its
potential ROS (build-up time): e.g. for conifer forests with homogenous fuel, weather and topography
“assuming a nominal crown fire rate of spread of 35 m min–1 (i.e. ~2.1 km h–1), spotting distances would have to
consistently exceed 300–700 m”. Spot fires under this distance would be overrun by the source fire and not
affect ROS. Build-up time of spot fires can vary significantly from a few minutes up to 45 minutes in test
conditions (Finney and McAllister 2011) depending on fuel and ambient conditions, although there is little data
on build-up time from wildfires.
The level of interaction between a spot fire and the main fire (or other spot fires) may have a large influence on
the role of spotting in fire spread (Finney and McAllister 2011; Viegas et al. 2012). Vega et al. (2012) observed
some smoke plume interaction and increases in ROS between head fire and backing fire in controlled burns, but
only when the two fires were very close (within 20 m). However, larger-scale fire-fire interaction effects are
likely responsible for at least part of the rapid flank ROS observed during the process of vorticity-driven lateral
spread (VLS). VLS can occur during intense fires in rugged terrain as an interaction between wind and
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topography can form lee slope eddies (rotors) that transport firebrands transverse to the ambient wind direction,
igniting multiple spot fires near the fire flanks. These subsequently coalesce with other spot fires and the fire
edge, greatly increasing the ROS of a fire flank (Sharples et al. 2012; McRae et al. 2015). Sharples et al. (2012)
suggested a flank ROS of around 8 km h-1 in some cases. While such processes have been documented, the
detail of how spotting interaction occurs, and more generally the effect of spot fires on forward ROS in wildfires
has not been well documented.

1.5 Empirical approaches to rate of spread and spotting
Empirical research methods have been regularly applied to further understanding of both ROS and spotting.
Empirical approaches use statistical analysis of observations of a ROS or spotting, and associated environmental
variables, to explore variable effects and create simple predictive statistical models. Data for empirical research
has been collected through laboratory-based experiments, field-based experiments or observations from actual
wildfires. In this thesis, empirical methods are used to research wildfire spread and spotting. Thus, a summary of
past empirical approaches (laboratory experiments, field experiments and wildfire observations) is given in the
sections below, followed by a summary of limitations of empirical approaches.
Physical modelling approaches have also been widely used in fire behaviour research. Physical approaches
identify and create physics-based mathematical models of the underpinning mechanisms of fire spread and
spotting. This has included the physics and chemistry of combustion and heat transfer between fuel particles,
and the degradation rates of a firebrand (Koo et al. 2010; Barr and Ezekoye 2013). Due to the complexity of fire
spread, physically modelling approaches are computationally intense, thus not currently feasible for operational
purposes. Summaries of physical approaches to ROS and spotting research can be found in Sullivan (2009a) and
Koo et al. (2010) respectively.

1.5.1 Laboratory Experiments
Laboratory-based experiments are useful in fire behaviour research as conditions can be controlled and repeated.
Precise measurements can be made through pre-installed equipment such as infrared cameras and
thermocouples. Selected variable levels can be altered to understand basic fire behaviour mechanisms, such as
how ROS responds to increasing wind speed, or how firebrand generation rates respond to decreasing FMC.
Experiments are usually conducted on a simple fuel bed such as pine needles or eucalyptus leaf litter, and in still
air or in a fire-proof combustion wind tunnel where wind speeds can be controlled. Below are some examples of
laboratory-based approaches that have been used to investigate aspects of fire spread and spotting:
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•

Firebrand generation: igniting, for example, a pine tree or building material and collecting and
recording the size, shape, weight etc. of firebrands that are generated (Manzello et al. 2008; Manzello
et al. 2009; Suzuki et al. 2012; Suzuki et al. 2013; Manzello et al. 2018; Hedayati et al. 2019).

•

Firebrand transport: Monitoring behaviour including flaming times, smouldering times and weight
loss of firebrands released in a wind tunnel. This has been conducted in horizontal wind tunnels using
machined wood firebrands (Tarifa et al. 1965; Tarifa 1967) and in a vertical wind tunnel, which
produces consistent upward air flow, using stringy and ribbon Eucalypt bark (Ellis 2000; Ellis 2013;
Hall et al. 2015). Indicative maximum spotting distances can be calculated from data on firebrand size
and combustion duration.

•

Fuel ignition: Testing the ignition behaviour of different firebrands types and fuel beds (e.g. pine
needles, Eucalypt leaf litter) or materials (e.g. fences, decks) subject to either individually dropped
firebrands (Plucinski and Anderson 2008; Ganteaume et al. 2009; Viegas et al. 2014) or continuous
firebrand showers from a “firebrand generator” machine (Manzello and Suzuki 2012; Manzello et al.
2012b, 2012a; Suzuki et al. 2015).

•

Fire spread: Investigating the effects of fire geometry on ROS (e.g. V-shaped fire lines (Viegas et al.
2012; Raposo et al. 2018; Sullivan et al. 2019)), topographic (small model hill) and wind interaction
effects on spread direction and rate (Raposo 2015), and wind speed and/or slope orientation and incline
on spread properties including rate and flame angle (Weise and Biging 1996; Catchpole et al. 1998;
Burrows 1999a; Viegas 2004). Recently, a study was published where forward ROS on shallow beds of
pine needles was measured in response to wind speeds up to ~100 km h-1 at the Insurance Institute for
Business and Home Safety facility in the USA, where a maximum ROS of 8.9 km h-1 was recorded
(Butler et al. 2020).

1.5.2 Field experiments
Due to limitations on the size and intensity of fires in laboratory-based experiments, research has also
investigated spotting and fire spread through field experiments. The main method has been to conduct controlled
burns in field plots of natural fuels (e.g. pine forest, eucalyptus forest) and monitor aspects of fire behaviour.
The McArthur MK5 spread model (McArthur 1973) and Forest Fire Behaviour Tables for Western Australia
(Sneeuwjagt and Peet 1985) were both developed based on observations of ROS, and environmental conditions,
from hundreds of experimental fires under mild to moderate fire weather, although the precise methods of
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observation are unclear (Noble et al. 1980a; Burrows 1988; Cruz et al. 2015). More recently under “Project
Vesta”, observations from experimental fires under moderate to high forest fire danger ratings were used to
better capture the dry summer conditions in a ROS model (Gould 2007; Cheney et al. 2012). Similar approaches
have been taken to develop models or understand characteristics, based on experiments in other fuel types,
including grassland (Cheney et al. 1993; Cruz et al. 2015) and heath/shrubland (McCaw 1997; Cruz et al. 2013).
Observations from experimental field fires have also been used to understand some aspects of spotting, although
to a lesser extent than ROS. In addition to ROS, the “Project Vesta” experiments observed and described
spotting in two main ways: (1) measuring distances that spot fires ignited from the experimental fires; (2)
inferring firebrand size and shape based on burn holes in plastic sheets laid out in strips within several hundred
metres of the experimental fires. Controlled burns have also been conducted in pine forests in the USA to
capture and measure the type, size and velocity (via infrared cameras) of firebrands that were generated
(McCaw et al. 2012; El Houssami et al. 2015; Filkov et al. 2017).

1.5.3 Wildfire observations
Due to the dangerous conditions associated with wildfires, it has been difficult to record detailed wildfire
observations in any systematic way. Wildfire observations on spotting and ROS have instead been opportunistic.
Examples include opportunistic post-wildfire assessment in urban areas that measure burn patterns in
trampolines or outdoor furniture to infer firebrand size and density (Rissel and Ridenour 2013; Manzello and
Foote 2014), and surveys of fire damaged and destroyed houses to understand sources of firebrands, potential
ignition points (e.g. vents or timber deck) and factors that increase house resistance to firebrand ignition (Ellis
and Sullivan 2004; Blanchi et al. 2006; Wang 2006).
Case studies for individual fires have been carried out to describe certain characteristics (e.g. ROS, spotting
distances) based on available firefighting operations information; for example, for the 1983 Ash Wednesday
Fires (Rawson et al. 1983) and the 2009 Kilmore East fire (Cruz et al. 2012). Such case studies have historically
relied on ad hoc information collected post-fire, such as coarse maps created during firefighting operations,
firefighting communications logs or reports from members of the public about when a fire reached a certain
location or crossed a specific road. More recently remotely sensed infrared images acquired from aircraft have
been used in some case studies of fire behaviour (Cruz et al. 2012; Quill and Sharples 2015). Some case study
ROS estimates have been included in ROS model development, such as in the McArthur MK5 model
(McArthur 1973), although the details around the number included and observation methods are unclear.
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1.5.4 Limitations of past approaches
Experiments focusing on ROS and the spotting process have yielded significant insights. However, due to
limitations on experimental fire size, intensity, ROS and complexity (e.g. of fuel beds, wind speeds and
directions), it is unclear how well results from experiments represent the behaviour of actual wildfires. For
example, Tarifa (1967) calculated a maximum spotting distance of ~ 2 km based on experiment combustion
times of small cylindrical firebrands 24 mm long (Koo et al. 2010). However, such results have limited
applicability to Eucalypt forest fires containing long and aerodynamic ribbon bark Eucalypts and stringybark
Eucalypts. More recently, Hall et al. (2015) demonstrated in vertical wind tunnel experiments that samples of
ribbon bark (Eucalyptus viminalis) of around 4 m long could have long burnout times (max 1304 s, mean 400 s),
with a potential spotting distance of ~37 km for one sample. While these experiments may capture potential
firebrand behaviour of Eucalypt forest fires more accurately, fires in actual Eucalypt forests may produce much
longer firebrands and also many different types of firebrands from a range of source fuels.
There are constraints on the weather that can be created in laboratory conditions, which also limits the
applicability of experimental results to wildfires. Wind speeds are limited by combustion tunnel fan speeds,
which also only produce a simple unidirectional air flow. In actual wildfires, air flows are highly dynamic and
influenced by complex topography and fire behaviour, including pyroconvection. The problem is somewhat
overcome by conducting field experiments, but controlled fires must be conducted when weather conditions are
mild enough to ensure fires do not escape control lines. Such limitations are a likely reason why the McArthur
Mk5 fire behaviour model, developed on hundreds of observations of fires burning mostly through surface litter
fuels in controlled burns, has been found to consistently under-predict ROS when applied to wildfire conditions
(Cruz et al. 2018).
Small scale fire experiments are an important first step in exploring ideas about fire behaviour and informing
future research. However, to ensure empirical analysis and empirically derived models encompass a full range
of expected fire behaviour, research should ideally use large sets of wildfire observations (including extreme
fires) for validation and new model development, by including such observations in model training data. While
historically it has not been possible to gather a large set of wildfire observations together, in recent years
airborne remote sensing technology has been utilised by fire agencies in south east Australia to monitor
wildfires for operational purposes, including extreme fires (Matthews 1997; Cook et al. 2009). A large set of
orthorectified infrared images now exists, from which wildfire observations on spotting and ROS can be
mapped for empirical research (Filkov et al. 2018; Storey et al. 2020b). Large databases of readily accessible
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images captured by satellite platforms also now exist (NASA 2020), that depending on resolution, capture
frequency and spectral bands available, could also be exploited for mapping wildfires.

1.6 Thesis aims and structure
The overall aim of this thesis is to improve understanding of specific influential aspects of fire behaviour,
namely rate of spread (ROS) and spotting, using novel methods. Large previously unanalysed empirical wildfire
datasets, as well as a supplementary experiment-based study, were used to investigate wildfire spotting and
ROS.
Three main empirical approaches have been employed here: 1) empirical analysis of spotting using wildfire
data; 2) empirical analysis of ROS using wildfire data; 3) experiments into the effect of spot fires on ROS. The
specific aims were:
•

To describe regional variation in spotting and describe within-fire variation in spotting distances using
empirical wildfire data (Chapter 2)

Chapter 2 investigates and describes spotting patterns across south east Australia. This work provides insight
into regional patterns of spotting within south east Australia by conducting a regional comparison of spot fire
distances and numbers and associates these with broad bio-geographic variables. Chapter 2 also describes spot
fire distribution patterns, specifically correlation between spot fire distances and spot fire numbers, and how
spot fires from individual fires are spread out (mostly near or far from the source fire). The research was
conducted using geographic information system (GIS) based analysis and remotely sensed wildfire images (line
scans) to map spotting patterns from actual wildfires in south east Australia. Chapter 2 was published on 28
April 2020 as an article titled Analysis of Variation in Distance, Number, and Distribution of Spotting in
Southeast Australian Wildfires in the journal Fire (https://doi.org/10.3390/fire3020010).

•

To explore the environmental drivers of long-distance spotting in wildfires (Chapter 3)

Past approaches to modelling spot fire distances are generally physics-based or rely on constrained laboratoryor field-based experiments and have usually not been validated against wildfire data. Explanatory models were
calculated in Chapter 3 to explore the major drivers of wildfire spotting without making assumptions. Chapter 3
utilises remotely sensed wildfire images (line scans, as with Chapter 2) to map wildfires and their spot fires, and
matches this data to environmental data on fuel, weather and topography. GIS was used to measure spotting
distances and numbers from the wildfire images and generalised linear modelling was used to identify
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significant environmental drivers of maximum spot fire distance and the number of long-distance spot fires (>
500 m). Chapter 3 was published on 2 March 2020 as an article titled Drivers of long-distance spotting during
wildfires in south-eastern Australia in the International Journal of Wildland Fire
(https://doi.org/10.1071/WF19124).

•

To demonstrate a Bayesian probabilistic modelling approach for predicting the forward rate of spread
of wildfires using empirical wildfire data (Chapter 4)

There have been several models developed and now used for predicting wildfire ROS during wildfire
operations. Two main issues that limit their application are: a) they were developed on observations of
controlled fires, so can be inaccurate when applied to wildfires; (b) they are deterministic models, thus do not
indicate uncertainty around predicted ROS. In Chapter 4, a Bayesian probabilistic ROS model is developed
using empirical wildfire data (line scans, satellite images) and considering several weather variables known to
drive fire spread. The advantages of this approach to ROS modelling are presented and discussed. Chapter 4 also
has an analysis comparing wildfire ROS observations to ROS predictions from two deterministic ROS models
currently used by fire agencies in Australia. This chapter provides insight into an efficient and reliable way that
ROS can be modelled for wildfire response operations. Chapter 4 has been submitted as an article titled
Derivation of a Bayesian fire spread model using large-scale wildfire observations to the journal Environmental
Modelling and Software (under review from 13 January 2021).

•

Investigate the interactive effects of spot fire and topography on fire rate of spread through laboratory
experiments (Chapter 5)

Chapter 5 considers both spot fires and ROS. An experiment-based approach was taken in order to study
effects that are currently too difficult to capture in actual wildfire data, including line scans. Laboratory fire
experiments were conducted in a combustion wind tunnel to examine the effects of spot fires (none, one or two),
the presence (or absence) of a model hill and their interaction on the forward ROS of a line fire. The work
provides insight into situations where spot fires will and will not influence ROS during actual wildfires. Chapter
5 was published on 7 January 2021 as an article titled Experiments on the influence of spot fire and topography
interaction on fire rate of spread in the journal PLOS ONE (https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245132).
Chapter 6 provides a brief summary of the main findings from Chapters 2 to 5, describes the implications of the
findings for management and discusses future directions for research.
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Chapter 2
2 Analysis of Variation in Distance, Number, and Distribution of
Spotting in Southeast Australian Wildfires
2.1 Abstract
Spotting during wildfires can significantly influence the way wildfires spread and reduce the chances of
successful containment by fire crews. However, there is little published empirical evidence of the
phenomenon. In this study, we have analysed spotting patterns observed from 251 wildfires from a database
of over 8000 aerial line scan images capturing active wildfire across mainland southeast Australia between
2002 and 2018. The images were used to measure spot fire numbers, number of “long-distance” spot fires
(> 500 m), and maximum spotting distance. We describe three types of spotting distance distributions,
compare patterns among different regions of southeast Australia, and associate these with broad measures of
rainfall, elevation, and fuel type. We found a relatively high correlation between spotting distance and
numbers; however, there were also several cases of wildfires with low spot fire numbers producing very
long-distance spot fires. Most long-distance spotting was associated with a “multi-modal” distribution type,
where high numbers of spot fires ignite close to the source fire and isolated or small clumps of spot fires
ignite at longer distances. The multi-modal distribution suggests that current models of spotting distance,
which typically follow an exponential-shaped distribution, could underestimate long-distance spotting. We
also found considerable regional variation in spotting phenomena that may be associated with significant
variation in rainfall, topographic ruggedness, and fuel descriptors. East Victoria was the most spot-fireprone of the regions, particularly in terms of long-distance spotting.

2.2 Introduction
There are several behaviours known to increase the destructive and chaotic nature of wildfires (Werth et al.
2016). One of the most important is spotting, a stochastic form of wildfire spread that leads to the ignition of
spot fires: Separate new fires ignited by firebrands (burning pieces of vegetation or other flammable material)
originating from a wildfire. Under intense spotting, wildfire spread becomes highly unpredictable and
impossible for fire crews to contain (Koo et al. 2010).
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Spotting is controlled by several variables that are known to influence one or multiple stages of the spotting
process (i.e. firebrand generation, firebrand transport, and the ignition of receiver fuels (Koo et al. 2010)) and
the subsequent role of spotting in overall wildfire spread. This includes fuel (amount, bark type), weather
(moisture, wind), topography (slope steepness, ridges), and main fire (or “source fire”) attributes (size, intensity,
plume characteristics) (Koo et al. 2010; Albini et al. 2012; Ellis 2013; Hall et al. 2015; Martin and Hillen 2016;
Thurston et al. 2017; Page et al. 2019; Storey et al. 2020b). As these factors vary both locally (e.g. ridge vs.
valley) and regionally (e.g. damp mountain forests vs. dry grassy plains, eucalypt forests vs. conifer forests), it
can be expected that local and regional variation in spotting patterns also exist.
More extreme cases of spotting are characterised by long distances (up to many kilometres) and/or the ignition
of tens or hundreds of spot fires in mass spotting events (Cruz et al. 2012; Tedim et al. 2018). Interaction
between multiple spot fires and the source fire potentially increases burning intensity, flame heights (Finney and
McAllister 2011), and wildfire spread rates over large areas (Tedim et al. 2018; Toivanen et al. 2019). Such
interactions are likely to depend on the distribution of spot fires (number and distances); for example, multiple
spot fires in close proximity (to the source fire and/or other spot fires) are likely to interact, whereas isolated
spot fires are not.
While extreme spotting occurs in some wildfires, other wildfires only produce mild spotting behaviour
(e.g. low number, short distance) that has little impact on overall spread; for example, one or two short-distance
spot fires may be quickly overrun by the source fire (Alexander and Cruz 2006). While significant
understanding has been gained in aspects of spotting (Koo et al. 2010), studies that describe observed spotting
patterns, including variation in spotting distances, numbers, spotting distributions, and geographic variation in
spotting patterns from a large sample of real wildfires, are lacking.
Current understanding mainly stems from laboratory or mathematical modelling of firebrands, anecdotal sources
(e.g. firefighter experiences), and agency reports or published studies on behaviour of individual or a few
wildfires, often with only general descriptions of spotting (e.g. “dense” spotting) (Luke and McArthur 1978;
Rawson et al. 1983; Cruz et al. 2012). A significant recent study looked at a large sample of real wildfires from
a single season in the Northern Rockies, which included 48 wildfires tracked over multiple days and 7214 spot
fires identified (Page et al. 2019). A total of 94% of spot fires were within 500 m, with rarer long-distance
spotting to a maximum distance of 2.7 km, with the most significant driver being an interaction between wind
speed and fire growth (from previous day). Storey et al. (2020b) modelled drivers of spotting distance and
numbers, finding source fire area to be the best predictor, but did not report on spotting distributions. In
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southwest Western Australia, the Project Vesta experiments measured spot fire distributions (i.e. the downwind
distribution of spot fires at different distances from the source fire at any one time) from a series of controlled
burns (Gould et al. 2008; McCaw et al. 2012), four of which had firebrand distribution data recorded and five
had spot fire distances recorded. The fires produced approximately exponential distributions of firebrands and
spot fires, with most igniting close to their source fires (< 50 m). The total number of spot fires was correlated
with plume behaviour, fuel characteristics (hazard score, age), and fire behaviour (rate of spread, intensity,
flame height). There have been several international studies focused on determining firebrand landing
distributions based on small-scale laboratory experiments and/or mathematical modelling (Sardoy et al. 2008;
Wang 2009; Koo et al. 2010; Pereira et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015; Song et al. 2017; Tohidi and Kaye 2017b;
Tohidi and Kaye 2017a; Wadhwani et al. 2017). These have generally indicated right-skewed distributions of
firebrands (e.g. exponential, Rayleigh, lognormal), but normal or bi-modal distributions have also been reported.
The distributions found are influenced by factors such as firebrand size, shape, burning rate, lofting height, and
wind speed. The applicability of these models to spotting distributions (i.e. including spot fire ignition (Martin
and Hillen 2016)) from real wildfires may be limited as, for example, models usually do not consider large
highly aerodynamic firebrands (e.g. eucalypt ribbon bark (Hall et al. 2015)), wildfires burning on rugged terrain,
or the effects of fire–atmosphere interaction. To validate and improve such models, comparison to spotting
distributions from real wildfires is needed.
Southeast Australia is generally acknowledged as being prone to large wildfires with intense spotting behaviour
(Fig. 2.1) (Luke and McArthur 1978). Spotting has played a significant part in some of the most dangerous and
destructive wildfires in southeast Australia, including the 2009 Black Saturday Fires, where one wildfire
produced spot fires between 30 and 35 km away (Teague 2010; Cruz et al. 2012). Other examples include the
2003 Alpine and Canberra wildfires (McLeod 2003), multiple wildfires in the Blue Mountains near Sydney
(including 2013, 2006, 2001/2), the 2013 Wambelong wildfire (Dillon 2015), and the 1983 Ash Wednesday
wildfires (Rawson et al. 1983). Southeast Australia experiences dry summers (including periodic droughts) and
days where high temperatures, low humidity, and strong winds can lead to the development of extreme wildfires
and associated spotting (Sharples et al. 2016). Wildfires in southeast Australia with high degrees of spotting are
generally associated with large forested areas dominated by Eucalypt species with fibrous or flaky bark types
that produce ideal firebrand fuel (Cheney and Bary 1969; Ellis 2013; Hall et al. 2015). However, the significant
variation in climate and vegetation that exists, from tall moist forests in rugged terrain to dry and sparsely
vegetated desert plains, suggests that significant variation in spotting also exists. Published reports of spotting
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patterns have historically been limited, mainly due to limitations in technology to record spotting. However,
since the early 2000s, fire agencies in southeast Australia have regularly been deploying aircraft fitted with
multispectral/infrared line scanners (Matthews 1997; Cook et al. 2009; Storey et al. 2020b) to capture detailed
images of hundreds of wildfires. This has created a large archive of real-world observations of wildfires and
spotting. In this study, we use this line scan imagery to measure and describe spotting patterns across mainland
southeast Australia. We compare simple measures of wildfire spotting (maximum distance, number of spot
fires) across five broadly defined regions of southeast Australia for the period 2002 to 2018, and also describe
different types of spotting distance distributions. In particular, we use the data to explore the following sets of
questions about spot fire numbers, distances, and regional variation:
How many spot fires are commonly produced in wildfires? How common is long-distance and mass spotting?
What is the correlation between long-distance spotting and mass spotting (high numbers)?
How are spot fires commonly distributed (mostly near or far)? Is there significant variation in spotting
distributions?
Is there significant geographic variation in spotting? Is it more common in some regions than others?

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Study Location and Line Scans
We focused on wildfires on mainland southeast Australia between 4 Dec 2002 and 28 Feb 2018 (Fig. 2.1). Since
~2001, the New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS, operated by Air Affairs Australia Pty Ltd) and Victorian
Department of Environment, Land, Water, and Planning (DELWP) have regularly deployed aircraft fitted with
optical line scanning equipment to wildfires to capture georectified images for use in wildfire response
operations. When present, actively burning wildfire areas including spot fires can be clearly identified in the
images. Over 15,000 individual images that show whole or part of a wildfire, from actively burning to
extinguished, were provided by RFS and DELWP.
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Fig. 2.1: Locations of source fires captured and analysed for this study, coloured by assigned region. Base-map ©
OpenStreetMap contributors.

The scanner captures radiance emitted from wildfires in multiple spectral bands, including smoke-penetrating
infrared, by continuously scanning side-to-side as the aircraft moves forward, from which a georectified image
is created (Cook et al. 2009). RFS uses a subset of three bands that are extracted to create images that display
active fire as yellow-orange (Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3). Currently, two shortwave infrared (SWIR; at 1.6 and 2.2 µm)
and one blue band are usually used, although different band combinations, such as thermal infrared, SWIR, and
green, have been used in the past/depending on fire conditions (Sharples et al. 2012). DELWP creates singleband images (longwave infrared at 8–14 µm) that are processed to highlight active fire (high longwave infrared
pixel values) as red (Fig. 2.4).
We found that ~10% of all images supplied had active source fires with at least one spot fire (~50% of all
images had active fires but no spot fires). Images that contained active fires with zero spot fires, no active fire,
flank-only fires, or image acquisition errors (e.g. colour saturation) were not used in this analysis. The line scan
operator can adjust sensitivity to different spectral bands on each mission, but the sensitivity settings were not
recorded in the data. This may have affected spot fire detectability in some images. In cases where two scans
showed the same spot fires (i.e. scans of the same source fire acquired within a short period), the image that
showed the longest distance downwind from the source fire was retained and the other image was excluded.
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This was to ensure spot fires were not measured twice. Several images contained georectification errors, and
some images were not georectified. In these cases, georeferencing of the images to a common base image was
carried out in ArcGIS 10.5.

Fig. 2.2: Rural Fire Service (RFS) line scan showing three separate source fires (three largest
polygons). Most actively burning fire is yellow, orange is still hot after the main fire front has
passed, brown is extinguished, green is unburnt vegetation, and blue is faint signature of the smoke
plume. Red dotted lines indicate spot fire (small polygons) distances measured for analysis. The red
arrow indicates spread direction.

Fig. 2.3: RFS line scan showing individual source fire (largest polygon) and spot fires
(small polygons). Interpretation as in Fig. 2.2.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.4: Department of Environment, Land, Water, and Planning (DELWP) line scan examples. Actively burning fire
is processed to show as red. White is recently burnt, light to dark greys are unburnt vegetation. Black areas are dense parts of
the smoke plume or cloud. Red dashed lines indicate spot fire distance measured for analysis. The largest polygons represent
source fire, the smallest polygons are spot fires (green in (a), black in (b). (b) has some larger spot fires in grassland. See
other examples in Storey et al. (2020b).

2.3.2 Mapping Fires
GIS (Geographic Information System) polygons were created for sampling in ArcGIS 10.5 by manually
digitizing all spot fires and their source fire in each image. The source fire (meaning source of firebrands) was
defined as the actively burning part of the main wildfire, which was a head-fire burning separately from any
other head-fires in the image (e.g. two tongues of fire spreading along separate ridges were different source
fires, Fig. 2.2). A single source fire could be digitized from a mosaic of several images captured sequentially
(each image captured only part of the source fire; Fig. 2.4), or multiple source fires could be digitized from a
single image (Fig. 2.2). The source fire polygon was digitized by identifying an actively burning head-fire and
its spread direction (based on its shape), then drawing a polygon from the head-fire tip and back along the active
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fire length of each flank before finalizing the polygon with a line joining the back end of the two flanks (Fig.
2.3). Spot fires were each digitized as separate polygons and assigned to the closest source fire.
Spot fire distance to the closest point on the edge of the source fire was measured using the ArcGIS 10.5 “Near”
tool. We assumed that all spot fires originated from the source fire polygon, although there is a chance that some
spot fires were ignited by other nearby spot fires. We also assumed all spot fires in the vicinity were captured in
each image, although it is possible some spot fires were missed because they were very small, beyond the
downwind image extent, or were under dense smoke or thick canopy (also see Storey et al. (2020b) / Chapter 3
for further details).

2.3.3 Sampling and Analysis
There were 338 source fires with at least one spot fire identified from the line scan images. However, in order to
analyse spotting distribution patterns, we used only those source fires with at least three spot fires (n = 251). The
251 source fires included spanned a wide range of fire weather and behaviour (for all fires, wind gusts (km/h)
ranged from 14 to 81 (mean 37), temperature ranged from (Celsius) 12 to 42 (mean 28), relative humidity (%)
ranged from 7 to 63 (mean 27) (Storey et al. 2020b).
Source fires were grouped into five regions based on latitude, longitude, and state borders (Fig. 2.1): East
Victoria (N = 94), southeast New South Wales (SE NSW, n = 37), east New South Wales (n = 66), west
Victoria (n = 30), and northeast New South Wales (NE NSW, n = 24). Regional summary values of elevation
(Geoscience Australia 2011), canopy height (Simard et al. 2011), and annual rainfall (BOM 2010) were
calculated by: (1) Sampling rasters of each variable with 50 m point grids covering each source fire polygon, (2)
calculating source fire summary statistics, and (3) calculating mean regional values from source fire summary
values. Mean values were calculated for all variables. Standard deviation of elevation within each source fire
was also calculated as a measure of ruggedness. As we sampled from source fires, our summary values do not
necessarily represent the entire region, but rather those locations where fires occurred within that region.
In addition, we identified predominant spotting-prone bark types across our source fire areas (Bhutia et al. 2010;
Ellis 2013; Hall et al. 2015). Identification of bark type relied on state-based vegetation maps that list common
species in each forest class. We assigned bark types by (1) sampling state-based vegetation maps (Ecological
Vegetation Classes in Victoria, (Keith 2004) vegetation classes in NSW) in each source fire area using a 50 m
point grid, (2) based on the vegetation class description of dominant/most common species, assigning each
vegetation class to a category of stringybark dominant, ribbon bark dominant, shared stringy and ribbon bark
dominance, or other bark type dominance (e.g. box-ironbark forests, shrubland, Callitris spp., Angophra spp.),
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and (3) summarizing the proportion of each bark type by region. Some vegetation types classified as one bark
type may contain minor components of other bark types. The identification of bark types could be improved if
more detailed tree species mapping (or bark mapping) existed across the study area; however, we believe the
method used here is sufficient to identify general trends.
Kruskal–Wallis tests (Hollander et al. 2013) were run to test for differences among regions for maximum
spotting distance, total number of spot fires (irrespective of distance), and number of spot fires > 500 m from the
source fire (indicating more extreme spotting behaviour). Maximum spot fire (spotting) distance here means the
farthest spot fire from source fire in the line scan image, rather than maximum firebrand flight distance (e.g. in
modelling (Albini 1979; Noble et al. 1980a; Woycheese et al. 1999)). Kruskal–Wallis tests were combined with
post-hoc Wilcoxon tests (Hollander et al. 2013) to identify significantly different region pairs. Spearman’s
ranked correlation coefficients (rs) were also calculated between each combination of the three spotting
measures (all regions pooled). This was to identify whether mass spotting and long-distance spotting usually
occurred from the same source fires.
To investigate spot fire distance distributions, frequency distribution polygon plots (similar to histograms, but
represented by lines) of spot fire distances (250 m bins) were plotted for each source fire. Based on visual
inspection, each plot was assigned to one of three broad types of distribution based on its general appearance
and the largest distance between any two spot fires. The distribution types were:
•

Exponential: Most spot fires within the first 250 m, decreasing numbers of spot fires in each bin out to
the farthest spot fire and no gap > 1 km between any two spot fires (e.g. Appendix C2-A, also the fires
in Fig. 2.2).

•

Multi-modal: Like type 1, except with a gap >= 1 km between any two spot fires (e.g. Appendix C2-A,
also the fire in Fig. 2.3).

•

Other distribution: No prominent peak in the frequency plot, or the peak in spot fires was beyond the
first 250 m bin (Appendix C2-A).

Map examples of each distribution type are included in Appendix C2-A.
The percentage of each distribution type in each region was calculated and Chi-Squared tests were used to
indicate if spot fire distribution type was independent of region. Kruskal–Wallis and Wilcoxon tests were used
to test for any significant differences between the distribution types in maximum spot fire distance, number of
spot fires, or number of spot fires > 500 m (all regions pooled).
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Spotting Distance Summary
Distances for a total of 4219 spot fires from the 251 source fires were analysed. The distribution of distance
values (i.e. all spot fire distances from all source fires pooled) revealed that most spot fires were close to their
source fire (mean = 0.4 km, median = 0.1 km; Fig. 2.5). Long-distance spotting was much less common; only
10% of spot fires were beyond 1 km and 2% were beyond 3 km.

Fig. 2.5: Distribution of distances of all spot fires (n = 4219) from every source fire pooled.

2.4.2 Correlation between Spotting Measures (All Data Pooled)
Maximum spot fire distance values ranged from 20 m to 13.9 km (mean 1.27 km, median = 0.64 km).
Number of spot fires (N spot fires) ranged from three (the threshold for inclusion in the study) to 128
(mean = 16.81, median = 10) and number of spot fires > 500 m (N spot fires > 500 m) ranged from 0 to 55
(mean = 3.03, median = 1).
N spot fires > 500 m and maximum spot fire distance were strongly correlated (rs = 0.9). There was a weaker
correlation between N spot fires > 500 m and N spot fires (rs = 0.67), and between N spot fires and maximum
spot fire distance (rs = 0.62) (Fig. 2.6). Despite a strong correlation, there were several source fires that spotted
long distances but had few spot fires > 500 m. For example, there were seven source fires that produced at least
one spot fire over 5 km but had <= 10 spot fires past 500 m. This included the longest spotting source fire (13.9
km, Wandoo 2006 fire in SE NSW), which had nine spot fires in total, and only five over 500 m.
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Fig. 2.6: Scatterplots depicting pairwise relationships between the three spotting measures.

2.4.3 Spot Fire Distance Distribution Types (All Regions Pooled)
An exponential distribution was the most common distribution type across all regions (196 source fires),
followed by multi-modal (39) and other (16). The spot fire distance distributions for each group are illustrated in
Fig. 2.7 (also see maps in Appendix C2-A). For clarity, this plot was limited to the 10 source fires with the
longest maximum distance in each group. Kruskal–Wallis and Wilcoxon tests indicated that the multi-modal
group had significantly (p < 0.01) higher maximum spot fire distances than the others (Table 2.1). Of the 11
source fires that spotted over 5 km, 10 were multi-modal and one
was other-distribution. The exponential group had the lowest maximum distance values (Table 2.1) and
contained high numbers of short-distance spot fires. The other-distribution group had low peaks in number of
spot fires close to the source fire, but also had some longer-distance spot fires (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8). The
height of the first initial peaks (i.e. number of spot fires in first 250 m from source fire) for the exponential and
multi-modal groups ranged between 2 and 58, and between 2 and 11 for the other-distribution group.
The multi-modal group had a significantly higher (p < 0.01) N spot fires than the exponential and otherdistribution groups. The multi-modal group had a significantly higher (p < 0.01) N spot fires > 500 m than the
exponential group, but not the other-distribution group.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.7: Frequency polygon distributions (bin width 250 m) for ten source fires with the longest maximum spot fire
distance for each distribution type: Exponential group (a), multi-modal group (b), and other distributions (c).

Table 2.1: Summary statistics for the three spotting measures by distribution type.

N spots: Mean (median)
N spots: Min–max

Multi-Modal

Exponential

Other

32.2 (23)

14 (8)

13.8 (7.5)

3–128

3–104

3–55

N spots > 500 m: Mean (median)
N spots > 500 m: Min–max

8.7 (4)
1–55

1.5 (0)
0–27

7.6 (2)
0–47

Max distance km: Mean (median)

4.3 (3.8)

0.6 (0.4)

1.6 (0.9)

1.65–13.9

0.02–3.5

0.36–7.3

Max distance km: Min–max
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.8: Violin plots of distribution type vs. maximum spot fire distance (a), number of spot fires (b), and number of
spot fires > 500 m (c). The red dotted line is the mean group value.

2.4.4

Regional Spotting Distance and Number

Maps of the three spotting measures suggest areas of high spotting potential in east Victoria, SE NSW (close to
the Victorian border), and around Sydney in east NSW (Fig. 2.9). In particular, high N spot fires > 500 m and
very long-distance spot fires mostly occurred in east Victoria or just over the state border in SE NSW. There
were some source fires that produced very long-distance spot fires around Sydney in east NSW, but few source
fires there had high N spot fires > 500 m. Long-distance spot fires and high values of N spot fires > 500 m were
mostly absent from west Victoria and NE NSW in our data.
The patterns observed in the maps were supported by the statistical comparisons among regions. East Victoria
and SE NSW had the highest group mean values for all spotting measures (Fig. 2.10, Table 2.2). East NSW had
the third largest mean for all spotting measures. East Victoria, east NSW, and SE NSW all had maximum
values over 8 km, with the largest in SE NSW of 13.9 km. The maximum values for N spot fires (128) and N
spot fires > 500 m (55) came from one source fire in east Victoria. NE NSW and west Victoria had the lowest
mean values for all spotting measures.
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Kruskal–Wallis tests indicated a significant difference between regions for all three of the spotting measures.
Post-hoc Wilcoxon tests showed the most significant difference (lowest p value) between east Victoria and NE
NSW for maximum distance and N spot fires > 500m (p < 0.01) and between SE NSW and NE NSW for N
spots (p < 0.01). There was no significant difference between SE NSW and east Victoria, or between NE NSW
and west Victoria for any of the three spotting measures. East NSW had significantly higher (p < 0.01) spotting
than NE NSW (excluding N spot fires (p = 0.27)) and significantly lower (p < 0.05) spotting than east Victoria
for the three spotting measures.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 2.9: Points representing source fire locations coloured by maximum spot fire distance (a), number of spot fires
(b), number of spot fires > 500 m (c), and distance distribution type (d) across study area. Black dots are zero values.
Base-map © OpenStreetMap contributors.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.10: Violin plots of region vs. maximum spot fire distance (a), number of spot fires (b), and number of spot fires
> 500 m (c). The red dashed line is the mean group value.

Table 2.2: Summary statistics for the three spotting measures by region.
East NSW

East Vic.

NE NSW

SE NSW

West Vic.

N spots: Mean (median)

14 (8)

20.1 (13.5)

8.3 (6.5)

22 (17)

13.1 (8)

N spots: Min–max
N spots > 500 m: Mean (median)

3–86
1.7 (1)

3–128
5.1 (1)

3–26
0.5 (0)

3–104
3.6 (2)

3–47
0.9 (0)

N spots > 500 m: Min–max

0–15

0–55

0–8

0–27

0–4

Max distance km: Mean (median)
Max distance: Min–max

1 (0.6)
0.08–9.2

1.8 (0.9)
0.06–8.5

0.4 (0.3)
0.02–2.3

1.6 (0.9)
0.04–13.9

0.7 (0.3)
0.02–4
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2.4.5 Regional Spotting Distributions
Exponential was the most common type of distribution in every region (Table 2.3). East Victoria had the highest
percentage of the multi-modal distribution type (25.5%), followed by SE NSW (18.9%) and east NSW (9.1%).
West Victoria and NE NSW had very low proportions of other-distribution and multi-modal (0–6.7%). ChiSquared indicated a significant relationship between distribution type and region (i.e. the variables were not
independent; p < 0.01).

Table 2.3: Percentage of source fires of each distribution type by region.
Multi-Modal

Exp.

Other

East Vic.

25.5%

64.9%

9.6%

SE NSW
East NSW
West Vic.
NE NSW

18.9%
9.1%
6.7%
0.0%

81.1%
81.8%
93.3%
95.8%

0.0%
9.1%
0.0%
4.2%

2.4.6 Regional Environment
East Victoria and SE NSW source fires had the highest mean and largest range of annual rainfall values
(Fig. 2.11). West Victoria source fires had the lowest annual rainfall. East Victoria and east NSW source
fires had the largest mean canopy height values, while NE NSW and west Victoria had the lowest.
East Victoria and SE NSW had the highest mean elevation and were the most rugged (high mean values of SD
of elevation). East NSW and NE NSW both had mean elevation values above 500 m, but less variable elevation
(Fig. 2.11). West Victoria had both low mean elevation and low standard deviation of elevation, indicating that
most source fires there were burning in relatively flat terrain.
East Victoria had the highest proportion of ribbon bark in source fire areas (61.3%), and also 14.2% of the
combined ribbon–stringy bark class (Fig. 2.12). West Victoria fires had the highest proportion of stringy bark
dominant fires (35.7%), while all other regions had <12% stringybark. While SE NSW had relatively low
proportions of stringy bark (12.4%) and ribbon bark (16.3%), there was a large area of combined ribbon–stringy
dominance (32.1%). NE NSW (88.9%) and East NSW (72.5%) source fires
were mostly of the other bark type dominant category.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2.11: Violin plot comparison of regionally summarized mean source fire rainfall (a), mean source fire elevation
(b), mean source fire canopy height (c), and source fire standard deviation of elevation (d) values. The red dotted line is
the mean group value.

Fig. 2.12: Proportion of different bark types by region. Sampled from source fire areas for each region.

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Spot Distance and Number
From our dataset of line scans covering the period 2002 to 2018, we have produced a large dataset of spot
fire distance distributions, containing 4219 spot fires from 251 source fires. The patterns found show that
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spotting in wildfires of southeast Australia is mostly over short distances (median = 0.1 km); however,
many instances of significant longer-distance spotting were found (90th%le = 957 m, 99th%le = 3.9 km). A
total of 191 spot fires from 48 source fires were over 2 km and 18 spot fires from 11 source fires were over
5 km.
While our data indicate a moderate to strong positive correlation between spotting distance and numbers,
there were many source fires that spotted long distances but had few spot fires overall (i.e. flatter
distributions with isolated long-distance spot fires, e.g. Fig. 2.3, Appendix C2-A). Different sets of
environmental conditions may determine whether a source fire produces mass spotting rather than isolated
long-distance spotting. For example, mass spotting would require a large amount of firebrand material,
whereas isolated long-distance spotting may only require a small amount of aerodynamic firebrand material
under conducive weather and fire conditions. The drivers of such differences are important to investigate,
as, operationally, wildfires that produce a few very long-distance spot fires need a different response
strategy from that of wildfires that produce dense short- to medium-distance spotting.

2.5.2 Distributions
The exponential distribution of spot fire distances was the most commonly produced overall and in each region.
However, the multi-modal type (and sometimes the other-distribution type)
was associated with longer maximum spotting distances, high N spot fires > 500 m values, and had significantly
higher mean values for all three spotting measures, indicating the longest-distance spot fires in our data were
usually isolated or in a small clump.
Our results indicate that right-skewed firebrand distributions (e.g. exponential) provide a good approximation of
spot fire distributions in most wildfires, but may underestimate occurrence of long-distance spotting. Many
published modelled firebrand distributions are developed from small-scale experiments over several metres
(Zhou et al. 2015; Song et al. 2017; Tohidi and Kaye 2017a) or are mathematical models of firebrands landing
over several hundred metres (Sardoy et al. 2008; Wang 2009; Koo et al. 2010; Anand et al. 2018). Such models
have various limitations that can include assuming a wildfire is burning on flat ground, standard-size firebrands
(e.g. small cylinders or spheres), and no plume interaction, and do not model ignition probability after firebrands
land to calculate the spotting distribution (Martin and Hillen 2016). Such limitations, often necessary due to
computational constraints, restrict their application to our fires for which we measured spotting distributions.
For example, most of the wildfires with higher levels of spotting in our study (particularly in east Victoria, SE
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NSW, and east NSW) burnt through complex terrain and through fuels that produce firebrands of a large range
of shapes and sizes, including some ribbon bark types up to several metres long (Hall et al. 2015).
A greater understanding of the drivers of spotting is still required in order to produce more accurate operational
models that predict maximum spotting distance and to produce models that realistically predict distribution of
spot fires (including our multi-modal or other-distribution over long distances). Many factors can potentially
influence spotting distributions. In the event that firebrands happen to be evenly dispersed, a mixture of suitable
and unsuitable receiver fuels (e.g. wet valley and dry ridges) could result in patchy ignitions and distribution of
spot fires (e.g. multi-modal). However, uneven distribution of firebrands could result after variation at the initial
stage of firebrand generation. Variation in firebrand number and type likely arises from variation in fuels (tree
coverage, species, mixed fuel/bark types), topography, weather (temporal and spatial), and the source fire
behaviour (e.g. size (Storey et al. 2020b)). Further complexity arises during the transport phase, e.g. wind-blown
firebrands landing close to the source fire and plume-lofted firebrands landing at longer distances. Recent work
suggests that fire–atmosphere interaction is highly influential and may produce firebrand distributions that more
realistically reflect our observations of spotting (e.g. longer-distance multi-modal distribution). For example,
Bhutia et al. (2010) found that a fire–atmosphere coupled model produced more stochastic firebrand dispersal
patterns over longer distances than non-coupled. Thurston et al. (2017) modelled firebrand dispersal over many
kilometres and found that by incorporating plume turbulence, localised
weaknesses (leading to firebrand deposition) and updrafts (leading to continued firebrand lofting) were created,
leading to greater spread and maximum distances of firebrand landing positions than non-turbulent plumes. Spot
fires that produce more spot fires would also create variation in the overall spot fire distribution. It is likely that
these “second-order” spot fires ignite close to their parent spot fire, which is generally small and thus has lower
dispersal potential (e.g. small plume and energy output), particularly in relation to the source fire, which has
more potential to produce the longer-distance spot fires (more energy, larger plume, etc.).
More data collection at wildfires is necessary to further understand the complex processes that result in different
types of distributions. Better understanding of the amount and type of firebrand material produced under
different conditions and further understanding of how different firebrands are transported is necessary (including
the role of the plume). Utilising infrared cameras (e.g. helicopter-mounted Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR)
camera) to track firebrands from generation to landing and spot fire ignition may be a useful approach.
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2.5.3 Regional Variation
We found significant regional variation in spotting for the period 2002 to 2018, with east Victoria being the
most prone to spotting. In particular, east Victoria had the highest levels of spotting associated with more
extreme wildfires, long-distance spotting, and high N spot fires > 500 m. This result is in agreement with
previous anecdotal reports suggesting that the longest-distance spot fires reported for southeast Australia have
also occurred in east Victoria: 30–35 km in the Kilmore East Fire of Black Saturday 2009 (Cruz et al. 2012) and
29 km during the 1965 wildfires in east Victoria (McArthur 1967). SE NSW was slightly less spotting-prone
and had the longest single spot fire in this study (13.9 km, Wandoo fire 2006). East NSW also had substantial
spotting, except for lower levels of N spot fires > 500 m. Spotting occurred in NE NSW and west Victoria at
substantially lower levels than in the other regions.
Several interrelated factors that vary regionally are likely to have influenced the spotting process to enhance
spotting behaviour in some regions. The Great Dividing Range runs at least partly through all of our regions, but
peaks in SE NSW (Mount Kosciuszko, 2228 m) and east Victoria (Mount Bogong, 1986 m). Our data suggest
that elevation and particularly ruggedness may be important, particularly to high N spots > 500 m. The two
regions that produced the highest N spots > 500 m had fires burning in the most rugged terrain. NE NSW and
East NSW had low levels of N > 500 m and, while being at relatively high mean elevations, fires burning there
were in much less rugged locations (lower SD of elevation). The ruggedness of the area could create turbulent
local winds that may enhance spotting behaviour (Sharples 2009). The difference in elevation between where a
firebrand is launched (e.g. a ridge top) and where it lands (e.g. valley) may also enhance spotting distances
(Albini 1979).
The Great Dividing Range is associated with higher rainfall, which allows for taller eucalypt forests to grow,
although this is also affected by elevation (forest height declines towards alpine tree line) and soils. Our analysis
of canopy height and bark types suggest that east Victoria supports particularly tall forests with a high
proportion of ribbon bark (e.g. Ribbon Gum, Eucalyptus viminalis), although stringy bark types also grow (e.g.
Messmate, Eucalyptus obliqua). These tall mountain forests can burn very intensely during dry summers,
particularly during harsh episodic droughts. The two driest (lowest annual rainfall among source fire locations)
regions in our study were the least spotting-prone (NE NSW and west Victoria). Low water availability limits
forest growth, producing shorter and sparser forests and woodlands (e.g. Mallee, Heathy Forest) (Bradstock
2010). This appears to be an important factor. West Victoria had a relatively large proportion of ribbon bark
types, and also stringy bark (e.g. Brown Stringybark, Eucalyptus baxteri); however, it had low levels of
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spotting, likely because fewer firebrands are produced from the smaller tree forms (including some Mallee
species).
Firebrand transport models suggest that wildfire intensity and plume strength influence lofting height of
firebrands, while ambient winds influence downwind transport and the degree of plume tilt (Albini et al. 2012).
The likelihood of intense plume development is possibly linked to fuel biomass (taller vegetation means more
energy to release) and size of the source fire (Storey et al. 2020b). Several examples of deep convective plumes,
from some of the largest wildfires recorded in southeast Australia, have occurred in east Victoria (e.g. Black
Saturday) and SE NSW (Alps 2003). However, extreme wildfires with deep convective plumes have also
occurred in the least spotting-prone regions of our study (e.g. Pilliga 2006 in NE NSW, Grampians 2014 in west
Victoria (McRae et al. 2015)), but very long-distance or mass spotting (> 500 m) has not typically been
reported. It is likely that lower firebrand fuel availability limits the amount and distance of spotting in these
regions when deep convective plumes do develop. It should be noted the wildfires included in this study were all
prior to the most recent summer
(2019–2020) in Australia, in which large wildfires occurred in our regions of NE NSW, East NSW, SE NSW,
and east Victoria over several months. Initial inspection of some 2019–2020 line scan data indicate significant
spotting fires across all of these regions, including long-distance spotting in NE NSW (some maximum
distances > 10 km, a few fires with 5–10 spot fires > 500 m). The wildfires in the NE NSW region during the
2019–2020 summer appear larger and more widespread (incorporating a wider range of forest types) than the
wildfires included in our 2002–2018 data. Initial inspection also indicates further significant spotting events in
our most spot-prone regions of SE NSW and east Victoria (some fires with > 10 spot fires > 500 m, at least one
fire with > 50 spot fires > 500 m). A detailed analysis of the recent data, and new data as they are collected,
would be required to update the regional spotting patterns.
Some significant spotting wildfires may have also occurred historically that were not captured in our line scan
data, including in our less spot-fire-prone regions. For example, despite having no observations of very longdistance spotting in west Victoria in our study, Rawson et al. (1983) reported maximum distances of at least 10
to 12 km and up to 25 km in the “East Trentham/Macedon Fire” (part of the 1983 Ash Wednesday wildfires).
This wildfire burnt through a part of western Victoria with taller spotting-prone forest (including Messmate, E.
obliqua, Candlebark, E. rubida) around 30 km northwest of Melbourne. Our regional groupings are too coarse
of a scale to capture important local variation of fuel or topography. While we have identified regions more
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prone to spotting, it is vital to consider the local variations in fuel, topography, and weather patterns to further
understand spotting (Storey et al. 2020b).
Continued capture of high-quality wildfire observations is vital to increase our understanding of spotting. Line
scanning currently provides the best operational mapping of wildfires, and the continued availability and
utilisation of these data for research on spotting are currently irreplaceable. When captured at high temporal
frequency, details of wildfire spread and spot fire coalescence can be measured. Such observations could be
added to a database to provide a unique resource for empirical research and validation of spotting and wildfire
spread models.

2.6 Conclusions
Our analysis found most spotting to be over a short distance (median = 0.1 km), with long-distance spotting
occurring less frequently; 10% of spot fires were beyond 1 km and 2% were beyond 3 km. Long-distance
spotting appears to be mainly associated with our multi-modal distribution, and long-distance spotting was
found to occur in some cases despite the overall number of spot fires being relatively low. This has implications
for spot modelling, as use of an exponential or right-skewed distribution for spotting modelling model may not
realistically predict isolated long-distance spot fires.
Our study has highlighted important regional variation in spotting in wildfires of southeast Australia. Mass
spotting and very long-distance spotting was mostly restricted to wildfires in east Victoria, SE NSW, and, to a
lesser extent, in east NSW. The region with the most intense spotting also had the highest annual mean rainfall,
was most rugged, and had the tallest canopy height and highest proportion of ribbon bark, suggesting that a
combination of environmental drivers are important for spotting. The regional analysis should be updated as
new data become available (e.g. from the 2019–2020 summer).
Access to operationally acquired line scan data is vital to improve our empirical understanding of spotting and
fire behaviour in general. Access to line scans has allowed us to create a useful empirical dataset of spotting and
spotting distributions. While mainly for operational purposes, there is high research value that should encourage
continued development and expansion of such data collection methods. Wildfire observations need to be
expanded to include plume and firebrand observations to further understand spotting.
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Chapter 3
3 Drivers of long-distance spotting during wildfires in southeastern Australia
3.1 Abstract
We analysed the influence of wildfire area, topography, fuel, surface weather and upper-level weather
conditions on long-distance spotting during wildfires. The analysis was based on a large dataset of 338
observations, from aircraft-acquired optical line scans, of spotting wildfires in south-east Australia between
2002 and 2018. Source fire area (a measure of fire activity) was the most important predictor of maximum
spotting distance and the number of long-distance spot fires produced (i.e. >500 m from a source fire). Weather
(surface and upper-level), vegetation and topographic variables had important secondary effects. Spotting
distance and number of long-distance spot fires increased strongly with increasing source fire area, particularly
under strong winds and in areas containing dense forest and steep slopes. General vegetation descriptors better
predicted spotting compared with bark hazard and presence variables, suggesting systems that measure and map
bark spotting potential need improvement. The results from this study have important implications for the
development of predictive spotting and fire behaviour models.

3.2 Introduction
Spotting is an influential form of wildfire spread whereby firebrands (i.e. burning pieces of vegetation or other
combustible materials) are blown into unburnt fuels and ignite separate new ‘spot fires’ (Koo et al. 2010; Albini
et al. 2012). Wildfires can quickly ignite hundreds of spot fires (mass spotting (Sharples et al. 2016)), and in
some cases spot fires can ignite many kilometres downwind (long-distance spotting). This level of spotting
behaviour can make wildfire spread appear chaotic and unpredictable, confounding the issuance of community
warnings and increasing danger to fire crews. Containment methods can become ineffective as spotting jumps
fuel breaks. Houses that are otherwise well prepared (e.g. good defensible space) can be burnt down after
igniting from firebrands or nearby spot fires (Ramsay et al. 1987; Blanchi et al. 2006; Cohen and Stratton
2008). Spotting can be the dominant mechanism driving wildfire spread and asset destruction, particularly in
‘extreme’ wildfires – highly unpredictable wildfires characterised by widespread flaming areas, deep
pyroconvection and high energy release that can lead to the development of pyrocumulus or pyrocumulonimbus
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(McRae et al. 2015; Sharples et al. 2016). Spotting is a major reason that the extreme 2009 Black Saturday
wildfires in Australia (173 people killed, >2000 buildings destroyed) were so destructive (Cruz et al. 2012; Price
and Bradstock 2013). It is vital that we increase our understanding of the drivers of spotting behaviour to
improve our ability to prepare for, predict and safely respond to wildfires.
Spot fires can be classified based on the distance (or range) they ignite from the main wildfire (referred to here
as ‘source fire’), and the degree to which they interact with the main fire. Although distance classifications vary
in the literature, in general, short-distance (and medium-distance) spot fires ignite within several hundred metres
and may increase overall fire spread rates through rapid coalescence with other spot fires and the source fire
(Cheney and Bary 1969; Sharples et al. 2016). Long-distance spot fires ignite several hundred metres to tens of
kilometres downwind, where they spread independently of the source fire. In the eucalypt-dominated forests of
Australia, maximum spot fire distances of 30 to 35 km were reported during the 2009 Black Saturday wildfires
(Cruz et al. 2012), 29 km during the 1965 wildfires in eastern Victoria (McArthur 1967) and up to 25 km during
the 1983 Ash Wednesday wildfires in Victoria (Rawson et al. 1983). Distances of up to 19 km have also been
reported from North American conifer forests (Werth et al. 2016).
Long-distance spotting stretches containment efforts over a large area. Isolated long-distance spot fires, which
can often be treated as a separate wildfire, can be suppressed by fire crews if detected early and the area is
accessible (e.g. nearby access tracks, suitable terrain (Rawson et al. 1983)). However, suppression becomes
more difficult as the number of spot fires increases; numerous spot fire ignitions will overwhelm suppression
efforts by fire crews (e.g. water bombing (Plucinski and Pastor 2013)), with the problem exacerbated if large
numbers of both short- and long-distance spot fires are igniting (Cruz et al. 2012). Because of these issues, it is
vital to understand what drives variation in spotting distances and numbers. Current understanding delineates
three sequential stages of spotting (Koo et al. 2010):
(1) Firebrand generation: the number and form of firebrands generated from available fuels (e.g. bark, small
branches). Trees with fibrous bark types (e.g. messmate – Eucalyptus obliqua) can generate intense
spotting behaviour (Cruz et al. 2012; Ellis 2013). Trees with long bark streamers (or ribbons, e.g. ribbon
gum – Eucalyptus viminalis) produce aerodynamic firebrands capable of being lofted tens of kilometres
while combusting (Hall et al. 2015).
(2) Firebrand transport: surface and upper-level winds, temperature and moisture, smoke plume dynamics
and the aerodynamic attributes of the firebrand can influence the distance and direction of firebrand
lofting and deposition (Albini et al. 2012; Ellis 2013; Hall et al. 2015; Thurston et al. 2017).
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(3) Ignition of fuels upon landing: If a firebrand is still smouldering or flaming, and lands in sufficiently dry
combustible fuel, a spot fire can ignite and spread, subject to favourable fuel conditions (Plucinski and
Anderson 2008; Ganteaume et al. 2009; Ellis 2011).
Several environmental variables are known to influence the spotting process across one or more of these stages.
For example, strong winds combined with dry fuels increase fire intensity, which increases firebrand generation
(more fuel burning) and plume development (stronger convection), sending more combusting firebrands greater
distances, where wind can help ignite dry fuels (Koo et al. 2010). A greater understanding of the relative
contribution of different variables to observed patterns of long-distance spotting is needed to develop accurate
predictive models.
Several studies have focused on understanding maximum spot fire distance from a source fire (spotting distance)
(McArthur 1967; Albini 1979; Noble et al. 1980a; Ellis 2000; Gould et al. 2008; Koo et al. 2010; Albini et al.
2012). The general approach has been to mathematically model how far firebrands can fly and land while still
combusting, often incorporating empirical models developed from laboratory testing (e.g. firebrand combustion
duration while lofted in a wind tunnel (Ellis 2000)). Modelled distances depend strongly on factors such as wind
speed, fuel moisture, firebrand size, firebrand shape and flame height or intensity. Current spotting models are
generally not suitable for more extreme fires because highly convective plumes or large aerodynamic firebrands
are not accounted for (Gould et al. 2008; Albini et al. 2012; Andrews 2014). The likelihood of spot fire ignition
on firebrand landing, the number of spot fires or their spatial distribution are also not generally modelled,
although Martin and Hillen (2016) recently suggested a theoretical mathematical model framework for spotting
distributions. Some operational fire spread simulators include components to predict spotting distribution (e.g.
Phoenix Rapidfire (Tolhurst et al. 2008)). However, the accuracy and consistency of such approaches in
predicting long distance spotting (including number and maximum distances) has not been tested.
Model development and validation has been hampered by a lack of empirical data on spot fire distance and
numbers during actual wildfires. Spotting models have been developed with few or sometimes no observations
from extreme wildfires, or by using observations only from fires of low-to-moderate intensity. Extreme wildfire
observations have historically been too difficult to collect because equipment capable of recording reliable data
from a safe distance had not yet been developed (Filkov et al. 2018).
However, in the last 15 to 20 years, wildfire agencies in south-east Australia have routinely deployed aircraft
fitted with infrared and/or multispectral line scanning equipment to capture images of wildfires, including
spotting, for operational mapping. In the present study, we have exploited these data to investigate the
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environmental drivers of long-distance spotting; maximum spot fire distance and the number of long-distance
spot fires (‘long-distance’ is defined here as spot fires over 500 m from source fire). Specifically, we derived
empirical models using line scan data to explain maximum spot fire distance and number of long-distance spot
fires as a function of potential determinants (i.e. source fire area, weather, topography and fuels).

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Study location and line scans

Fig. 3.1: Study area spanned New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania in south-east Australia (inset). Circles with
dots are line scan and source fire locations. Background is vegetation foliage projective cover (Gill et al. 2017) (dark green
to brown = dense forest to grass).

Our study focused on wildfires in south-east Australia between 4 December 2002 and 28 February 2018 (Fig.
3.1). Since ~2002, the New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS, operated by Air Affairs Australia) and the
Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) have regularly deployed aircraft
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fitted with optical line scanning equipment capable of capturing radiation emitted from wildfires in multiple
spectral bands. This includes infrared, which penetrates smoke plumes (except very dense smoke plumes such as
pyrocumulonimbus), to allow for an unobstructed wildfire image to be captured (Matthews 1997). The scanner
builds an image of the area below by continuously scanning side-to-side as the aircraft moves forward. Images
are georectified via an attitude correction system (Cook et al. 2009), with pixel size generally 5–15 m depending
on the aircraft’s operating altitude. RFS uses a subset of three bands (one blue and two shortwave infrared
(SWIR) at 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm) that are extracted to create images that display active fire as yellow–orange (Fig.
3.2, Appendix C3-A). DELWP creates single band images (longwave infrared (LWIR) at 8–14 µm) that are
processed to highlight active fire (i.e. high LWIR pixel values) as red (Fig. 3.3, Appendix C3-A). RFS and
DELWP supplied over 15 000 digital images capturing some part of a wildfire (i.e. whole or part of a wildfire,
actively burning to extinguished) for the present study. The DELWP images included some wildfires in
Tasmania from an interstate deployment.
Images were initially sorted into three groups: (1) spotting – actively burning wildfire with at least one spot fire
(~10% of all images, retained for analysis); (2) non-spotting – active fire but zero spot fires (~50% of all
images, not analysed here); and (3) no fire – images without any (or very little) active fire visible (~40% of all
images, discarded). Images from the first group (i.e. spotting present) with acquisition errors (e.g. colour
saturation, cloud obscured), wildfires burning towards no-fuel areas (e.g. burnt in recent days, ocean) or with no
apparent head fire (i.e. flank fire only images) were also excluded. These issues affected <5% of the spotting
present images. The line scan operator can adjust spectral sensitivity settings between missions depending on
the fire situation. However, these settings were not recorded in the data, which may have affected spot fire
detectability in some images.
There were some cases where two scans acquired within a short period (<1 h) showed the same spot fires. To
ensure no spot fires were measured twice, the image that showed the longest distance downwind from the source
fire was retained and the other image was excluded. Georectification errors were observed for several images
(some were not georectified). To improve alignment, georeferencing to a common base image was carried out in
ArcGIS ver. 10.5 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, https://www.arcgis.com/index.html).

3.3.2 Fire data digitisation
GIS polygons were created for sampling in ArcGIS 10.5. As calibration data and raw radiance data were not
available for each image, employing an automated method to map fire area (or extract fire intensity) was not
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possible. Instead, visual interpretation of each image and manual drawing of source fire and spot fire polygons
was carried out.
Specifically, the source fire polygon was digitised in ArcGIS by manually drawing a polygon from the actively
burning head fire tip and back along the actively burning fire length of each flank, before finalising the polygon
with a line joining the back end of the two flanks (Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, Appendix C3-A). A large wildfire complex
could contain multiple source fires when separate individual actively burning head fires could be identified (e.g.
two tongues of fire spreading along separate ridges were different source fires, see Fig. 3.2). Spot fires were
each digitised as separate polygons, and distance to the closest point on the nearest source fire perimeter was
recorded (Fig. 3.2, Appendix C3-A).
There were important limitations of the line scan data used for the present study (also see Page et al. (2019)).
Spot fire omission errors may have occurred when a spot fire was very small, beyond the downwind image
extent, or was under extremely dense smoke or thick canopy. There is also a small chance that some spot fires
may have been separate fires ignited by other means, such as previous lighting or arson. The line scans did not
detect actual firebrands. Instead, they detected spot fires that were assumed to have been ignited from
firebrands. This meant that the precise locations of firebrand generation could not be determined. We assumed
that all spot fires were ignited by firebrands generated from the source fire polygon, but some may have been
ignited by firebrands generated from other nearby spot fires. Additionally, given that each line scan image
usually contained multiple spot fires of various sizes, the precise ignition time of each spot fire and exact source
fire area at the time of line scan capture could not be determined. Instead, our mapping of the source fire
identifies the general area of fire activity from which firebrands were likely to have been emitted, including
actively burning fire edges in the line scan and the recently burning area between the active edges (e.g. Fig. 3.3,
Appendix C3-A). Spot fire distances measured here are likely to be underestimates of maximum spotting
distances, because the source fire would have continued to spread towards the spot fire locations in the time
between spot fire ignition and line scan capture.
It should be noted that how a source fire appears in a line scan image is affected by various factors, including
the sensitivity settings of the scanning equipment (selected by operator) and the equipment used (variable over
time and among agencies). These influences may introduce unquantified levels of uncertainty into our manual
source fire mapping. However, from our observations it appeared that pixels that are at a stage of cooling after
actively burning were most likely to be affected by these issues (i.e. cooling pixel may show as actively burning
yellow or cooling orange, depending on operator setting or equipment used). It also appeared that the threshold
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between burning and unburnt was clear for most images (although some ‘washed-out’ images were not used),
making consistent fire edge mapping possible. We believe the manual and visual interpretation method
employed moderated equipment and sensitivity issues because it relied on identifying the active fire edge (burnt
or unburnt), and did not attempt to distinguish among pixels of different temperatures in the centre of the fire
(i.e. all burning and cooling pixels between the active edges are incorporated in the source fire area).

Fig. 3.2: New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) line scan showing three separate source fires (three largest
polygons). Most actively burning fire is yellow, orange is still hot after main fire front has passed, brown is extinguished,
green is unburnt vegetation, blue is part of the smoke plume. Red dotted lines indicate spot fire (small polygons) distances
measured for analysis. Red arrow indicates spread direction.
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Fig. 3.3: Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) line scan example. Actively
burning fire shown as red, white is recently burning (still hot), light grey is unburnt grass, dark grey is unburnt forest. Black
area on right is very dense part of the smoke plume (obstructing the view below).

3.3.3 Explanatory data
The area of the source fire polygon (hectares) was calculated as an explanatory variable, because it provided the
best proxy of fire activity available from the line scan data. Other measures of fire activity that may be
important to spotting, but which could not be extracted from the operational line scan data, included intensity
(raw radiances not available) and rate of spread (sequential scans were not available for most fires). Raster data
for other known wildfire-driving variables were processed and sampled in ArcGIS 10.5 and R ver. 3.4.3 (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/old/3.4.3/; Table 3.1).
Surface weather was assigned to each source fire using nearby Bureau of Meteorology Automatic Weather
Station (AWS) data to estimate 3-hourly time-averaged (i.e. the 3 h preceding the scan time) and spatially
interpolated (inverse distance weighted) values. The interpolation estimates were used because data from the
nearest AWS may not have matched the fire ground weather, owing to distance and elevation differences. Time
averaging also was likely to moderate errors owing to uncertainties in knowing the timing of wildfire activity
(i.e. sometime preceding the scan) that produced the spot fires in a line scan. We extracted temperature, relative
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humidity, wind speed, Fuel Moisture Index (FMI), Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) and drought factor (Table
3.1).
FMI is an indicator of dead fuel moisture content, shown to provide information comparable to more
complicated moisture indices (Sharples et al. 2009). It is defined by:
FMI = 10 – 0.25(T – H)
where H = relative humidity and T = dry-bulb temperature. FFDI was calculated as in Noble et al. (1980a):
FFDI = 2.0 × exp(–0.450 + 0.987 × ln(D) – 0.0345 × H + 0.0338 × T + 0.0234 × V)
where D = drought factor, H = relative humidity, V = wind speed and T = dry-bulb temperature. Drought factor
is derived from the Keetch–Byram Drought Index (Keetch and Byram 1968), with an adjustment for dead fuel
moisture. FFDI, in various forms, has been the primary forest fire weather index used in south-east Australia for
assessing fire ignition probability and for predicting aspects of fire behaviour since the 1960s (McArthur 1967;
Noble et al. 1980a).
In south-east Australia, observations of the upper-level weather conditions occur at only five stations twice per
day. Instead we used the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications Version 2
(MERRA2) global atmospheric reanalysis dataset (Gelaro et al. 2017) to extract four variables that indicate
tropospheric conditions conducive to extreme fire behaviour and smoke plume development (thus firebrand
dispersal): Continuous Haines Index (C-Haines); lapse rate; wind speed at 500 hPa; and planetary boundary
layer height. MERRA2 is produced by NASA’s Global Modelling and Assimilation Office and includes timeaveraged (hourly or 3-hourly) and gridded (~0.5° resolution) datasets (accessed 31 March 2018).
Planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) was extracted for 1 h before each line scan time from hourly timeaveraged MERRA2 data (GMAO 2015a). PBLH is a measure of the height of the surface mixing layer, and
although plumes can burst through the PBL (e.g. strong pyroconvective plumes and pyrocumulonimbus), greater
values of PBLH have been linked to development of taller smoke plumes (Potter 2012a; Di Virgilio et al. 2018;
Price et al. 2018).
Wind speed at 500 hPa (~5800 m, i.e. above PBLH) from 1h before scan time was extracted from hourly timeaveraged MERRA2 (GMAO 2015b). Wind speed at different heights in the troposphere can influence firebrand
lofting by directly blowing firebrands downwind, or by producing a more tilted and turbulent plume with puffy
updrafts capable of lofting and emitting firebrands greater distances (Thurston et al. 2017).
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Table 3.1: Explanatory variables used for model fitting. AWS, Automatic Weather Station; DEM, Digital Elevation
Model

Type
Topography

Fuel

Variable
Wind exposure
Slope

Details
Wind Exposition Index (>1 = wind
exposed, <1 = wind shadowed)
Topographic slope in degrees

FPC

Binary; >5% of source fire of
vegetation type containing ribbon
bark eucalypts
Foliage projective cover (%)

Wind speed

10 m wind speed (km h–1)

Temperature

10 m temperature (Celsius)

Data source/processing
Calculated in SAGA GIS 5.0 from smoothed
30 m DEM (Geoscience Australia 2011)
Calculated in ArcGIS 10.5 from smoothed
30 m DEM (Geoscience Australia 2011)
Calculated in SAGA GIS 5.0 from smoothed
30 m DEM (Geoscience Australia 2011)
Years since most recent wildfire or
prescribed burn. Calculated from state fire
history
State-supplied Phoenix Rapidfire (Tolhurst
et al. 2008) layers
1-km resolution raster from satellite LiDAR
based model (Simard et al. 2011)
Bark type inferred from Keith (2004) NSW
vegetation formations, Victorian ecological
vegetation classes
Landsat (2000–10) and field trained FPC
(Gill et al. 2017)
Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) and 3-h
averaged AWS data (i.e. the 3 h preceding
scan time)
IDW and 3-h averaged AWS data

TRI

Terrain Ruggedness Index

TSF

Time since fire in years

Bark hazard

Accumulated bark hazard level (0–
5) since most recent fire
Modelled canopy height (m)

RH

Relative humidity (%)

IDW and 3-h averaged AWS data

FMI

Fuel Moisture Index

FFDI

Forest Fire Danger Index

DF

Drought Factor

C-Haines

Continuous Haines Index

Lapse rate

Upper-level temperature difference
(temperature at 850–700 hPa)
Planetary boundary layer height (m)

AWS data using Sharples et al. (2009)
equation. 3-h average and IDW
AWS data using Noble et al. (1980a)
equation. 3-h average and IDW
AWS data using Noble et al. (1980a)
equation. 3-h average and IDW
MERRA2 3-hourly time-averaged (GMAO
2015c) using Mills and McCaw (2010)
equation
MERRA2 3-hourly time-averaged (GMAO
2015c)
MERRA2 hourly time-averaged (GMAO
2015a)
MERRA2 hourly time-averaged (GMAO
2015b)
Geodesic area calculated in ArcGIS 10.5.

Canopy height
Ribbon presence

Surface weather

Upper-level weather

PBLH

Fire geometry

Upper-level wind
speed
Fire area

Wind speed (km h–1) at 500 hPa
Source fire polygon area (hectares).
Log-transformed for modelling.

The mid-level C-Haines index was calculated as in Mills and McCaw (2010), using the difference between 3hourly averaged temperature at 850 and 700 hPa (stability component) and dewpoint depression at 850 hPa
(moisture component (GMAO)). C-Haines is intended as an indicator of the potential for extreme fire
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occurrence, including development of a strong convective plume (Mills and McCaw 2010; Potter 2012a). The
moisture component in C-Haines has been questioned by some authors (Potter 2018), so we calculated the
stability component of C-Haines (850–700 hPa temperature difference, or lapse rate) as a separate variable for
our analysis.
A digital elevation model was used to calculate three topographic raster layers: slope; Terrain Ruggedness
Index; and Wind Exposition Index. Slope refers to topographic slope steepness, measured in degrees. Terrain
Ruggedness Index (TRI (Conrad et al.)) indicates topographic heterogeneity based on elevation differences
between adjacent pixels (Riley et al. 1999). Wind Exposition Index (Conrad et al. 2015) is a dimensionless
index highlighting wind-exposed pixels. The calculation of Wind Exposition Index incorporates multiple wind
directions, aspect relative to wind and angle to horizon (Böhner and Antonić 2009). Values >1 indicate windexposed pixels, and values <1 indicate wind-shadowed pixels.
Fire history and wildfire fuel maps were supplied by DELWP, RFS and the Tasmanian Fire Service. Fire history
was used to calculate Time Since Fire (TSF), which is the number of years since the last wildfire or prescribed
fire before the scan date. Bark hazard was extracted from state-based wildfire fuel maps used for fire behaviour
modelling in Phoenix Rapidfire (Tolhurst et al. 2008). These maps indicate the presence of tree species likely to
generate many or highly aerodynamic firebrands (e.g. ‘ribbon’ or ‘stringy’ bark eucalypts). It is based on a
categorical score (0 to 5), with 5 indicating the presence of highly spot-fire-prone eucalypt species (Hines et al.
2010). The scores are also a function of time since fire, so that recently burnt areas have a low bark hazard,
which increases at different rates over time depending on vegetation type.
Detailed tree species or dominant bark-type mapping did not exist for the entire study area. Instead we assigned
dominant bark types (stringy, ribbon, other, non-eucalypt) to vegetation classes from state-based vegetation
maps and associated descriptions of dominant and/or representative tree species. We then also calculated a
binary variable of ribbon bark presence in a source fire (in at least 5% of the source fire), because ribbon bark is
most associated with long-distance spotting (Hall et al. 2015). We included only the binary ribbon variable in
further analysis, because an initial exploratory analysis suggested a greater explanatory power than the bark type
variable.
Source fires were forest dominant (76% of samples), sparse forest or woodland dominant (18%), with some
shrub (3%) and grass (3%) source fires also present. All vegetation types were included in our analysis but were
described by two general vegetation variables. Canopy height was extracted from a 1-km resolution raster of
modelled canopy top height per pixel produced by Simard et al. (2011), using spaceborne LiDAR (light
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detection and ranging) and global forest type, tree cover, elevation and climatology maps. Foliage Projective
Cover (FPC) was also extracted, and was created by Gill et al. (2017) using time-series analysis and field data
matching techniques to process Landsat images from 2000–10.
We considered including receiver fuel (i.e. fuel at site of spot fire ignition) variables, because these are
important for understanding spot fire ignition probability (Plucinski and Anderson 2008; Viegas et al. 2014);
however, receiver fuels, sampled using spot fire polygons, did not differ significantly from source fire fuels
(correlations >0.8), so were not used in the modelling.

3.3.4 Sampling and model fitting
We used 50-m spatial point grids covering each source fire polygon to sample the fuel and topography variables.
A data table was constructed, with each row consisting of an independent source fire and columns for source fire
area, weather variables extracted from the source fire centre-point and summary statistics (mean, maximum) for
each fuel and topographic variable (Table 3.1). We summarised spot fire distances to create the dependent
variables for two separate generalised linear models (GLM): (1) Maximum-distance model – maximum spot fire
distance from source fire; and (2) Spot-number model – number of spot fires >500 m from source fire (i.e.
number of ‘long-distance’ spot fires).
Model fitting was conducted on a randomly selected training set (75% of the data), and a test set was used for
model validation (the remaining 25% of the data). Model fitting was run in R 3.4.3 by testing all variable
combinations and selecting the best model according to Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC (Burnham and
Anderson)). Highly correlated predictors (>0.7) were not included in the same models. Initial analysis and
model fitting indicated: (1) maximum values for fuel and topographic variables for each source fire performed
better than mean values; and (2) a significant non-linear relationship between source fire area and the dependent
variables for both models. Thus, maximum fuel and topographic values, and log-transformed source fire area
were used for further model fitting (no other variables were transformed for model fitting). Initial analysis for
the Spot-number model indicated that application of a standard GLM for count data (e.g. Poisson) was not
appropriate owing to zero inflation (i.e. many source fires had zero long-distance (>500 m) spot fires) and overdispersion. To account for these issues a two-part Negative Binomial hurdle model was fitted for the Spotnumber analysis; see Appendix C3-B for details (Zeileis et al. 2008; Zuur et al. 2009).
The GLMs used (Maximum-distance, gamma with log link; Spot-number, Negative-binomial hurdle model)
performed better or similarly to other methods tested (GAM and random forests), thus are reported here.
Likelihood-based R2LR (Magee 1990) was calculated as an indicator of fit and likelihood-ratio tests (LR) were
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used to compare the best model with reduced models to indicate relative importance of each predictor variable.
These were calculated for the gamma Maximum-distance model and separately for the two parts of the Spotnumber hurdle model (see Appendix C3-B). Reduced models were a version of the best model where an
individual predictor was removed (done iteratively for each predictor in the model). Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the test set predictions of the Maximum-distance model and the
Spot-number hurdle model were calculated for model validation.
From the 338 source fires digitised, 151 source fires had at least one long-distance (>500 m) spot fire and 187
had zero long-distance spot fires. Two source fires were excluded from the Spot-number modelling because less
than 500 m downwind was captured in the line scan, which was insufficient to detect any long-distance spot
fires.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Data distribution

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.4: Frequency distribution histograms of (a) maximum spot fire distance values from each source fire and (b)
number of long-distance spot fire (>500 m) values from each source fire.

Maximum spot fire distances ranged from 5.0 m to 13.9 km (mean, 0.9 km; 95th percentile, 3.9 km). The mean
number of spot fires per source fire (irrespective of distance) was 13. The distribution of maximum distance
values appeared exponential, with a high proportion of shorter distances (Fig. 3.4a). Very long-distance spotting
was rare; only 11 source fires had a maximum spotting distance >5 km.
The number of long-distance spot fires (>500 m) for the whole dataset had an exponential distribution with zero
inflation (Fig. 3.4b), and ranged from 0 to 55 (mean, 2.3; 95th percentile, 10.2). Although most source fires had
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zero long-distance spot fires (187), 116 had between one and five long-distance spot fires, and 17 source fires
had at least 10 long-distance spot fires.
The source fires that spotted the longest distances were not necessarily the source fires that produced the highest
numbers of long-distance spot fires. For source fires that spotted at least 5 km, the number of long-distance spot
fires ranged from one to 55. Also, the three cases with the farthest maximum spotting distances produced 10 or
fewer long-distance spot fires each.

3.4.2 Maximum-distance model
The Maximum-distance model (Table 3.2) produced an R2LR of 0.52. Log-transformed source fire area was the
most important predictor (LR = 55.09, P < 0.001). FPC and wind speed had strong positive effects on maximum
spotting distance and moderate importance (LR = 13.6, P < 0.001 and LR = 8.9, P = 0.003 respectively). Slope
(LR = 4.3, P = 0.040), wind exposure (LR = 4.8, P = 0.019) and upper-level wind speed (LR = 4.2, P = 0.035)
all had significant positive effects and were of similar importance.
RMSE was 1.2 km and MAE was 0.66 km using the Maximum-distance model to predict for the test set. Spatial
autocorrelation of residuals was low (Moran’s I <0.1).
Predicted maximum spot fire distance derived from the model increased strongly with source fire area,
particularly in densely forested areas with steep slopes and high wind exposure (i.e. high FPC, slope and wind
exposure). In these areas, maximum spot fire distances of 4 km are predicted under strong winds and with a
source fire of ~1000 ha (i.e. log source fire area = 6.9), increasing to ~8 km for a ~5000-ha source fire (Fig. 3.5).
Short forest or sparsely forested plains (low FPC, low slope and lower wind exposure) had a much less
substantial increase in predicted maximum spotting distance with source fire area under strong winds (0.4 km at
~1000 ha, 0.9 km at ~5000 ha; Fig. 3.5).

Table 3.2: Coefficients for Maximum-distance gamma generalised linear model (with log link), modelling maximum
spot fire distance from source fire (FPC, foliage projective cover)

(Intercept)
Slope
Upper-level wind speed
Wind exposure
Wind speed
FPC
log(source fire area)

Estimate

s.e.

z-value

P

–2.763
0.014
0.006
3.440
0.032
0.015
0.423

1.802
0.007
0.003
1.453
0.011
0.004
0.056

–1.533
2.068
2.123
2.368
2.978
3.665
7.495

0.126
0.040
0.035
0.019
0.003
<0.001
<0.001
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Fig. 3.5: Maximum spot fire distance (y-axis) v. log-transformed source fire area (hectares; x-axis). Lines are predicted
Maximum-distance model values representing different landscapes and wind speeds. Black solid line is Foliage Projective
Cover (FPC) = 95, slope = 45°, wind exposure = 1.34, wind speed = 35 km h –1. Black dotted line is FPC = 95, slope = 45°,
wind exposure = 1.34, wind speed = 10 km h–1. Grey solid line is FPC = 30, slope = 5°, wind exposure = 1.15, wind speed =
35 km h–1. Grey dotted line is FPC = 30, slope = 5°, wind exposure = 1.15, wind speed = 10 km h –1. Upper-level wind speed
held at mean value (60 km h–1). Black points are observed values (one point not shown at x = 7.72 y = 13 928). See Table
3.2 for coefficients.

3.4.3 Long-distance Spot-number hurdle model
The binomial part modelled the occurrence of long-distance (>500 m) spot fires (Table 3.3) and produced an
R2LR of 0.39. Log-transformed source fire area and wind speed were the most important predictors (LR = 25.2, P
< 0.001 and LR = 17.94, P < 0.001 respectively), both having strong positive effects. Canopy height and slope
had significant positive effects (LR = 11.1, P = 0.002 and LR = 8.2, P = 0.005 respectively), whereas FMI had a
negative effect on long-distance spot fire occurrence (i.e. drier fuels means higher spot fire probability), but was
not significant at the 0.05 level (LR = 3.8, P = 0.057). Three supported models (i.e. within 2 AIC) were also
found. These models contained identical predictors, except that FMI was replaced by another variable in each
supported model (i.e. lapse rate, relative humidity and then upper-level wind speed).
The Negative-binomial count part modelled the number of long-distance spot fires (Table 3.3) and produced an
R2LR of 0.39. Log-transformed source fire area was the most important predictor (LR = 35.7, P < 0.001), having
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a strong positive effect. Canopy height, lapse rate and upper-level wind speed all had significant positive effects
and were of similar importance (LR 4.1 to 5.6, P = 0.017 to 0.046).
RMSE of the combined Spot-number hurdle model applied to the test set was 5.35, and MAE was 1.79. Spatial
autocorrelation of residuals was low (Moran’s I <0.1).
Long-distance Spot-number was predicted to rise strongly with source fire area, particularly in tall forests (high
canopy height) when the air was unstable (large lapse rate) and with high upper-level wind speed (Fig. 3.6).
Predicted long-distance spot fire number varied widely in tall forests depending on the levels of lapse rate and
upper-level wind speed.

Fig. 3.6: Long-distance spot fire number (y-axis) v. log-transformed source fire area (hectares; x-axis). Lines are
predicted Spot-number hurdle model values representing different landscapes and upper level weather. Black solid line is
canopy height = 40 m, lapse rate = 15°C, upper-level wind speed = 120 km h–1. Black dotted line is canopy height = 40 m,
lapse rate = 4°C, upper-level wind speed = 15 km h–1. Grey solid line is canopy height = 10 m, lapse rate = 15°C, upper-level
wind speed = 120 km h–1. Grey dotted line is canopy height = 10 m, lapse rate = 4°C, upper-level wind speed = 15 km h–1.
Other variables held at mean values (wind speed = 23 km h –1, slope = 27°, Fuel Moisture Index (FMI) = 10). See Table 3.3
for coefficients.
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Table 3.3: Coefficients for Spot-number hurdle model for Binomial generalised linear model (GLM) part modelling
occurrence of spot fires >500 m from source fire and zero-truncated Negative-binomial GLM part modelling number
of long-distance (>500 m) spot fires (FMI, fuel moisture index)

Estimate

s.e.

z-value

P

Binomial
(Intercept)
FMI
Slope
Canopy height
Wind speed
log(source fire area)

–9.559
–0.082
0.050
0.089
0.102
0.758

1.437
0.043
0.018
0.029
0.026
0.165

–6.654
–1.901
2.782
3.123
3.993
4.597

<0.001
0.057
0.005
0.002
<0.001
<0.001

Negative-binomial
(Intercept)
Upper-level wind speed
Lapse rate
Canopy height
log(source fire area)

–5.679
0.009
0.079
0.041
0.620

0.934
0.005
0.039
0.017
0.101

–6.081
1.999
2.042
2.397
6.123

<0.001
0.046
0.041
0.017
<0.001

3.5 Discussion
Our analysis of 338 wildfire line scan observations found source fire area to be the strongest predictor of longdistance spotting. Source fire area (log-transformed), a measure of the area of fire activity, was the strongest
predictor in the Maximum-distance model and in both parts of the Spot-number model (long-distance (>500 m)
spot fire occurrence and long-distance spot fire number). Fuel, topography and weather had important secondary
effects that significantly altered predicted spotting. These variables also likely had indirect effects on spotting
via their influence on source fire area.

3.5.1 Fire area
Source fire area (log-transformed) had a strong effect on long-distance spotting, particularly under strong winds
and in taller and/or denser forests (Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6). Under such conditions, wildfires burn intensely and
produce higher total energy release, or ‘power’ (Harris et al. 2012). These characteristics enhance the
development of strong convective plumes to transport the numerous firebrands generated from the large burning
area (increasing spot fire number), including large aerodynamic firebrands (increasing maximum distance) (Koo
et al. 2010; Duane et al. 2015). However, source fire area did not explain all variation; there were several
examples of smaller source fires producing long-distance spot fires (two source fires ~500 ha spotted >7 km,
and six source fires of 50–100 ha produced at least three spot fires >500 m). There are several possible reasons
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for such outliers that could not be captured with the explanatory data used (e.g. specific source and/or receiver
fuel arrangements, local ridge or valley arrangements, plume dynamics). Nevertheless, the findings suggest that
to accurately predict spotting, models must incorporate a measure of current of area fire activity (i.e. source fire
area, Appendix C3-A). Operational spotting predictions would require either accurate wildfire area simulations
or regular monitoring of active wildfire area. Regular acquisition of multispectral line scans is ideal, but not all
jurisdictions have such systems. Although not operationally tested, coarse resolution multispectral data from
geostationary satellites that capture calibrated images every 10–15 min (e.g. Himawari, GOES) may be useful
for extracting source fire area (or perhaps total area of actively burning pixels) for large wildfires when finer
resolution data is unavailable. While they could not be measured from the data available for our study, fire
intensity, rate of spread or a measure of fire power (e.g. intensity × area or perimeter (Harris et al. 2012)) may
also be similar or superior predictors to source fire area. Measurement of these would require access to raw
radiance data with known equipment calibration settings (for intensity) and a series of sequential line scans (for
rate of spread).

3.5.2 Weather
Wind speed was important to both Maximum-distance and long-distance Spot-number. Upper-level wind speed
had weaker but still significant effects in the models. Wind at different levels can influence many aspects of fire
behaviour, including plume development, plume turbulence and tilt, fire intensity, vorticity development,
firebrand transport and ignition likelihood in receiver fuels (Koo et al. 2010; Potter 2012b; Thurston et al.
2017).
Our spatially interpolated and time-averaged surface weather estimates only provided a coarse representation of
actual fire ground weather, which may be a reason why stronger effects of weather variables (e.g. temperature or
FMI) were not found. There were several long-distance spotting source fires, particularly in the Great Dividing
Range, that were associated with estimated mild weather. For example, the 2013 Aberfeldy fire (7.3 km max.
distance, 48 long-distance spot fires, temp. 20°C, RH 43%, wind speed 18 km h –1) and the 2015 Gold Mine fire
(3.5 km max. distance, 27 long-distance spot fires, temp. 24°C, RH 61%, wind speed 23 km h –1). Weather
observations from closer to the fire ground would help to capture any localised differences in wind, moisture
and temperature. Employing computational fluid dynamics modelling of wind flow may also help capture
localised wind patterns.
The Spot-number results suggest that high upper-level wind speed, together with unstable air (high lapse rate),
increases the number of long-distance spot fires, potentially because of greater convection and turbulence in
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plumes enhancing firebrand dispersal (Thurston et al. 2017). Although these variables indicated potential plume
behaviour, further research matching observations of plume development and spot fire ignitions is needed to
fully understand how plume behaviour affects long-distance spotting. There is recognition that extreme wildfires
can be driven by two different processes (Rothermel 1991; Sharples et al. 2016; Tedim et al. 2018): strong
surface winds (wind-driven fires) or strong pyro-convection (plume-driven fires). Although delineation is not
always clear, wind-driven fires are described as long elliptical wildfires that spread rapidly as strong winds drive
continuous advancement of the main front (Duane et al. 2015), with long-distance spotting usually not occurring
owing to the absence of a deep convective plume. Plume-driven fires develop deep convective plumes, and
potentially pyrocumulonimbus, which can loft masses of firebrands long distances (Rothermel 1991; Sharples et
al. 2016; Tedim et al. 2018). There is evidence that some of the large source fires in our study that spotted long
distances and in large numbers were plume-driven (e.g. Kosciuszko South 2003, possible evidence of
pyrocumulonimbus in line scan, 23 spot fires over 500 m, max. distance ~4 km), and that other large source fires
with less long-distance spot fires were wind-driven (e.g. State Mine 2013, more transparent and flatter smoke
plume in scan, two spot fires >500 m, max. distance ~1 km). However, there was also at least one large source
fire (2006 Wandoo fire in NSW) that appeared to be wind-driven (deep convective plume absent from scan,
only five spot fires over 500 m), but still spotted 13.9 km. The apparently complex relationships between plume
type and spotting behaviour may have caused some of the large outliers in the models, as explanatory data was
not available to determine plume types.

3.5.3 Fuel
The significant positive effects of FPC (Maximum-distance) and canopy height (Spot-number) could result from
enhancement of plume development by higher energy release rates of denser forest wildfires, and because high
FPC and canopy height forests in the study area are generally associated with larger spotting-prone eucalypt
species, e.g. ‘ribbon’ and ‘stringy’ bark eucalypts (Ellis 2013; Hall et al. 2015). However, these latter effects
were not detected through our bark variables (i.e. bark hazard score and ribbon bark presence did not appear in
the best models), although better mapping of spotting prone tree species is required to more thoroughly test the
role of bark. Also, bark hazard score, based on a crude qualitative assessment used operationally in south-east
Australia (Hines et al. 2010), has significant limitations and may not sufficiently delineate effects of different
bark types (or amounts) on long-distance spotting (Duff et al. 2017; Cawson et al. 2018).
TSF was not a significant predictor, although a supplementary Welch’s t-test indicated a significantly (P < 0.01)
lower number of long-distance spot fires (0.2 v. 2.3) for recently burnt source fires (mean TSF 5) compared
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with all other source fires (mean TSF >5). However, the low proportion of source fires with low TSF values
(only 9 had a mean TSF 5 years) may have limited the likelihood of any potential effect to be detected in the
models. Incorporating fire severity mapping into future analyses may reveal more about the effect of recent fire
on spotting, as higher-severity fire may remove more bark, including upper branch bark, than lower-severity
fires (Cheney and Gould 1997; Cheney et al. 2012).
Owing to limitations of the data, our measures of fuel were summarised from the entire source fire area, thus
precise locations of firebrand generation within the source fire area were unknown. Data with higher spatial and
temporal resolution (e.g. infrared video, frequent line scans) would be needed to identify finer resolution
patterns of firebrand generation within a source fire.

3.5.4 Topography
Slope and wind exposure both appeared in the models. A steep slope somewhere within the source fire (i.e.
source fire max. slope) increased the maximum spot fire distance and the probability of spot fire occurrence
>500 m. TRI performed similarly but was highly correlated with slope (>0.9), so was not included in the same
models. An area of relatively high wind exposure (e.g. exposed ridge) also increased maximum spotting
distance. Slope and wind exposure may be important through interactions with wind, changing wind speed,
increasing turbulence and potentially enhancing pyroconvection, leading to enhanced firebrand generation and
transport.
There may be other important effects of topography not captured in our analysis. Observations that capture more
information about firebrand generation and fire spread (e.g. infrared video, frequent sequential line scans) would
be needed to identify specific points of enhanced firebrand generation and to investigate, for example, spotting
distances and/or numbers from ridges v. valleys, or differences in spotting that stem from differences in fire
spread orientation to local ridges or valleys (e.g. fire spreading across ridge v. fire spreading along a ridge).
Such data and analysis may help to explain some of the outliers present in our models (e.g. smaller fires that
produced long-distance spot fires).

3.5.5 Model accuracy
The models presented provide important empirical insights into the main drivers of long-distance spotting.
However, large under- and over-predictions limit their application in operational contexts. For example,
applying the Maximum-distance model (using supplementary satellite data) to predict for the large Kilmore East
fire at 1500 hours on Black Saturday (7 February 2009) produces a large under-prediction (8800 ha, predicted
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18.5 km, observed 30 to 35 km (Cruz et al. 2012)). However, the Maximum-distance model significantly
overpredicted for the State Mine fire (17 October 2013 at 1730 hours), which was part of the model training
dataset (4600 ha, predicted 15.3 km, observed 1 km). The Spot-number model also had several large
underpredictions, including for a 2500-ha source fire, part of the 2003 Kosciuszko South wildfire complex on 30
January 2003 (55 observed, 17 predicted). Improved measurement accuracy of our explanatory variables (e.g.
local weather), high temporal resolution data capturing precise location of firebrand dispersal and addition of
other explanatory variables (e.g. plume observation, fire intensity) would likely improve modelling accuracy.

3.6 Conclusions
An improved capacity to predict long-distance spotting is required if we are to better plan for and respond to
wildfires. Our study provides a detailed empirical analysis of long-distance spotting from real wildfires. Source
fire area was the most important predictor of long-distance spotting, although predicted distances and numbers
alter significantly depending on fuel, weather and topography. However, we did not find a commonly used
measure of bark spotting potential to be a significant predictor. Our results suggest that to accurately predict
long-distance spotting, models must incorporate a measure of source fire area. Gathering data on spotting and
plume development at wildfires over a range of intensities (including measuring intensity and frequent line
scans) and improving fuel maps should be prioritised to allow for the development of reliable predictive spotting
models.
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Chapter 4
4 Derivation of a Bayesian fire spread model using large-scale
wildfire observations
4.1 Abstract
Wildfire rate of spread (ROS) models are critical decision-support tools during firefighting operations.
However, the performance of deterministic ROS models can vary from substantial under- to over-prediction.
Here, we use a large set of remotely sensed wildfire observations, and explanatory data (focusing on weather),
to demonstrate a Bayesian probabilistic ROS modelling approach. Our approach has two major advantages: (1)
Using actual wildfire observations, instead of controlled fire observations, makes models developed well-suited
to wildfire prediction; (2) Bayesian modelling better accounts for the complex nature of wildfire spread by
explicitly considering uncertainty in the data to produce probabilistic ROS predictions. We show that highly
informative probabilistic predictions can be made from a simple Bayesian model containing wind speed, relative
humidity and soil moisture. We also compare Bayesian model predictions to those of widely used deterministic
ROS models.

4.2 Introduction
Rate of spread (ROS) models are used by fire behaviour specialists to predict how fast a wildfire will spread.
ROS predictions are a critical part of the information used (along with field observations, weather forecasts,
etc.) to make operational decisions around what firefighting strategies to use (e.g. offensive or defensive
(Simpson et al. 2019)), where to concentrate firefighting efforts (e.g. near a town that could be overrun within
an hour) and when community warnings and evacuation alerts should be sent (AEMC 2009; Alexander and
Cruz 2013; Anderson-Berry et al. 2018). Poor predictions of ROS can have potentially disastrous consequences;
for example, a large under-prediction may result in fire reaching a community before an evacuation is complete.
ROS models are also integral to methods of wildfire risk assessment and planning (Collins et al. 2015; DELWP
2015; Price and Bedward 2020).
Wildfire spread is an inherently stochastic process that responds to complex multi-scale interactions between
numerous environmental factors and the fire itself (e.g. spotting, pyroconvection, fire-atmosphere interaction).
Even minute-by-minute ROS measurements on small fires can vary substantially despite broadly similar
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environmental conditions (Burrows et al., 1991; Cruz and Alexander, 2013). In wildfires, underlying conditions
including fuel amount, type and structure; wind speed and direction; slope steepness and aspect can vary
substantially across a single large flaming area and as the flames move forward, leading to surges and lulls in
ROS both over time and on different sections of a fire. Dynamic fire behaviours are also associated with highly
erratic fire spread: for example, turbulent winds and mass spotting can create complex spread patterns as spot
fires and the main fire area interact and coalesce (Filkov et al. 2020a).
Deterministic empirical (or quasi-empirical) models are most commonly used for wildfire spread predictions
during firefighting operations (Sullivan, 2009). These models can quickly calculate a ROS prediction from a
small set of environmental input variables such as wind speed and fuel amount (Cheney et al., 2012; Noble et
al., 1980; Rothermel, 1972; Sneeuwjagt and Peet, 1985). Such models, as routinely applied, produce a single
ROS value but no statistical representation of expected prediction precision or uncertainty.
Deterministic ROS model accuracy can vary substantially, including a bias towards under-prediction in some
models (Cruz and Alexander 2013). Limitations during model development, incorrect application of a model
and inaccurate model input data can all affect predictive accuracy (Sullivan and Knight 2001; Gill and Zylstra
2005; Alexander and Cruz 2013). For example, accurate local fire ground wind speed values may not be
available, meaning values from a forecast or distant permanent weather station must be used for prediction or
model development.
However, a more fundamental issue is that, given the complex and stochastic nature of wildfire spread
(especially extreme fires), it is unrealistic to expect that consistently accurate predictions will be produced by
models that define a unique wildfire ROS from a small specific set of environmental conditions. Predicting
ROS, for example, based on mean forecast weather and mean fuel conditions does not account for potential
variation in ROS, and prediction uncertainty, stemming from variation in underlying conditions (e.g. mixed
fuels, wind gusts) and factors such as wind-topography interaction, spotting and fire-atmosphere interaction. It
can be unclear to a model user how underlying variation should be accounted for when making predictions. For
example, the McArthur Mk5 model (McArthur 1973; Noble et al. 1980a), which is widely used in Australia,
requires a fuel load input, but it is unclear how to select a single representative fuel load value to best predict
ROS for a forest with fine-scale variation in fuel type and/or disturbance history.
One of the most significant limitations in developing empirical ROS models for wildfires has been a lack of
suitable model training data. Empirical ROS models have usually been developed from observations of mild to
moderate controlled fires at relatively small scales under a constrained set of weather conditions (Sullivan
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2009b; Cruz and Alexander 2013), perhaps including some observations from wildfires (e.g. case studies
(McArthur 1967; Rawson et al. 1983; Cheney et al. 2012)). However, wildfires burn under weather conditions
and at spatial scales that may span orders of magnitude beyond the conditions used to derive empirical fire
spread models. Making predictions for wildfires therefore requires substantial extrapolation beyond the scale,
environmental conditions and ROS observed during model development. A model developed on controlled fires
may be inaccurate if used to predict ROS for an extreme fire (Sharples et al. 2016). This is problematic as
extreme fires are the most dangerous and difficult for firefighters to control, so reliable predictions are vital.
An alternative approach to empirical modelling that should be noted is physics or process-based modelling of
wildfire spread. Physics-based modelling involves mathematical functions solving for individual physical
components of fire behaviour (e.g. pyrolysis, combustion and heat exchange between fuels), and their
interactions, that are combined in a system to provide detailed simulations of fire behaviour (Sullivan 2009a).
This includes models that simulate fire behaviour in three-dimensional domains, e.g. FIRETEC and Wildland
Urban Interface Fire Dynamics Simulator (WFDS) (Hoffman et al. 2016). As physics-based models are highly
detailed, they usually have long compute-times (hours or days) that make them unsuitable (currently) for
operational fire spread prediction.
There are two major ways that the approach to ROS modelling could be improved. Firstly, using wildfire spread
data for model development: remotely-sensed landscape-scale fire spread data is available (e.g. line scans from
airborne sensors (Storey et al. 2020a; Storey et al. 2020b)), which provides the opportunity to use such
information to derive and test empirical models that better reflect the behaviour and spatial scale of actual
wildfires and also encompass a much broader range of weather conditions and other environmental influences.
Secondly, the task of making, interpreting and communicating ROS predictions would greatly benefit from a
statistical approach that acknowledges the stochastic nature of fire spread through statistical estimates of
prediction uncertainty (or precision). Bayesian statistical methods are ideally suited to this task because they
deal explicitly with uncertainty, can accommodate prior knowledge or theory, and allow complex effects to be
represented. Bayesian inference is a probabilistic technique that produces predictions in the form of a
distribution of plausible values, given the data and model structure. This could be queried to determine, for a
given set of environmental conditions:
•

What is the most likely ROS?

•

What is the most likely range of values of ROS? For example, what range of ROS has a 90% chance of
occurring?
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•

What is the probability that ROS will be greater than some value, or less than some value, or lie within
a given range of values (e.g. between 1 km h-1 and 2 km h-1)?

A major advantage of Bayesian statistical methods is that variability in model inputs and uncertainty in the fitted
values of model parameters is carried through to model predictions, meaning uncertainty associated with a ROS
prediction is readily apparent to a model user and could be taken into account in decisions made during
firefighting operations.
In this paper, we use a large set of remotely sensed wildfire observations spanning a wide range of weather
conditions to:
1) demonstrate how a Bayesian approach to ROS modelling can take into account variability in model
inputs and the precision with which parameters can be estimated;
2) select a best performing Bayesian model from alternatives based on a set of surface weather variables
typically used for empirical ROS prediction;
3) compare predictions from our Bayesian modelling approach to those derived from two commonly used
deterministic ROS models.

4.3 Methods

Fig. 4.1: Distribution across southern Australia of wildfire rate of spread observations (black dots) used in analysis.
Background is vegetation foliage projective cover (Gill et al. 2017), dark grey to white = dense forest to grass.

4.3.1 Rate of spread data
We created a set of 223 wildfire ROS observations from pairs of manually digitised GIS polygons covering
active wildfires from southern Australia (Fig. 4.1). Each pair represents the same wildfire captured at different
times. Fire polygons incorporated all actively burning and extinguished perimeter that could be identified in
remotely sensed images. Fires were identified in (1) aircraft acquired line scan images (87.5% of observations
used) and (2) satellite acquired images (MODIS and Himawari 8, 10% and 2.5% of observations respectively).
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Line scans were provided by the Victorian Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) and
NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS). Line scans are georectified images of a fire and surrounding land generally at 5
m to 15 m resolution and were acquired by aircraft fitted with multispectral or infrared (IR) line scanners
(Matthews 1997; Cook et al. 2009). The IR band(s) allow for smoke to be mostly removed for visual
interpretation in a GIS, allowing for visual discrimination between burning and non-burning areas (see Storey et
al. (2020b) for more detailed description). We used all line scans from the datasets provided where we could
identify at least two images of an actively burning fire within 5 hours.
MODIS images were pre-processed MODIS Corrected Reflectance images using band combination 7 (Shortwave IR), 2 (Near IR) and 1 (green/red) and were downloaded directly from the NASA Worldview online
application (NASA 2020). Images were identified in Worldview for selected dates where (a) we had a line scan
of a very large fire but no prior or subsequent line scan and (b) dates where larges fires occurred but no line
scans were available. The 7-2-1 MODIS band combination provides a similar product to the line scans (i.e.
smoke removed for visual interpretation) but at coarser spatial resolution (250 m for bands 1 and 2, 500 m for
band 7). Due to the coarser resolution, only large fires could be digitised using MODIS images. MODIS images
are captured only twice per day with one late morning and one early afternoon, generally with a 3 to 4 hour
interval.
We included a small set of coarse fire polygons based on Himawari 8 (Bessho et al. 2016) geostationary satellite
band 7 images for a group of large fires near Esperance in Western Australia (17-Nov-2015) for which line
scans and MODIS images were not available. In comparison to MODIS, Himawari 8 has high temporal
resolution (10 mins between captures) but a coarse spatial resolution of 2 km for band 7. We made a single ROS
measurement from selected pairs of images 3 hours apart for each of these fires.
Inter-image intervals ranged between 20 mins and 5 hours. We excluded observations where fires were subject
to a significant mid-interval wind-change and where fire spread was obviously impeded, for example where the
fire was extinguished in image two or ran into a previously burnt area. It was not possible to determine if all
fires were completely free-burning for the entire interval (e.g. some may have been somewhat slowed by
suppression actions), the variation in fire behaviour between images (e.g. surges or lulls in spread in response to
weather variation) or the degree to which spotting or other extreme behaviours may have influenced spread.
Large spot fires were incorporated in the main fire polygon if they appeared to be close to merging with the
main fire.
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To measure ROS for each pair of fire polygons, we created a single GIS line representing the line of fastest
spread. The process was to (1) create a convex hull around each polygon, which assisted in automation of the
ROS measurement; (2) measure the straight-line distance from the head of the fire at time one (i.e. polygon one)
to the head of the fire at time two through an automated process (see Fig. 4.2 for details); (3) calculate ROS (km
h-1) as spread line distance over total spread time, with spread time being the difference between acquisition
times of the polygon source images.

Fig. 4.2: Example of the automated method of extracting a spread line from two fire polygons. The process was to (1)
generalise the polygon shape by creating the convex hull (red lines) of each polygon; (2) “densify” polygon to ensure there
was at least one vertex (black points white halo) every 50 m on edges of convex hull polygons (note: for plot clarity, vertex
spacings of several hundred metres are shown); (3) draw a straight line from each vertex of polygon 2 convex hull back to
the nearest edge on polygon 1 convex hull (dotted and solid white lines), 4) extract the longest of these lines (white solid
line) and measure distance (i.e. fire spread distance). Note on a few occasions, parts of the final spread line were outside of
the actual fire polygon, such as when spotting created a complex spread pattern.
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Fig. 4.3: Top is an example of a line scan from the 2013 Yarrabin fire in NSW. Green colour in scan is
unburnt vegetation, yellow is active fire, orange/red is where main fire has passed but is still hot,
dark/black area on left was burnt and contained the day prior. The black line indicates the polygon
digitised for analysis. This polygon is the second (light grey) polygon in the bottom figure. Bottom shows
spread lines created using method in Fig. 4.2 for fire polygons from the Yarrabin fire. Each yellow line
represents a separate observation in our ROS dataset.

4.3.2 Weather data
Weather data for all ROS lines were extracted from the Bureau of Meteorology Atmospheric high-resolution
Regional Reanalysis for Australia (BARRA). BARRA uses a combination of atmospheric model forecasts based
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on the Australian Community Climate and Earth Simulator System (ACCESS) framework and observations
from a range of sources, including satellite and ground-based sensors, to produce a four-dimensional (latitude,
longitude, atmospheric pressure level, time (i.e. hourly)) gridded reanalysis product (Su et al. 2019).
Each ROS observation was associated with a set of hourly weather values for our analysis, which were extracted
from the “BARRA_R” 12 km spatial resolution grids (Su et al. 2019). We extracted several fire influencing
variables (see Table 1) for each observation, including hourly values within the spread interval start time to end
time, plus the immediately preceding and following hourly values. This means that a 20 min spread interval (e.g.
between 4:20 pm and 4:40 pm) was associated with the 2 weather values (the 4:00 pm and 5:00 pm weather),
while a five-hour spread interval was associated with 7 weather values: the 5 hourly values during the interval
plus the hour before and after. For each hour sampled, we extracted the maximum value of each variable
(minimum for relative humidity and soil moisture) within 50 km of the spread line (i.e. BARRA pixel centre
points within 50 km).
We calculated hourly Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI (Noble et al. 1980a)), which is widely used in Australia
for fire danger forecasts and fire behaviour prediction. The variables to calculate FFDI were extracted from
BARRA (temperature, wind speed, relative humidity) and an inverse-distance weighted interpolation from
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) weather stations records (drought factor; Table 4.1).

4.3.3 Fuel
Accumulated (since last fire) fuel load was calculated after sampling State-based fire history polygons and
gridded fuel type base layers developed by each State fire management agency for use in Phoenix Rapidfire
wildfire spread modelling software (not available for Western Australia (Tolhurst et al. 2008)). The
accumulated fuel load is derived from the fuel type and its associated fuel load accumulation rate as a function
of time-since-fire. We calculated accumulated fuel load (t ha-1) at 100 m points along each spread line (Table
4.1), which were summarised to create mean fuel load values for each spread line.
Most fires in the images burnt within forest fuels, with only a few grass fires (n=22, ROS 0.3 to 18.3 km h -1).
Due to the small number and different behaviour expected (Cruz et al. 2015), we excluded grass fires. In cases
where grass was mixed with other fuel types, we excluded those ROS observations where more than 50% of the
spread line was grass. This was identified via a simple visual inspection of the spread lines against a background
aerial image, as Phoenix fuel types were not available for Western Australia. Based on sampling (at 100 m
points) of National Vegetation Information System vegetation classes (Department of Agriculture 2018), most
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spread lines were majority forest or woodland vegetation types (~95%), with some majority shrubland
vegetation fires included (~5%).

Table 4.1: Summary information for variables sampled for our analysis.

Variable name
Relative Humidity (RH)

Details
Hourly RH (%) at 1.5 m from surface. Calculated from
BARRA specific humidity (“av_qsair_scrn”),
temperature (“max_temp_scrn”) and surface pressure
(“av_sfc_pres”)
Hourly maximum air temperature (oC) 1.5 m from
surface (“max_temp_scrn”).

Mean (min-max)
16.8 (3.9-66.5)

10 m wind speed

BARRA hourly average 10 m wind speed (km h -1).
Calculated from wind vector grids (“av_uwnd10m”,
“av_uwnd10m”). Grids were initially resampled to
align with other BARRA variables (e.g.
“max_temp_scrn”) grids.

27.7 (8.1-63.2)

Wind gust

Hourly average 10 m wind gust speed (km h -1) at 10 m
extracted from BARRA “av_wndgust10m”.

59 (21.2-117.5)

Vapour pressure deficit (VPD)

Difference between vapour pressure at saturation and
actual vapour pressure at a given temperature, i.e.
difference between how much moisture the air can hold
(saturation) and how much moisture is currently in the
air (actual). Higher values indicate drier conditions and
surface fuels (more evaporation potential). Calculated
from BARRA RH and Temperature. Units are hPa.
Daily index (0 to 10) based on rainfall and KeetchByram Drought Index (Finkele et al. 2006). Used in
FFDI as an indicator of longer-term dryness.
Calculated daily and extracted at sample points (i.e.
BARRA pixel centres) via inverse distance weighting
of rainfall at BOM stations.
FFDI calculated as in Noble et al. (1980a) using
temperature, RH, wind speed and drought factor.
BARRA moisture (kg m-2) content of top 10 cm of soil
(“soil_mois”). Influenced by rainfall, vegetation cover
and drainage.
Accumulated fuel load in tonnes per hectare (surface +
elevated). Fuel hazard scores, sampled at 100 m
intervals along spread lines from State grids (VIC,
NSW and Tas. only), converted to loads, including
adjustment for time since previous fire (from State fire
history maps), with equations used in Phoenix
Rapidfire (Tolhurst et al. 2008). Mean of 100 m
sample point values for each spread line used in
analysis.

44.5 (7.5-101.8)

Temperature

Drought Factor

Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI)
Soil moisture

Fuel load

32.7 (16.3-47.5)

9.2 (6-10)

36.4 (2.6-117.5)
4.8 (0.5-20.2)

17.4 (0.1-34)
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4.3.4 Bayesian model of ROS
We developed a Bayesian ROS model based on a model selection process, which was a comparison of models
with alternative combinations of the surface weather variables in Table 4.1. A main purpose of the model was to
demonstrate and communicate a Bayesian approach to ROS modelling. Thus only a limited set of predictor
variables, focusing on surface weather, were considered. To simplify the Bayesian analysis and exploration of
results, topography, upper-level weather, lagged surface weather variables and fuel variables (except fuel load)
were not considered in the modelling. We fitted all combinations of the weather variables (Table 4.1; fuel load
was added later), with the caveat that each candidate model (N= 25) included either wind speed or wind gust,
plus at least one predictor for temperature or moisture (e.g. vapour pressure deficit, temperature, relative
humidity + temperature). A model containing only Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) was also a candidate model.
Candidate model performance was compared using the Widely Applicable Information Criterion (WAIC
(Watanabe 2010; Vehtari et al. 2017)), which penalises for poor model fit and model complexity (number of
variables). As a supplementary analysis, we tested if fuel load (Table 4.1) may improve model performance, as
indicated by a lower WAIC, by recalculating the best performing model and then the best performing model +
mean fuel load using the subset of data for which fuel load was available (i.e. all except Western Australia
fires). This was an indicative analysis only as it did not include all our ROS observations.
All candidate models were structured as multilevel (or hierarchical) Bayesian regressions with two levels to
each model; The main level in which ROS was related to predictor values for a given spread line, and a submodel in which a representative value for each weather variable was drawn from the distribution of hourly
replicate values for the spread line.
The weather sub-model allowed for variability in sampled hourly weather to be carried through to model
predictions, for example, wind speed may have been relatively constant or varied substantially during the spread
period of a line. The sub-model drew estimates of mean weather (e.g. wind speed) for each spread line, which is
the mean of a normal distribution fitted to the sampled hourly wind speed values (Fig. 4.4). Weather variables
were standardised for modelling, which simplified the process of model computation and comparison.
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Fig. 4.4: Example of 20 iterations of normal distributions fit to observed wind speed values for one spread line. Lines
in plot are the probability distribution from a model iteration, black dots are mean of the distribution, black lines at base are
BARRA sampled values.

The main level of the model assumed that observed ROS values followed a Gamma distribution with a mean or
expected value given by a sigmoidal function:

𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∼ Gamma(𝑅𝜙, 𝜙)
𝑅 = 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 /(1 + 𝑒 𝑙𝑝 )
lp = 𝑎 + 𝑏1 𝑋1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑝 𝑋𝑝 + 𝑧𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒

where 𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑠 is an observed value of ROS; 𝑅

is the mean expected ROS; 𝜙 is a dispersion parameter; and

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the higher asymptote of the sigmoid curve (i.e. an estimated maximum potential ROS). 𝑙𝑝 is a linear
predictor where 𝑎 is the intercept, 𝑏1 , … , 𝑏𝑝 are regression parameters associated with the predictor variables
𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑝 , and 𝑧𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒 is a fire-level random effect term to account for multiple sequential ROS observations from
individual fires (e.g. Fig. 4.3) and the likelihood of fire-specific effects, e.g. local topography or weather
conditions. We chose to fit a sigmoid shape curve based on an expectation that there is an upper limit to possible
forest ROS, and because this form produces more reasonable predictions (e.g. compared to an exponential
curve) at upper levels where observed data are sparse, including extreme fire weather. We chose 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15 km
h-1 as a reasonable estimate for our purpose here of exploring Bayesian modelling of ROS. This is within the
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range of reported ROS for forest in Australia: 10 km h -1 has been reported from case studies of dry sclerophyll
forest fires (Rawson et al. 1983; Cruz et al. 2012), while Cheney et al. (2012) estimated a ROS of around 23 km
h-1 for a fire near Canberra in 2003, but did not include it in their model validation set as it was from a short scan
interval (12 mins) and was probably the result of interaction between two large fires (Cheney et al. 2012).
We used weakly informative priors for regression parameters to allow the observed data to be most influential
on the posterior distribution and predictions. The priors made no assumption about direction (positive or
negative) of predictor effects. We chose a Gamma distribution for the likelihood function to reflect the nonnegative nature of ROS and the expected increasing variance with mean in the observed data.
All models were fitted using JAGS (Plummer 2017) via the ‘runjags’ package in R (Denwood 2016; R-CoreTeam 2020). All models were run with 6 chains for 2000 iterations (burn-in of 1000 iterations and thinning of
10). Model convergence was assessed through visual inspection of Markov chain trace plots.
We present and discuss predictions from the models in two main ways: mean-level predictions and predictive
distributions (individual-level). A mean-level (or mean trend) prediction (e.g. Fig. 4.7) answers the question: for
multiple fires under a given set of weather conditions, what is the average expected ROS? These are useful for
exploring the direction and strength of effects of different variables. Predictive distributions (e.g. Fig. 4.8) are
drawn from a Gamma distribution where the Gamma mean values are the mean-level predictions and the
Gamma scale parameter values are drawn from the model fitting process. Predictive distributions answer
questions such as: given a set of weather conditions, how likely is it ROS will be greater than (or less than)
some value? Or between two values (e.g. between 1 km h -1 and 3 km h-1)? A predictive distribution could be
used as the basis for operational predictions of ROS for an individual fire. Details on running new predictions
from the Bayesian model are included in Appendix C4-B.

4.3.5 Deterministic model predictions
We explored the performance of two deterministic ROS models used operationally in Australia: the McArthur
Mk5 model (McArthur 1973; Noble et al. 1980a) and the Dry Eucalypt Forest Fire Model (DEFFM), also
known as the ‘Vesta’ model (Gould et al. 2008; Cheney et al. 2012). DEFFM is the model currently
recommended for operational fire spread prediction in Australian dry eucalypt forests (Cruz et al. 2015).
For the weather variables required for each model, we used the mean of the sampled hourly weather values
assigned to each spread line. Fuel variables were the mean of the fuel values sampled at 100 m intervals along
the spread line (Fig. 4.3).
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Input variables for McArthur Mk5 are Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) and fuel load (Noble et al. 1980a). We
used the fuel load values derived from State-based Phoenix Rapidfire fuel grids (Table 4.1), which were
available for the NSW, Victorian and Tasmanian fires. Additionally, we calculated ROS with fuel load set at a
very high level (25 t ha-1) to explore the influence of fuel load on predictions. A topographic slope correction
factor can be applied, but we assumed zero slope as is the common operational practice and recommendation for
undulating terrain (McArthur 1967; Noble et al. 1980a).
We used the Fuel Hazard Score version of DEFFM to calculate ROS predictions (Cheney et al. 2012). As
DEFFM is described as a ROS model specifically for dry eucalypt forest with shrubby understorey (Cheney et
al. 2012), we used a subset of observations where at least 50% matched this vegetation description. DEFFM
inputs are wind speed, a moisture function based on temperature and humidity, and fuel (surface fuel hazard
score, near-surface fuel hazard score and near-surface fuel height). Fuel maps for DEFFM were not available
across the study area, so we compared two alternative methods to calculate the required fuel-related inputs. The
first method was to calculate simple representative fuel input values based on time-since-fire, as suggested by
Cheney et al. (2012) when local fuel data are unavailable. This approach is also representative of operational
practice where DEFFM fuel maps are not currently available. The second method was to predict fuel input
values using the random forest models of McColl-Gausden et al. (2020). The random forest models were trained
on field-based visual assessments (Hines et al. 2010) and predict fuel hazard and height based on bio-physical
predictors (McColl-Gausden et al. 2020). The predicted fuel hazard scores, which are between one and five,
were converted to DEFFM fuel hazard scores (between one and four) using the conversion method of Hines et
al. (2010)
To compare the observed ROS and predicted ROS from the DEFFM and McArthur Mk5 models, we calculated
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Bias Error (MBE). For comparison, we also calculated these statistics
for observed ROS vs the median of the predictive distributions from the best performing Bayesian model. It
should be noted that direct comparisons between deterministic models and probabilistic models are not
straightforward, as the predictive distributions must be summarised for comparison, meaning information on
prediction uncertainty, a main advantage of Bayesian modelling, is ignored. Nevertheless, this provided a useful
indication of model performance and behaviour.
Cruz and Alexander (2013) suggest that a ROS model has performed well if the prediction is within ±35% of
the observed value. Thus, we also calculated the percentage of McArthur Mk5 and DEFFM predictions within
±35% of observed values. For the Bayesian model, we calculated the percentage of median predictive
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distribution values within ±35%, and the percentage of interquartile ranges from the predictive distributions
that fell within the ±35% range.
All observations were used for Bayesian model training; thus the accuracy statistics were calculated using the
model training data. As demonstrating and communicating a Bayesian approach to ROS modelling was a main
purpose of the modelling process here, rather than producing a deployable operational model, independent data
was not used for model evaluation. However, future versions of a Bayesian ROS model need to be tested on an
independent ROS dataset for thorough validation.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Data distribution
A total of 223 ROS observations were derived from the fire progression data and used for modelling. Most ROS
values were low to moderate (77% were <= 2 km h-1; Fig. 4.5). However, some very high ROS values were also
captured: 9% were > 4 km h-1 and maximum ROS measured was 9.2 km h-1. ROS was strongly positively
correlated with distance of spread (R = 0.78), indicating that in general faster-spreading fires were larger fires
covering a large distance, although some high ROS were also recorded over short distances from pairs of images
with short temporal intervals (Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6). Using mean values of individual predictor variables for each
spread line and period, ROS was most strongly correlated with FFDI (R = 0.69), VPD (R = 0.56), wind gust (R
= 0.53) and temperature (R = 0.5) (Fig. 4.6). The weakest correlations were with fuel load (R = -0.018) and
drought factor (R = 0.033). The correlation between relative humidity and ROS was only -0.37, although a
scatterplot indicates a possible threshold effect with most high ROS below ~ 20 % relative humidity (Fig. 4.6).
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Fig. 4.5: Histogram of measured rate of spread values (left) and minutes between the pairs of fire images used to map
spread (right). Minimum observation interval was 20 minutes.

Fig. 4.6: Scatter plots with mean variable values (black dots) and error bars (red lines) for variables used in modelling. Error bars are +- 1 sd
for hourly weather values sampled for each ROS (rate of spread) observation. For fuel load, error bars are +- 1 sd for fuel load values at 100 m
intervals along spread line. Correlation coefficients, using ROS and mean of hourly values for weather variables, are shown in top left of each plot.
Bottom row (middle and right) shows ROS vs minutes and metres of spread for each spread line.
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4.4.2 Bayesian model
The best performing model (lowest WAIC) contained 10 m wind speed, relative humidity and soil moisture (i.e.
values input to the model were the maximum for wind speed, minimum for relative humidity and soil moisture,
for each hour of spread within a 50 km buffer of the fire, see section 4.3.4). Wind speed had a strong positive
influence on ROS, while relative humidity and soil moisture had negative influences, although the soil moisture
effect was weak (Fig. 4.7). The credible interval bounds increased with increasing wind speed and also, to a
lesser extent, as humidity decreased (Fig. 4.7). For soil moisture, credible intervals bounds were widest at low
and high values (Fig. 4.7).
Under mild fire weather conditions, predictive distributions (Fig. 4.8), which were centred on low ROS values,
indicated a relatively narrow range of predicted ROS were plausible. Relatively precise statistical inferences
were possible from the narrow predictive distributions. For example, with a wind speed of 20 km h-1, RH of
40% and soil moisture of 3 kg m-2, there was a predicted 98.31% chance of ROS < 1 km h-1, i.e. 98.31% of the
predictive distribution was less than 1 km h-1 (Fig. 4.8). Under more extreme fire weather conditions (wind
speed 40 km h-1, RH 10%, soil moisture 3 kg m-2) the predictive distribution was much wider, indicating that a
wider range of predicted ROS was plausible. Under these weather conditions, the model predicted only an
11.2% chance of ROS < 1 km h-1 but also a 48.84% chance of ROS > 3 km h-1 (Fig 4.8). When the ROS values
are converted to distances, the different widths of predictive distributions translate into large differences in
plausible spread distances for the different conditions (Fig. 4.9). Note that a code and table of posterior samples
required to produce predictive distributions is available via GitHub (see explanation in Appendix C4-B and
github.com/mstorey87/BayesianROS).
Of the ten best performing models considered in the model section process (Table 4.2), seven contained wind
speed and only three contained wind gust. Relative humidity featured in the six of the best performing models,
while the remaining models had temperature or VPD. Soil moisture and drought factor also featured in the ten
best performing models (including in the top two), although the effects were generally small (Fig. 4.7; Appendix
C4-A). Despite drought factor featuring in the second-best model, the mean effect of drought factor on ROS was
negligible in each model and varied from being slightly negative to slightly positive depending on the model
(for example see Model B in Appendix C4-A).
When mean fuel load was added to the model using the subset of observations excluding Western Australia
fires, there was a small improvement in model performance (WAIC reduced by 3). However, the effect of fuel
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load was only minor and was slightly negative in the model (higher fuel loads decreased ROS), opposite to the
expected direction of the effect.

Fig. 4.7: Mean posterior trend regression lines (black) for each variable in Model C while other variables are held at
mean observed values. Darker grey ribbon is 50% credible interval and lighter grey is 95% credible interval. The credible
intervals represent variability considered by the model in fitting regression lines. Points are observations of rate of spread
(ROS) and mean values of sampled wind speed, relative humidity and soil moisture for the spread period (between 20 mins
and 5 hours) of each spread line. Mean of sampled weather values are shown for clarity, but individual hourly observations
were used for the modelling.
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Fig. 4.8: Predictive distributions from the Bayesian model for different weather conditions, representing probabilistic
inferences that are possible. Red highlighted area indicates percent of distribution below 1 km h-1, between 1 and 3 km h-1
and above 3 km h-1 (thresholds indicated by black vertical lines). Note different y scales. WS, wind speed (km h -1); RH,
relative humidity (%); SM, soil moisture (kg m-2).

Fig. 4.9: Map representation of predicted spread distance over one hour derived from the Bayesian model predictive
distributions for different weather conditions, as in Fig. 4.8. Black dot is start point, red dot is median predicted distance,
black lines show the 50% credible interval (CI), black dotted lines show the 90% credible interval (CI). Fire path
(represented by white line) is simply based on a spread bearing of 90 degrees. Location for this example is in the Blue
Mountains area, NSW, Australia. WS, wind speed (km h -1); RH, relative humidity (%); SM, soil moisture (kg m-2).
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Table 4.2: Results from model selection process for Bayesian ROS model, showing ten lowest WAIC models. Lower
WAIC indicates better performance.

Variables

WAIC (SE)

Wind speed + RH + soil moisture

153.8 (26.7)

Wind speed + RH + DF

156.2 (26.7)

Wind gust + RH + soil moisture

161 (27)

Wind speed + RH

161.2 (26.9)

Wind speed + VPD + soil moisture

162.1 (27.8)

Wind gust + RH + DF

162.7 (27)

Wind speed + VPD + DF

164.8 (27.9)

Wind gust + RH

164.8 (27)

Wind speed + temperature + soil moisture

166.6 (28)

Wind speed + temperature + DF

170.1 (28.2)

4.4.3 Deterministic models
The McArthur Mk5 model tended to substantially under-predict ROS (MBE = -0.56; Fig. 4.10). The underprediction bias appeared to increase as observed ROS increased (Fig. 4.10). Overall, MAE was 0.85 km h-1,
although error was greater for high ROS: MAE was 2.53 km h -1 for observations > 2 km h-1 and 0.41 for
observations <= 2 km h-1. There appeared to be an upper limit on predicted ROS that was not apparent in the
observed data: 21% of observed ROS observations were > 2 km h-1 but only 1% of predicted ROS were > 2 km
h-1; 11% of observations were > 3 km h-1 but no predictions were > 3 km h-1. Under-prediction bias, particularly
at moderate-high ROS, was still apparent when fuel load was artificially set to 25 t ha -1 (MBE = -0.19). Of the
two variables used to estimate Mk5 ROS, FFDI had the stronger individual linear relationship with ROS (r 2 =
0.41), while there was almost no linear relationship between fuel load and ROS (r 2 = 0.001).
For DEFFM, there was substantial scatter in the predicted vs observed ROS using both fuel methods (Fig. 4.10).
MAE was 1.35 km h-1 and there was an over-prediction bias (MBE = 1.18 km h -1) using the time-since-fire
converted fuel values. Using the random-forest based fuel values MAE was lower (MAE = 0.85 km h-1), but
there was a higher over-prediction bias (MBE = 1.25 km h-1). Overprediction was most obvious for low ROS
values, whereas very high ROS observations (e.g. > 4 km h -1) were better matched by predictions (Fig. 4.10),
although there were only a small number of these observations amongst the set used for the DEFFM predictions
(7 observations > 4 km h-1). Some DEFFM predictions appeared highly sensitive to the fuel method used; for
example, for the observed ROS at ~ 7.5 km h-1, predicted ROS varied by ~ 4 km h-1 depending on the fuel
method (Fig. 4.10).
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For comparison, the MAE for the Bayesian model was 0.81 km h-1 and MBE was -0.29 km h-1. Overprediction
bias was much less prominent at low-moderate ROS, where the bulk of the observations were situated,
compared to DEFFM (Fig. 4.10). For moderate-high ROS, the Bayesian model produced predictions that ranged
from being close to observed ROS to under-predictions of ROS. The median predictive distribution value from
the Bayesian model was within the ±35% range for 24% of the time, compared to 22% for McArthur Mk5 and
17% for DEFFM. The interquartile ranges from each Bayesian model fell somewhere within the ±35% error
range for 69% of the observations.

Fig. 4.10: Scatterplots showing observed ROS vs predicted ROS from the two deterministic models tested (top row)
and the best performing Bayesian model. For McArthur Mk5, black points are predictions using fuel values derived from
State grids, grey points are predictions with fuel set at 25 t ha-1. For DEFFM, black points are predictions with fuel values
derived from time-since-fire conversion (Cheney et al. 2012), grey points are fuel values derived from random-forest models
(McColl-Gausden et al. 2020). For the Bayesian model, grey lines show interquartile ranges (black points are median) of
predictive distributions. Black diagonal lines show perfect prediction, with black dotted lines showing +- 35% of the perfect
prediction representing reasonable prediction accuracy (Cruz and Alexander 2013). For McArthur, N=216 as fuel load data
was not available for 9 Western Australia ROS observations. For DEFFM, N=132 as only fires where at least 50% of the
spread line was a shrubby dry eucalypt forest type were used.

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 ROS modelling approach
We have demonstrated a modern and flexible approach to wildfire ROS modelling improves upon past
approaches by (a) using ROS observations from actual wildfires over a range of conditions, and (b) employing
Bayesian statistical methods. Bayesian models carry uncertainty from model fitting through to predictions, the
utility of which is best demonstrated by the Bayesian predictive distributions. A predictive distribution can be
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queried to make a range of probabilistic inferences of ROS and provide defined levels of certainty in
predictions; e.g. 90% chance of ROS between 1 km h-1 and 3 km h-1. Although only surface weather variables
were considered in our Bayesian model selection, the results indicate that highly informative probabilistic
prediction information can be produced from relatively simple predictors. It should be noted that while the
model presented provides informative predictions of ROS and clearly communicates prediction uncertainty, the
prediction intervals are likely too wide, particularly in more extreme conditions, to be deployed operationally
and further model development is required.
For both deterministic ROS models tested, there was poor agreement between ROS predictions and
observations. DEFFM had an over-prediction bias, while the McArthur Mk5 model had an under-prediction
bias. The McArthur Mk5 model was particularly limited in predicting high ROS: no McArthur Mk5 predictions
were above 3 km h-1 despite 11% of the observations being above 3 km h-1. Under-prediction using the
McArthur Mk5 model has been noted by other authors, including by a factor of 2 or more (Burrows 1994;
Cheney and Gould 1996; McCaw et al. 2008; Cruz et al. 2018). Given the low predictive accuracy of these
deterministic models when applied to wildfire data here and, as applied operationally, statistical bounds to
indicate prediction uncertainty are not part of the model output, we argue that application of these models tested
is likely to result in considerable errors in operational prediction of wildfire ROS. To improve the quality of
ROS prediction information available during firefighting operations, we suggest that the approach demonstrated
here be expanded to create an operational Bayesian ROS model. This work should include:
(1) consideration a broader range of environmental predictor variables in model development, including
fuel and upper-level weather variables. This could include testing of alternative model types/functions
to the Gamma/sigmoid model we used.
(2) Continued collection and use of wildfire ROS observations for model development, in particular, more
high ROS observations are needed.
(3) Validation of a Bayesian model prediction on an independent ROS dataset.

4.5.2 Environmental variables
Our best performing Bayesian model had three predictor variables: wind speed, relative humidity and soil
moisture, the latter of which had only a small effect. This suggests that ROS modelling can be based on simple
predictors, as noted in other studies (e.g. ROS as 10% of wind speed rule-of-thumb (Cruz and Alexander 2019)).
A large amount of scatter in ROS under similar levels of these variables meant uncertainty about the strength of
the effects. However, the predictions produced by the Bayesian model demonstrate a strength of the approach:
i.e. greater uncertainty in model fitting is directly apparent in predictions from the wide prediction intervals.
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To increase model precision, as evident through narrower predictive distributions, further research that explores
alternative environmental predictors is needed. Our model selection results indicate that wind speed was a better
predictor than wind gust, and relative humidity was the best short-term moisture-related predictor. However,
more complex effects of moisture-related weather variables may not have been captured in our data. For
example, fire can spread rapidly in the moist air conditions immediately after a southerly wind change (in SE
Australia) due to a lagged response of dead fuel moisture to the changes in temperature and humidity (Luke and
McArthur 1978).
Weather conditions above surface level, which were not considered here, have been also linked to high ROS
including extreme fire development. This includes factors such as instability influencing plume development
and dry air and/or upper-level winds mixing down to the surface (e.g. “dry slots”, “mountain waves” (Sharples
2009; Mills and McCaw 2010; Srock et al. 2018)). Given that large sets of quality multi-dimensional reanalysis
data are now being produced (e.g. BARRA or ERA5), a detailed empirical analysis considering upper-level
wind, temperature, moisture and related stability variables should be undertaken to identify the most useful
predictor(s) that could be incorporated into a Bayesian ROS model.
Long term landscape dryness, which is linked to live and dead fuel moisture content, is clearly important in fire
behaviour (extended dry periods are a prerequisite for large wildfires (Nolan et al. 2016; Boer et al. 2020)).
BARRA soil moisture was more informative than drought factor as it was selected in the best model (although
the effect was small). Drought factor was selected in some supported models, but the effects were mostly very
small (e.g. see Model B in Appendix C4-A, where drought factor has a flat regression line). However, there is
scope to explore alternative landscape dryness variables. Methods that more precisely predict dryness from
remote sensing and/or drought-related plant trait information may have closer links to ROS (Nolan et al. 2016;
Yebra et al. 2018; Nolan et al. 2020a).
Fuel load made a small improvement in model performance when tested in a supplementary analysis, although
the effect was minor, and was actually slightly negative, contrary to the expected effect (Noble et al. 1980a).
Fuel load had almost no correlation with ROS in our deterministic model analysis, which has also been noted
previously (Gould 2007). This may reflect inherent limitations in using fuel load to represent fuel, or the
imprecise data derived from existing spatial layers, rather than fuel not being important for ROS (Duff et al.
2017). A detailed analysis of fuel-related predictors for potential inclusion in a Bayesian ROS model is an
important next step. Variables that describe fuel structure (e.g. remotely sensed tree height or density) may be
more useful for predicting ROS (Zylstra et al. 2016). Mapping fuel structure information from remote sensing
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platforms (including Lidar), or predicting selected structure variables based on biophysical predictors (Jenkins et
al., 2020; McColl-Gausden et al., 2020), to create gridded datasets is likely a more accurate and useful approach
for operational purposes (Simard et al. 2011; Price and Gordon 2016; Gill et al. 2017).
In addition to alternative or additional predictor variables, model precision may be improved by considering
different types of variable effects on ROS. Interaction effects between variables and possible threshold effects of
certain variables, neither of which were explored in our analysis, could be integrated into the Bayesian
modelling approach

4.5.3 ROS data
A strength of our approach is that we used a large sample of high-quality wildfire ROS observations, with a
large ROS range, from remotely sensed images. This avoids the problem of needing to extrapolate for wildfire
predictions, which is necessary when using a model trained on observations at smaller scales under relatively
moderate weather conditions. However, our data still had many more observations from low ROS fires than
high ROS fires (87% were < 3 km h-1). This may explain the under-prediction at moderate to high ROS in the
best performing Bayesian model; i.e. WAIC selects the model that fits the best across all of the observations,
which means that the bulk of the data (i.e. lower ROS) has the most influence on WAIC, thus the variables
selected. Some non-selected candidate models appeared to produce better predictions for very high ROS but
performed worse overall as evident from a higher WAIC; for example, a model with only FFDI as a predictor
(see Model A in Appendix C4-A). Improving predictions of high ROS is important as these are the most
dangerous wildfires. Improvements could be achieved by adding more high ROS observations in model
development, including from wildfires with extreme behaviours (e.g. mass spotting), and by employing
statistical methods that specifically consider model performance at high ROS in model selection, in addition to
the overall average performance (i.e. WAIC). Additionally, more high ROS observations would also enable
interactions between predictors to be modelled, which may greatly improve model performance.
The continued use of operationally acquired line scans (currently the best way to map and analyse wildfire
spread) for ROS model development and evaluation is vital. Ideally, a single fire would be scanned at regular
intervals so that variation in ROS (e.g. short surges) could be monitored, although line scan frequency depends
on operational need. Our data only included fires up to 2018, thus the clearest next step in model development is
the analysis of ROS from line scans acquired during the massive 2019-2020 wildfires in eastern Australia (Boer
et al. 2020; Nolan et al. 2020b). Agencies and researchers should consider implementing a process by which
operational data of wildfires (and data from other sources, e.g. satellite imagery) could be validated and stored
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in standardised and readily accessible databases for research use. This would streamline data access and analysis
and enhance model development efforts.

4.5.4 Extending the approach
The amount and quality of data around wildfires continue to increase, which will no doubt improve our ability to
understand fire spread. However, while technology is improving, there will always be limitations to our ability
to perfectly measure wildfire spread and its drivers: for example, accurately recording local weather across a fire
area or measuring the influence of spotting at different stages of spread. As such, there will continue to be a
need for analytical methods that can deal with the complex and inherently variable nature of wildfire spread
data.
We have demonstrated that a Bayesian statistical approach is well suited to modelling ROS, as it explicitly deals
with variability (or uncertainty) in the data. The model presented here is simple, but the approach can be readily
extended to more complex models, including different predictors. The model presented, which produces wide
prediction intervals under more extreme fire weather, requires further development before any operational
deployment as narrower prediction intervals are likely required to provide more precise prediction information
to operational decision-makers. Further research should be conducted to extend the modelling approach outlined
here to improve model precision, and eventually incorporate such models into spatial systems to produce
probabilistic ROS prediction maps (for example Fig. 4.9). A system to regularly access new observations to
validate and improve a Bayesian ROS model would greatly assist with the task of model development.
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Chapter 5
5 Experiments on the influence of spot fire and topography
interaction on fire rate of spread
5.1 Abstract
Spotting is thought to increase wildfire rate of spread (ROS) and in some cases become the main mechanism for
spread. The role of spotting in wildfire spread is controlled by many factors including fire intensity, number of
and distance between spot fires, weather, fuel characteristics and topography. Through a set of 30 laboratory fire
experiments on a 3 m x 4 m fuel bed, subject to air flow, we explored the influence of manually ignited spot
fires (0, 1 or 2), the presence or absence of a model hill and their interaction on combined fire ROS (i.e. ROS
incorporating main fire and merged spot fires).
During experiments conducted on a flat fuel bed, spot fires (whether 1 or 2) had only a small influence on
combined ROS. Slowest combined ROS was recorded when a hill was present and no spot fires were ignited
because the fires crept very slowly downslope and downwind of the hill. This was up to, depending on
measurement interval, 5 times slower than ROS in the flat fuel bed experiments. However, ignition of 1 or 2
spot fires (with hill present) greatly increased combined ROS to similar levels as those recorded in the flat fuel
bed experiments (depending on spread interval). The effect was strongest on the head fire, where spot fires
merged directly with the main fire, but significant increases in off-centre ROS were also detected.
Our findings suggest that under certain topographic conditions, spot fires can allow a fire to overcome the low
spread potential of downslopes. Current models may underestimate wildfire ROS and fire arrival time in hilly
terrain if the influence of spot fires on ROS is not incorporated into predictions.

5.2 Introduction
Spotting has played a major role in some of the largest and most destructive wildfires on record (Rawson et al.
1983; McLeod 2003; Cruz et al. 2012). In comparison to a continuous line of fire, spotting during wildfires
creates complex discontinuous patterns of fire spread through the ignition of “spot fires”. Spot fires are smaller
separate fires that ignite after small pieces of flaming or smouldering material (mostly vegetation such as bark or
small branches, but also other materials such as building material) are transported by wind (e.g. ambient wind,
plume) from the main fire to ignite unburnt fuels (Koo et al. 2010; Albini et al. 2012). Spotting can easily jump
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fuel breaks such as roads, which can substantially reduce the chance of a wildfire being contained by fire crews.
Short to moderate distance spot fires generally merge with the main fire. This process is thought to increase the
rate and in some cases, such as where profuse spotting is occurring, become the main driver of wildfire spread
(McArthur 1967; Cheney 1981; Catchpole 2002).
The manner in which a wildfire spreads across a landscape can be complex when spotting is occurring.
Wildfires can spread not just as a single fire front but can incorporate spot fires that are generated from and
subsequently merge with the main fire front. In this situation, a spot fire could be deemed to increase the rate of
spread (ROS) of a wildfire if the coalescence of the spot fire and main fire results in a downwind extension of
the wildfire. For example, once the main fire and spot fires merge, the overall downwind extent of the fire front
will be the farthest downwind point of the original spot fire(s), which is farther downwind than if the spot fire(s)
did not exist, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1. In this paper, we describe this as a faster “combined” ROS, meaning
the overall ROS incorporating the main fire and any merged spot fires (Fig. 5.1). According to this definition,
spot fires that are still separate to the main fire would not be considered when measuring combined ROS. This
effect has been described as a “jump in fire front position” (Muraszew and Fedele 1976) or, when many spot
fires are being generated, that the fire front may “appear to be moving as a continual coalescence of spot fires”
(Cheney 1981). Fire-fire interaction (e.g. increases in radiant heat and pyroconvective feedbacks) (Finney and
McAllister 2011; Hilton et al. 2018) and junction zone behaviour (e.g. increased intensity/radiant heat) (Viegas
et al. 2012; Raposo et al. 2018) may enhance spread directly in the area of merging, but may also have wider
effects that enhance spread in nearby parts of the fire.
Although spotting may enhance the combined ROS, some spot fires may have little impact or may possibly
reduce ROS by removing fuel ahead of the main fire (Alexander and Cruz 2006; Alexander and Cruz 2013).
Numerous factors potentially control how spot fires influence fire spread including main and spot fire ROS (premerging), fire intensity and size, number of spot fires, spotting distances (Storey et al. 2020b) and spot fire
build-up times (Alexander and Cruz 2006). All of these factors are influenced by weather, fuel and topography
(McArthur 1967; Rothermel 1991; Werth et al. 2016). Depending on local combinations of these factors, it is
likely that similar levels of spotting could significantly influence the combined ROS in some wildfires but not
others.
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Fig. 5.1: Simple representation of spread of a spotting fire (Fire A) vs a non-spotting fire (Fire B). Purpose is to
demonstrate how spot fire merging may increase combined rate spread (ROS), even with identical main fire ROS. Black
arrow is spread direction. Dotted lines are time 1 and solid lines are time 2. At time 1, the fires are the same, but Fire A has
two separate spot fires (small circles) and Fire B has none. At time 2, “combined” ROS for Fire A is greater than for Fire B
because Fire A includes the two merged spot fires, thus is farther downwind. T1 and T2 indicates head fire location at time 1
and time 2 respectively. Note that the spot fires are not considered when identifying the head fire location for Fire A time 1.

Topographic slope is recognised as an important factor influencing ROS and is usually included as a predictor in
ROS models (Cheney and Sullivan 2008; Cruz et al. 2015). Typically, compared to level ground, faster ROS is
expected for fires travelling upslope and slower ROS expected for fires travelling downslope (Noble et al.
1980a; Viegas 2004; Sullivan et al. 2014). However, discontinuous spread via spotting has the potential to
overcome the effects of slope (McArthur 1967; Luke and McArthur 1978). This is because firebrands can be
transported across areas of low spread potential (downslopes, wet valleys) to ignite new spot fires on the next
slope or ridge, which subsequently merge with and extend the main fire (Department of Environment Land
Water and Planning unpublished data) (Boychuk et al. 2009). Spotting can also exacerbate instances of dynamic
spread driven by interactions between wind, steep slopes and an active fire to produce rapid rates of lateral fire
spread along ridges perpendicular to the predominant wind direction (Sharples et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2016).
Capturing the effect of spotting is a major limitation of most current operational fire spread models (Alexander
and Cruz 2013). Although recent work has been done to investigate the most effective way to include spotting in
ROS models (Boychuk et al. 2009; Kaur et al. 2016; Trucchia et al. 2019), spread models typically have not
considered the influence of spotting on ROS, particularly how spotting and topography (e.g. slope) may interact
to influence ROS. For example, McArthur (1967) refers only generally to this interaction, by suggesting that
when spotting is occurring (on large fires across multiple ridge-valleys) the effect of slope is negligible (Cruz et
al. 2015). A greater understanding is required if the contribution of spotting is to be more accurately reflected in
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ROS model predictions. As such, there is the need for experimental studies to understand how spot fires and
topography interact, and how this influences fire spread.
We conducted a series of small experimental fires in the 6 m x 8 m combustion wind tunnel at the Forest Fire
Research Laboratory of ADAI (Association for the Development of Industrial Aerodynamics) in Lousã,
Portugal. The experiments incorporated variation in topography and spot fire numbers – specifically, we
investigated the following research questions:
•

Does the presence of downwind spot fires increase the combined forward ROS of a fire?

•

If so, does the effect increase with more spot fires?

•

Does any effect of the spot fires depend on the presence or absence of a hill?

•

Do spot fires increase the combined ROS both directly (i.e. where spot and main fires merge) and
indirectly (offset from where spot and main fires merge)?

5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Materials and experiment configuration
A set of 30 experiments (Table 4.1) were conducted over six test days in the TC 3 combustion wind tunnel (Fig
5.2) at the Forest Fire Research Laboratory of ADAI in Lousã, Portugal. The tunnel is housed in a large semiopen building subject to ambient air conditions (temperature and humidity). The effect of two explanatory
variables on combined ROS were investigated with the experiments: number of spot fires (0, 1 or 2) and
presence or absence of a model hill (Figs 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4). All experiments were conducted under a constant air
flow at 1.5 m s-1. Based on the experience of the researchers using the combustion wind tunnel for similar fire
spread experiments (Raposo 2015), this can be considered a moderate wind speed that produces wind driven
surface fires that are suitable for observations of fire spread and merging behaviour.

Fig. 5.2: Images from the TC 3 combustion wind tunnel used for the experiments. (a) Example of model hill and fuel
bed set up (note image was prior to installation of rounded ends on hill). (b) View of model hill (leeward slope) during an
experiment with 2 spot fires. Combustion tunnel fan outlets are in the background in both images.
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Fig. 5.3: Schematic representation of experiments with the model hill. SF1 = Spot fire 1 location, SF2 = Spot fire 2
location. Fuel bed centre y axis (not shown) runs through SF1 and SF2 (i.e. midline between y1 and y2). Grey area is pine
needle fuel bed. Head fire was measured between y1 and y2, off-centre fire between y3 and y4. Both head and off-centre fire
were measured at three x axis intervals (Line 0 - Line 1, Line 0 - Line 2, Line 0 - Line 3).

Fig. 5.4: Schematic representation of the flat fuel bed experiments. SF1 = Spot fire 1 location, SF2 = Spot fire 2 location.
Fuel bed centre y axis (not shown) runs through SF1 and SF2 (i.e. midline between y1 and y2). Grey area is pine needle fuel
bed. Head fire was measured between y1 and y2, off-centre fire between y3 and y4. Both head and off-centre fire were
measured at three x axis intervals (Line 0 - Line 1, Line 0 - Line 2, Line 0 - Line 3).
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Dead mature Pinus pinaster needles were collected and stored in bulk in the laboratory prior to the experiments.
We distributed the same amount of needles for each experiment at an average depth of 4 cm across a 3 m x 4 m
(12 m2) area of the combustion wind tunnel’s working surface (Figs 5.3 and 5.4). For each experiment we used
0.8 kg per m2, or 9.6 kg total, dry weight of fuel, meaning weight of fuel if all moisture was removed (i.e. the
dry fibrous needle material only). This dry weight of fuel is above the approximate threshold that allows for
continuous fire spread, rather than patchy fire spread, that has been observed in previous experiments in the
same laboratory at lower fuel weights (Raposo 2015). The total fuel weight consists of the dry weight
component plus the moisture weight component, where the latter varies with ambient humidity. As we wanted
0.8 kg m-2 (i.e. 9.6 kg total) of dry weight for each experiment, we needed to account for changes in ambient
humidity affecting the total fuel weight, as measured on a digital scale. We therefore adjusted the total fuel
weight collected for each experiment according to its fuel moisture content (Viegas 2004; Raposo 2015; Raposo
et al. 2018), as measured using an A & D ML-50 moisture analyser. This meant that, for example, when fuel
moisture content was lower for a particular experiment, i.e. the moisture weight component was a smaller
proportion of total fuel weight, that a lower total fuel weight was required. Over the 30 experiments relative
humidity and temperature (measured inside the laboratory) were between 30% and 79% and 19 oC and 29oC,
respectively. Fuel moisture content was between 11.1% and 16% over all experiments, and ranged between
11.1% and 16% for the flat fuel bed experiments (mean 13.7%), and 11.5% and 15.3% for the hill-present
experiments (mean 14%).
Table 5.1: Summary of number of experiments performed. For all experiments main line fire was ignited and wind speed
was 1.5 m s-1.

Hill
Hill absent (Flat
fuel bed)

Hill present

Total experiments

Spot fires

Repetitions

0

5

1

5

2

5

0

5

1

5

2

5
30

Fifteen experiments were conducted with a flat fuel bed (hill absent) and 15 experiments had a model hill
installed (hill present). For the hill present experiments, the model hill was 400 cm wide (only the centre 300 cm
was covered with fuel) and had two slopes: a 150 cm uphill section of slope 21 o and a 100 cm downhill section
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of slope 31o (Fig. 5.3). An additional 150 cm flat section downwind of the hill was covered with fuel (i.e. fuel
bed total length 400 cm, total width 300 cm; Fig. 5.3). There were 100 cm gaps between each end of the hill and
the combustion tunnel walls. This model hill was used due to its availability from previous fire behaviour
experiments in the laboratory (Raposo 2015). The model hill itself has no coverings installed at each end (Fig.
5.2a), thus would be open to air flow and the creation of excessive turbulence at the hill ends. To better
represent an actual hill, rounded ends were added to smooth the air flow around each end of the hill (Fig. 5.2b).
For the hill absent experiments, the fuel bed was simply a 300 cm width x 400 cm length flat surface (Fig. 5.4).
A single fire line was ignited at 0 cm (Figs 5.3 and 5.4) using wool thread soaked in a mixture of petrol and
diesel in each experiment. The ignition line spanned the entire width of the fuel bed (300 cm). One, two or no
spot fires were ignited downwind of the fire line using diesel and petrol-soaked cotton balls placed in the fuel
surface. Spot fire 1 and spot fire 2 ignition locations were constant (225 cm and 275 cm downwind) and were
both along the centre y axis (Figs 5.3 and 5.4). For the hill present experiments, this meant spot fire 1 was 25 cm
upslope from the base of the hill (on the leeward slope) and spot fire 2 was on the flat section 25 cm downwind
of the base of the hill (Fig. 5.3). The ignition procedure was to: 1) ignite the spot fire(s) cotton balls (when
present), 2) allow the spot fire(s) to grow to approximately 10 cm diameter to ensure it was well-established in
the fuel bed (a few seconds), 3) ignite the main fire line at 0 cm, 4) turn on the air flow (set to 1.5 m s -1 for all
experiments) once all needles below the wool thread were ignited, which meant the fire line was wellestablished in the fuel bed (a few seconds). Only steps 3 and 4 were required for experiments with zero spot
fires. The experiment was considered ended when any part of the fire front reached the end of the fuel bed.
Fire progression was recorded using a FLIR ThermaCam SC640 infra-red camera and colour video cameras
positioned on a raised platform above (off-nadir) the fires and a side-on colour video camera.
Experiments were conducted over six days with similar weather conditions in June 2019. Due to the time
necessary to install the model hill and pitot tubes (i.e. air flow measurement devices, data not analysed in this
paper), flat fuel bed experiments were conducted first (days 1-3), followed by hill present experiments (days 36). Experiments were conducted in sets of 3 (0 spot fire, 1 spot fire and 2 spot fire) with order randomized
within each set.
To account for variation in fuel moisture content of the needles across the experiments, which can influence
ROS, we used a relative Rate of Spread (RROS; denoted R’) instead of ROS (denoted R) for analysis. To
calculate R’, reference tests to measure a “basic ROS” (denoted R0 i.e. ROS of fire line spreading on a surface
without wind and slope) were conducted during each test session (approx. every 3 experiments) on a 1 m x 1 m
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flat table covered with 0.8 kg (dry-weight equivalent) of Pinus pinaster needles (as in main experiments)
without wind. Basic ROS (R0) and combined ROS from the main experiments (R) were used to calculate relative
Rate of Spread (R’):
𝑅′ =

𝑅
𝑅0

R’ is unitless and indicates how fast a fire in experiment conditions spread relative to a fire with no wind and no
slope (R0); For example, R’ = 2 means fire in the experiment spread two times faster than R0. Note relative rate
of spread R’ here is identical to NDROS in Raposo (2015).

5.3.2 Analysis
For each experiment we first measured R as the “combined” ROS from the experiment fires, meaning the
overall ROS of the fire incorporating the main fire and any merged spot fires. This means that spot fires that
were still separate from the main fire line did not impact our ROS measurements (e.g. Figs 5.1, 5.5a and 5.6a),
but once a spot fire merged with the main fire, the merged area was considered as a single new main fire and
ROS was measured incorporating the original spot fire (e.g. Figs 5.1, 5.5b, 5.6b and 5.6c).
Our ROS measurements were based on visual inspection of images that were extracted at 1 second intervals
from the FLIR video recordings (see Appendix C5-B for examples). We used FLIR, as opposed to the colour
video, for our analysis as greater discrimination of different flame types was possible with the FLIR (e.g. above
surface flame vs burning needles). As the FLIR camera was placed off-nadir, we rectified all images in
MATLAB (version R2019a) prior to the visual inspection analysis, by matching a series of control points pairs
in the extracted images to a standard flat plane image showing the correct fuel bed dimensions if viewed at nadir
(Figs 5.5 and 5.6). From the rectified images, we measured the R, then calculated R’ for three spread intervals
along the length of the fuel bed (Figs 5.3 and 5.4):
•

Line 0 to Line 1 (0 cm to 225 cm, in line with spot fire 1 ignition point)

•

Line 0 to Line 2 (0 cm to 275 cm, in line with spot fire 2 ignition point)

•

Line 0 to Line 3 (0 cm to 350 cm, 50 cm before the end of the fuel bed)
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Fig. 5.5: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a one spot fire flat fuel bed experiment FLIR recording.
Head fire was measured between y1 and y2, off-centre fire between y3 and y4. x1=Line 1, x2 = Line 2, x3 = Line 3. Images
extracted to show examples of (a) before head fire has reached any measurement line or spot fire has merged, (b) head fire
has just crossed Line 1 (x1) and spot fire 1 has merged, (c) head fire has just crossed Line 2 (x2). Seconds after ignition are
(a) 25, (b) 37 and (c) 48.

Fig. 5.6: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a two spot fire hill-present experiment FLIR recording.
Head fire was measured between y1 and y2, off-centre fire between y3 and y4. x1=Line 1, x2 = Line 2, x3 = Line 3. Images
extracted to show examples of (a) head fire approximately at the ridge line and spot fires are still separate (note light purple
area is flame above fuel surface), (b) the main fire and both spot fires have merged, meaning the combined fire has crossed
both Line 1 and Line 2 in the head fire zone, (c) off-centre fire has crossed Line 1 (x1), (d) off-centre fire has just crossed
Line 2 (x2). Seconds after ignition are (a) 27, (b) 39, (c) 117 and (d) 200. Model hill ridge line shown for reference.
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The Line 0 - Line 1 and Line 0 - Line 2 intervals were chosen as we considered these best intervals to detect any
effect on ROS from one and two spot fires respectively. The Line 0 - Line 3 interval was chosen to capture any
downwind effects of the spot fire(s). Note there was some small variation (a few centimetres) in the placement
of the ignition line (the soaked woollen thread) between experiments, but we do not expect, given that
experiments with each unique combination of factors were replicated 5 times, that this substantially affected our
results.
We measured both a head fire ROS, within a 75 cm wide zone between y1 and y2 in Figs 5.3 and 5.4 (the centre
line of the fuel bed was halfway between y1 and y2) and an “off-centre” ROS; a 37.5 cm wide zone between y3
(75 cm from centre line) and y4 (37.5 cm in from edge; Figs 5.3 and 5.4). Off-centre ROS was measured only
on the side of the fuel bed without pitot tubes and pipes (installed for a separate analysis). This was because
there may have been some minor slowing of fire spread on the flank with the pipes, which ran 15 cm above the
surface of the fuel bed. This should be noted when interpreting the results, although our observations during the
experiments suggested any effect on the spread of the head fire and flank fire on the opposite side to the pipes
was negligible. Off-centre ROS was only measured for the Line 0 - Line 1 and Line 0 - Line 2 intervals because
off-centre fire did not reach Line 3 in a sufficient number of experiments. This was because the experiment was
ended once the tip of the head fire reached the end of the fuel bed, and in most instances, this was before offcentre fire had reached Line 3.
For each experiment, we visually inspected the images to record the combined ROS (i.e. incorporating main fire
and merged spot fires) for each spread interval. Then, to calculate R’, the process was to inspect the rectified
images, as follows:
1) Record the time at which the entire fire line at Line 0 (0 cm) was ignited (time zero);
2) Beginning within the 75 cm head fire zone, record the elapsed time from time zero to the fire line burning
past Line 1, Line 2 and then Line 3. For these 3 spread intervals, time was recorded if pine needles beyond the
line (1, 2 or 3) and within the 75 cm head fire zone were ignited. As we measured combined ROS, this meant
spot fire(s) only affected recorded times once merged with the main fire (e.g. Fig. 5.6b and c); separate unmerged spot fires did not affect the recorded times (e.g. Fig. 5.6a);
3) Calculate combined ROS using the recorded times and distances for the 3 spread intervals;
4) Calculate R’ (i.e. divide combined ROS (R) by R0) ;
5) The process was then repeated for the off-centre fire zone.
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Times to cross each line were identified through visual interpretation of the rectified FLIR images, all performed
by one person (MS). This required discriminating actual crossings (pine needles ignited across a line) from
situations where long flames ahead of the fire (and above the fuel bed) were present in the images. Thus, we
first cross-checked the FLIR images with the side-on colour video for a sample of 10 experiments to confirm
that above fuel bed flames (lighter purple) and burning needles (reds/yellows; Fig. 5.6) had a sufficiently
different appearance in the FLIR images to allow for such discriminations using only the FLIR images.
We conducted two-way Analysis of Variance (R-Core-Team 2020) to test for the effects of hill (presence or
absence) and number of spot fires (0, 1 or 2) on R’. R’ was log-transformed for the analysis to meet the model
assumptions (normality of residuals). A total of 5 two-way ANOVAs were performed; 3 for head fire R’ (i.e. R’
for the Line 0 – Line 1, Line 0 – Line 2 and Line 0 - Line 3 intervals) and 2 for off-centre fire R’ (R’ for the Line
0 – Line 1 and Line 0 - Line 2 intervals). Post-hoc Tukey’s Tests (R-Core-Team 2020) and boxplots were used
to identify significant differences among treatments (i.e. hill present/absent and spot fire number combinations)
and understand the direction of the effects. p < 0.05 was our chosen significance level but we also report p < 0.1.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 General observations
Based on general observations of fire behaviour (FLIR, in person, colour videos) during the experiments, there
was a large contrast in spot fire behaviour between the hill present and absent experiments. When the hill was
absent, the spot fires were still mostly small and circular prior to merging with the main fire front (Fig. 5.5a;
Figs B and C in Appendix C5-B). However, in all the experiments with spot fires and when the hill was present,
spot fires had a larger more elongated shape prior to merging, resulting from clear, predominantly upslope
spread, back towards the main fire line (i.e. opposite to main air flow). This is evident in both the FLIR
recordings (see Figs E and F in Appendix C5-B) and from the side on colour video (Fig. 5.7).
During all the experiments, the spot fires had only a small amount of lateral spread (they remained within the 75
cm head fire measurement zone) prior to merging with the main fire. With the hill present and after merging,
there was a clear downwind extension of the new combined fire, particularly for the hill-present 2 spot fire
experiments (e.g. Fig. 5.6; Fig. F in Appendix C5-B).
In all experiments, the off-centre fire crossed Line 1 after spot fire merging had occurred. However, the first part
of the new combined fire to cross Line 1 (in the off-centre fire zone) was from the direct downwind progression
of the original main fire line (e.g. Fig. 5.6c). This was also the case for off-centre fire at Line 2 for zero spot fire
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hill-present and all flat fuel bed experiments. However, for the 2 spot fire hill-present experiments, the first part
of the fire to cross Line 2 in the off-centre measurement zone had spread outwards from the original spot fire 2
burning area (e.g Fig. 5.6d). There was occasionally a similar, but less substantial, effect in the 1 spot fire hillpresent experiments.

Fig. 5.7: Still images taken from side-on RGB video camera recording. Stills are from a one spot fire hill-present
experiment and show how a spot fire (left in each image) spread back upslope, opposite to main air flow, prior to merging
with the main fire line (right in each image), which occurred consistently during the experiments hill-present experiments
with spot fires. a) shows spot fire just after ignition and prior to fan being switched on and b, c and d) are after fan was
switched on and 12, 15 and 18 seconds (respectively) after ignition of the main fire line.

5.4.2 Head fire R’
For the flat fuel bed experiments (hill absent), across all spread intervals measured, mean head fire R’ ranged
between 15.3 and 26.7 (i.e. 15.3 to 26.7 times faster than R0). In contrast, mean head fire R’ for the hill present
experiments ranged much more widely, between 2.3 and 27.3 (Table 5.2). For each unique set of conditions,
head fire R’ was generally fastest when measured over the Line 0 – Line 1 interval, and slowest over the Line 0
– Line 3 interval, indicating some deceleration in fire spread across the length of the fuel bed.
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Table 5.2: Summary of relative rate of spread R’ values for experiments for head fire and off-centre fire at the three
spread intervals (Line 0 - Line 1, Line 0 - Line 2, Line 0 - Line 3). Values are mean (min-max, sd). A R’ value of 20, for
example, equates to the experiments having 20 times the ROS of the basic ROS (R0: ROS no wind and no slope). See
Appendix C5-A for results in raw times (seconds).
Fire
type

Head
fire

Offcentre
fire

5.4.2.1

Hill

Spots

Line 0 – Line 1

Line 0 – Line 2

Line 0 – Line 3

Absent
Absent

0

21.8 (15.3-27.9, 5.6)

19.8 (13.5-27.1, 6)

16.1 (11.5-21.4, 4.5)

1

22.2 (17-26.4, 3.4)

19.7 (14.7-23.9, 3.4)

15.3 (11.9-20, 2.9)

Absent

2

24.5 (19.8-28.6, 3.7)

26.7 (20.8-34, 5.5)

18.6 (13.1-25.3, 4.7)

Present
Present

0

4.6 (3.7-6, 1)

2.9 (2.4-3.5, 0.4)

2.3 (2-2.6, 0.2)

1

23.9 (18.6-31.1, 5.8)

5.7 (4-6.6, 1)

2.6 (2-3, 0.4)

Present

2

27.3 (22.9-31.7, 3.2)

25.7 (23.6-27.9, 1.7)

4.1 (3.6-5.1, 0.6)

Absent
Absent

0

14.8 (8.7-21.7, 5.8)

12.6 (8.4-17.5, 4.3)

-

1

13.2 (10.2-15.7, 2)

11.3 (8.9-13.9, 1.8)

-

Absent

2

14.7 (11.4-21.6, 4.1)

13.1 (9.6-19.3, 3.8)

-

Present
Present

0

5.3 (4.1-6.8, 1.2)

3 (2.5-3.7, 0.5)

-

1

6.2 (4.3-8.6, 1.7)

3.2 (2.7-3.8, 0.5)

-

Present

2

9.8 (7.6-11.6, 1.8)

5.2 (4.4-6, 0.7)

-

Line 0 to Line 1 head fire R’

Two-way ANOVAs indicated that for the Line 0 - Line 1 spread interval, head fire R’ was affected by a
significant (p < 0.05) interaction between hill presence and spot fire number (Fig. 5.8, Table 5.3).

Fig. 5.8: Boxplots summarising relative rate of spread R’ from experiments. Top row is 3 spread intervals analysed for
head fire and bottom row is 2 spread intervals for off-centre fire. R’ grouped by number of spot fires (x axis) and hill present
(red boxes) or absent (black boxes grey fill). See Appendix C5-A for boxplots summarising raw times.
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Table 5.3: Summary of two-way ANOVA results for effect of spot fire number, slope and interaction term on relative
rate of spread R’. R’ was log-transformed for analysis. Results are separate for head fire and off-centre fire and the 3
spread intervals. d.f. = degrees of freedom, F = F statistic, p = probability. Significant p (p < 0.05) in bold text.

Line 0 Line 2
Line 0 Line 3

Off-centre fire
F
p

Term

d.f.

Spots

2

71.1

< 0.001

4.3

0.024

Slope

1

40.6

< 0.001

53.7

< 0.001

Spots x Slope

2

57.4

< 0.001

3.1

0.061

Spots

2

110.4

< 0.001

6.4

0.006

Interval
Line 0 Line 1

Head fire
F
p

Slope

1

217.9

< 0.001

216.7

< 0.001

Spots x Slope

2

59.1

< 0.001

3.2

0.058

Spots

2

9.7

< 0.001

Slope

1

566.9

< 0.001

Spots x Slope

2

2.8

0.080

The zero spot fire hill-present experiments (mean 4.6) had the slowest R’ which, despite the fast initial upslope
spread, was significantly slower (using Tukey’s tests with significance level p < 0.05) than the zero spot fire flat
fuel bed experiments (mean 21.8; Tables 5.2 and 5.4). However, the introduction of spot fire(s) overcame the
overall slowing effect of the hill; for 1 or 2 spot fire hill-present experiments, R’ was similar to the flat fuel bed
experiments. Amongst the hill present experiments, R’ from the 2 spot fire (mean 27.3) and 1 spot fire (mean
23.9) experiments were significantly faster than the 0 spot fire experiments (mean 4.6), although not
significantly different from each other.
Amongst the flat fuel bed experiments, despite some small mean increases with more spot fires ignited, no
significant difference in R’ as a function of the number of spot fires was detected with the Tukey’s tests (means
ranged between 21.8 to 24.5).
5.4.2.2

Line 0 to Line 2 head fire R’

Two-way ANOVA indicated that head fire R’ was significantly (p < 0.05) affected by an interaction between
hill presence and spot fire number (Fig. 5.8, Table 5.3).
For the flat fuel bed, there was substantial variation of R’ within spot fire number groups (e.g. R’ ranged 13.5 to
27.1 for zero spot fires, in raw times between 44 and 72 seconds; Appendix C5-A). However, despite some
evidence of an increase in mean R’ with 2 spot fires ignited (26.7 compared to 19.7 for 1 spot fire experiments),
no significant differences between spot fire levels (0, 1 or 2) were detected with the Tukey’s tests (Table 5.4).
For hill-present experiments, R’ depended on the number of spot fires that were ignited. Zero spot fire
experiments had the slowest R’ (mean 2.9). R’ increased significantly with 1 spot fire (mean 5.7) and again with
2 spot fires (mean 25.7). R’ from the 2 spot fire experiments represented an increase by a factor of 5 and a factor
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of 9 compared to the 1 spot fire and 0 spot fire experiments, respectively. These results were similar to Line 0 Line 1 results, except now 1 spot fire R’ was slower than 2 spot fire R’ when the hill was present.
The results indicated that the ignition of 2 spot fires could overcome the overall slowing effect of the hill. When
there were zero spot fires, hill-present R’ was significantly slower than flat fuel bed R’. However, when there
were 2 spot fires, hill-present R’ was not significantly different to R’ from the 2 spot fire flat fuel bed
experiments.
Table 5.4: Results of post-hoc Tukey’s tests, separated for the 3 spread intervals and for head fire and off-centre fire.
p values are for comparisons of mean relative rate of spread R’ between each pair of experiments configurations of number
of spot fires and hill presence or absence (flat fuel bed). Statistically significant values (p < 0.05) in bold.

Comparison
N spots:hill
or flat
1:Flat-0:Flat

5.4.2.3

p value
Line 0 Line 1

Head fire
p value
Line 0 Line 2

p value
Line 0 Line 3

1

1

1

Off-centre fire
p value
p value
Line 0 Line 0 Line 1
Line 2
0.999

0.995

2:Flat-0:Flat

0.878

0.136

0.839

1

0.998

0:Hill-0:Flat

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

1:Hill-0:Flat

0.967

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.001

< 0.001

2:Hill-0:Flat

0.378

0.192

< 0.001

0.302

< 0.001

2:Flat-1:Flat

0.963

0.185

0.690

0.994

0.931

0:Hill-1:Flat

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

1:Hill-1:Flat

0.996

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.002

< 0.001

2:Hill-1:Flat

0.545

0.256

< 0.001

0.489

< 0.001

0:Hill-2:Flat

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

1:Hill-2:Flat

1

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

2:Hill-2:Flat

0.946

1

< 0.001

0.225

< 0.001

1:Hill-0:Hill

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.940

0.938

0.999

2:Hill-0:Hill

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.002

0.013

0.008

2:Hill-1:Hill

0.833

< 0.001

0.016

0.099

0.020

Line 0 to Line 3 head fire R’

For the Line 0 to Line 3 interval, two-way ANOVAs indicated that head fire R’ was significantly (p < 0.05)
affected by hill presence and spot fire number (Fig. 5.8, Table 5.3). The interaction between these factors was
influential (p < 0.1). While for the Line 0 - Line 1 and Line 0 - Line 2 intervals spot fire(s) were able to
overcome the slowing effect of the hill, this disappeared for the Line 0 - Line 3 interval. Tukey’s test and
boxplots showed significantly slower R’ for hill-present experiments compared to flat fuel bed experiments
regardless of spot fire number (Table 5.4, Fig. 5.8).
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These results reflected the slow spread observed during the experiments on the flat area downwind of the model
hill. However, there was still a significant increase in R’ resulting from downstream effect of spot fires for the
hill-present experiments. R’ from the 2 spot fire hill-present experiments (mean 4.1) was significantly faster than
R’ from both the 0 and 1 spot fire (means 2.3 and 2.6). In raw times, this equates to the 2 spot fire experiments
reaching Line 3 around 4 minutes earlier than the 1 spot fire experiments (Appendix C5-A). There was no
significant effect of spot fire number on R’ for the flat fuel bed experiments.

5.4.3 Off-centre fire R’
Mean off-centre fire R’ for the flat fuel bed experiments was similar between spot fire levels, ranging between
11.3 and 14.8 (Table 5.2). For the hill-present experiments, mean off-centre fire R’ was slower but ranged more
widely; between 3 and 9.8.
5.4.3.1

Line 0 - Line 1 off-centre fire R’

Off-centre fire R’ from Line 0 - Line 1 differed significantly as a result of hill presence and spot fire number
(Table 5.3). The interaction between these factors was influential (p < 0.1). Tukey’s Tests (using significance
level p < 0.05) and boxplots indicated no significant difference in R’ depending on spot fire number for the flat
fuel bed experiments (means 13.2 to 14.8; Tables 5.2 and 5.4; Fig. 5.8). For the hill present experiments, 2 spot
fire experiment R’ (mean 9.8) was significantly faster than 0 spot fire experiment R’ (mean 5.3), and also not
significantly different to R’ for the flat fuel bed experiments (means 13.2 to 14.8). The R’ for 1 spot fire (mean
6.2) and zero spot fire (mean 5.3) hill present experiments were both significantly slower than all the flat fuel
bed experiments.
5.4.3.2

Line 0 - Line 2 off-centre fire R’

Similar results were found for the Line 0 - Line 2 spread interval. Off-centre fire R’ was significantly (p < 0.05)
affected by hill presence and spot fire number (Table 5.3), though the interaction between these factors was
influential (p < 0.1). The Tukey’s Tests and boxplots indicated no significant R’ difference depending on spot
fire number for the flat fuel bed experiments (means 11.3 to 13.1; Tables 5.2 and 5.4, Fig. 5.8). However, for the
hill present experiments, R’ from the 2 spot fire experiments (mean 5.2) was significantly faster than both 1 spot
fire (mean 3.2) and 0 spot fire experiments (mean 3). Similar to the Line 0 - Line 1 results, 2 spot fires were
required to create a significant increase in R’. Regardless of spot fire number, off-centre fire R’ was significantly
slower for the hill experiments compared to the flat fuel bed experiments.
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5.5 Discussion
Our results provide strong evidence that topography can be a major factor controlling how spot fires contribute
to fire spread. In our experiments, spot fires had no significant impact on relative rate of spread (R’) when the
fuel bed was flat, but significantly increased R’ when a hill was present. The effects were strongest on the head
fire, but a significant increase in off-centre fire R’ was also detected (with 2 spot fires present). The largest
effect was for the Line 0 - Line 2 interval when the hill was present, where 2 spot fires increased head fire R’ by
a factor of nine compared to zero spot fires.
The large contrast in the results between the flat fuel bed and hill present experiments are likely due to
differences in air flow, slope, fire-fire interaction and spot fire growth prior to merging. During the flat fuel bed
experiments, with no influence of a hill and a unidirectional air flow, spot fires were overrun by the main fire
before they could grow large enough to significantly influence head fire or the off-centre fire R’.
In contrast, the model hill may have created areas of high (up windward slope) and low (down leeward slope)
spread potential through combined effects of slope angle and winds. In the absence of spot fires, and despite
fast initial upslope (up windward slope) spread, the very slow spread downslope (down leeward slope) and
downwind of the hill resulted in very low head and off-centre fire R’ for the 3 spread intervals. However, when
spot fire(s) were introduced, they were observed to predominantly spread up the leeward slope toward the ridge,
which was the opposite direction to main air flow, to merge with the main fire. This meant that what were
initially separate fires (main fire and spot fire(s)) became one main fire, with the new head fire front extending
to the farthest downwind point of the original spot fire (e.g. Fig F (panels b and c) in Appendix C5-B). Given
that our measurements were derived from the “combined” ROS, the result was a higher R’, particularly for Line
0 - Line 1 and Line 0 - Line 2 spread intervals. While fires are generally expected to travel faster upslope, other
factors are likely to have contributed to this observation. The behaviour may have partially been the result of
fire-fire interaction, where the smaller spot fire(s) were drawn towards the larger line fire due to indraft effects
(Finney and McAllister 2011). The behaviour may also be explained by the possible formation of a lee-slope
rotor, rather than a laminar air flow: i.e. as air flow separated from the surface once past the ridge, a circulation
of air that flowed from the base to the top of the lee slope may have formed, similar to what has been described
in previous experiments in the same laboratory with similar ridge and wind conditions (Raposo 2015). Although
we have not analysed the drivers of the upslope spread here, the result is that the combined fire was able to
overcome the low spread potential of the downslope: i.e. the spot and main fires merged into a larger combined
fire, with the new fire front extending to the farthest downwind point of the original spot fire.
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We also found that having at least two spot fires present significantly increased off-centre fire R’ in the hillpresent experiments (no significant influence of one spot fire was detected). In comparison to head fires, there
was a more indirect effect of the spot fires on off-centre fire R’ measured for Line 0 - Line 1, as the spot fires
did not burn directly into the off-centre fire measurement zone prior to off-centre fire crossing Line 1. A
possible explanation for this is that fire-fire interaction and merging of spot fires may have generated greater
radiant heat, which led to more rapid drying and ignition of nearby fuels (i.e. in the off-centre measurement
zone), thus faster R’. The faster off-centre fire R’ measured for Line 0 - Line 2 (hill present and 2 spot fires)
likely resulted from the downstream effects of higher R’ for Line 0 - Line 1, but also from the outward spread of
spot fire 2 (into the off-centre fire measurement zone) after it had merged with the main fire (Fig. 5.6 and Fig F
in Appendix C5-B). In all the 2 spot fire hill present experiments, the fire front had a much more curved shape
due to the extension (and combination of downwind and outward spread) caused by the merging of the 2 spot
fires (e.g. Fig. 5.6), compared to the no spot fire hill present experiments where the fire front was relatively flat
(e.g. Appendix C5-B Fig D). Some junction zone behaviour, where increased spread is observed between two
arms of fire, may have also influenced these results (Viegas et al. 2012; Raposo et al. 2018).
It is important to consider how the results from our experiments, under a narrow set of conditions, may apply to
actual wildfires. A main limitation of our study is the small scale, which was necessary to isolate the conditions
(wind, slope, fuel etc.) for the study. Although we have identified basic mechanisms, it is unknown exactly how
our results would scale to an actual wildfire. For example, during the hill present experiments, flames shot over
the ridge and extended (above the fuel bed) past Line 1 (i.e. 75 cm past ridge, above spot fire 1) and above Line
2 in some cases (i.e. 125 cm past ridge, above spot fire 2; see Fig E (panels a & b) and Fig F (panels a & b) in
Appendix C5-B). This would have resulted in direct heat exchange with the spot fires that may have enhanced
spread and intensity. This may occur in some smaller wildfires in certain topography, but it is unlikely that
flames would shoot above spot fires once fires reach a certain size/spotting distance (e.g. a spotting distance of
say 100 m would require flames of ~ 100 m). However, some supplementary experiments we conducted with
only one spot fire (no fire line) found that a single spot fire still predominantly spread back upslope, suggesting
that such heat exchange was not the major determinant of spot fire spread during the experiments.
The role of spotting in the spread of wildfires is likely controlled by a wider range of factors than those
considered in our experiments. These include main fire ROS, spot fire build-up time, distance between spot fire
and main fire (Alexander and Cruz 2006) and fire sizes/intensities, which vary substantially in actual fires.
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Wildfires also commonly burn across complex topography that includes variable slope angles, multiple ridges
and variable orientation of wind to local topographic features.
However, the effects and drivers described above for the hill present experiments are thought to be important in
actual wildfires burning in areas with steep slopes. For example, lee-slope rotors can encompass most of the lee
slope in fire prone areas (Sharples et al. 2010), and modelling and observation confirm they are important to the
extreme fire behaviour of vorticity-driven lateral spread (Sharples et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2013; Simpson et
al. 2016). Coupled modelling of larger scale hills suggest that spot fires on a lee slope exhibit very similar
behaviour of upslope spread as occurred with the experiment spot fires (Simpson et al. 2013; Simpson et al.
2016). While lee-slope rotors are important, other wind flows may result in a different pattern of spot fire
behaviour and merging, such as more laminar flows resulting in downslope winds (e.g. Foehn winds, katabatic
winds) or wind flow of different orientation to the ridge (Sharples 2009; Sharples 2018).
Our experiments demonstrated that, for some spread intervals, increasing spot fires from one to two can increase
combined ROS. It could be reasonably expected that further increasing the number of spot fires (or perhaps spot
fire build-up time and size) could further increase combined ROS. Wildfires can produce hundreds of individual
spot fires at any one time, including mass spotting events (Cruz et al. 2012; Tedim et al. 2018; Storey et al.
2020a) that could cause a fire to, as suggested by Cheney (1981); “appear to be moving as a continual
coalescence of spot fires”.
Unpublished data (Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning - FLIR video and line
scans) suggest that during the Wye River wildfire in 2015 (Victoria, Australia), a rapid downslope spread of ~2
km h-1 occurred, resulting from a fire on a ridge. This fire set off the ignition of hundreds of spot fires (including
spot to spot ignitions) downslope that subsequently merged together, thus creating a new main fire that extended
from the original ridge fire to the base of the hill around 2.5 km away. Although infrared video from that fire
suggests lee slope rotors may not have formed, the high numbers of spot fires that merged resulted in a similar
effect to that of our hill present experiments. Moreover, coupled modelling by Toivanen et al. (2019) found that
the spread of the Kilmore East wildfire in 2009 (Victoria, Australia) could be reproduced only if the ignition and
merging of 18 downwind spot fires was incorporated. These suggest that, considering the combined ROS,
spotting and merging might be important not just over a single slope (as in our experiments), but over a much
larger scale (spotting occurred up to 30 km away in the Kilmore East wildfire (Cruz et al. 2012)).
Further research is needed to explore these issues and to further investigate the role of spot fires in wildfire
spread. A mixture of experiments, fire spread simulation and empirical wildfire analysis could be used to
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research, for example, the effect of more complex terrain (e.g. multiple hills, different slope steepness and
orientation to wind), different spot fire numbers/locations and different wind speeds.
Our results have important implications for wildfire spread modelling. In particular, our results suggest spotting
can lead to a substantial increase in ROS despite the presence of a downward slope, resulting from a pattern of
spot fire and main fire merging. Such a pattern of fire spread has been referenced in general in the literature
(McArthur 1967) but has typically not been included in models of ROS. Some models are attempting to
incorporate the effects of spotting on ROS; e.g. through stochastic processes (Boychuk et al. 2009; Kaur et al.
2016; Trucchia et al. 2019). However, our results suggest that the interaction between spotting and topography,
where the effect of spotting on ROS varies depending on local topography, is highly influential on fire spread.
Our results also suggest that a wildfire’s ROS in hilly areas cannot be modelled accurately unless spotting is
accounted for implicitly (e.g. incorporating spotting wildfires in the development of empirical spread models) or
explicitly (e.g. physical modelling of main and spot fires and patterns of merging).

5.6 Conclusion
Our experiments confirmed that topography can play a substantial role in determining how spot fires contribute
to the combined ROS of a fire: the combined presence of a hill and spot fires can potentially elevate ROS. Spot
fires may allow head fires to overcome areas of low spread potential (downslope, sheltered area downwind of
hill) through merging, along with wider effects (e.g. possible increased radiant heat) that increase off-centre fire
ROS. Predictions of fire spread in a hilly landscape using models that do not incorporate the interaction between
spot fire and topography may underestimate combined ROS and fire arrival time. Larger scale experiments
(with wider range of conditions), empirical analysis of wildfires and coupled modelling of spread could be used
to further understand the contribution of spotting to combined ROS.
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Chapter 6
6 Thesis Research Synthesis
An understanding of wildfire rate of spread (ROS) and spotting is crucial for effective wildfire planning,
response and recovery. In this thesis, empirical approaches were used to improve understanding of ROS and
spotting, including the interaction between these two important aspects of fire behaviour. The main approach
was to exploit real wildfire data in the form of large datasets of remotely sensed wildfire images, which was
supplemented with a series of combustion tunnel experiments. Several important insights have been gained
using these empirical methods, which will improve the development of predictive spotting and ROS models in
the future. This chapter summarises the key findings from the previous research chapters as they relate to (1)
spotting, (2) ROS and (3) the effect of spotting on ROS, and describes several important implications for future
management and research.

6.1 Spotting (Chapters 2 and 3)
There was substantial regional variation in spotting within south east Australia. Based on operationally acquired
line scans, eastern Victoria and south east NSW had the most long-distance spotting (i.e. maximum distance and
number > 500 m), while west Victoria and north east NSW had the least. A region’s propensity for spotting was
associated with underlying topography, rainfall and vegetation sampled from the source fires: regions that were
more rugged, had taller forest canopies and higher annual rainfall (which influences forest types) had more longdistance spotting.
There was significant variation in the distribution of spot fire distances from individual source fires. The longest
distance spotting was associated with a “multi-modal” distribution, where most spot fires are ignited close to the
source fire and a single isolated or small group of spot fires are ignited at a significantly greater distance.
The regional distribution patterns generally align with anecdotal reports of long-distance spotting from wildfires
in east Victoria and south east NSW (McArthur 1967; Cruz et al. 2012), although long-distance spotting has
also been reported in other regions (Rawson et al. 1983). To confirm or identify new regional patterns in
spotting, the regional analysis must be updated with new data and new line scans as they become available. For
example, long-distance spotting has been observed during preliminary inspections of line scan data in north east
NSW during 2019-20 wildfires in Australia (this data was not available for Chapter 2 or 3) (Filkov et al. 2020b).
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There has been a lack of research on spot fire distribution patterns. However, firebrand distribution studies (i.e.
not including if a spot fire actually ignited) have found similarly shaped distributions as Chapter 2 (Pereira et al.
2015; Zhou et al. 2015; Song et al. 2017; Tohidi and Kaye 2017a), although these are generally derived from
small scale experiments over a few metres or modelling over several hundred metres, and have not been
validated on large wildfires. The underlying firebrand distributions that led to our spot fire distributions are
unknown, making direct comparison difficult.
Detailed investigation of the environmental drivers of long-distance spotting using generalised linear modelling
(Chapter 3) revealed source fire area to be the strongest determinant of maximum distance and number of spot
fires > 500 m. However, weather, fuel and topography variables modulated the effect of source fire area
significantly. In addition to source fire area, maximum spot fire distance also depended on wind speed (positive
effect), forest density (FPC; positive effect) and topography (more rugged areas and steeper slopes had a
positive effect), while other variables influencing the number of long-distance spot fires were upper-level
weather (wind speed and temperature lapse had positive effects) and forest canopy height (positive effect). Bark
hazard score was not a significant predictor of spotting. While fire attributes (e.g. intensity, flame height, rate of
spread) have been included in spotting models and associated research (Noble et al. 1980b; Albini 1983;
Woycheese et al. 1999), the results in Chapter 3 suggest source fire area must be considered when modelling
spotting distances and numbers.
While the explanatory models in Chapter 3 provide useful insights, there was substantial scatter in residuals that
meant they may not be suitable for predictive applications. The residual scatter includes several small fires that
spotted relatively long distances that aren’t explained by the models. More frequent line scans of the
development of individual fires would allow for derivation of more precise spot fire source locations, spot fire
ignition timing and spot fire development patterns. This would allow more to be revealed about spotting drivers
in small fires and enhance model development efforts.

6.2 Rate of Spread
Predictive modelling of wildfire ROS is an inherently difficult task associated with a great deal of uncertainty.
As such, the accuracy of deterministic models can be low (Cruz and Alexander 2013). Chapter 4 presented a
different approach to ROS modelling: i.e. a Bayesian probabilistic approach. The analysis focused on surface
weather and found a best performing Bayesian model (using Widely Applicable Information Criterion based
selection) that had three predictors: wind speed (strong positive effect), relative humidity (moderate negative
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effect) and soil moisture (weak negative effect). This model performed better overall than a model containing
only the widely used Forest Fire Danger Index, although under-predicted ROS at high levels. Fuel load derived
from State maps had only a small effect when added to the model, although the effect was negative, opposite to
the expected effect. The Bayesian modelling approach appears better suited to the task of ROS prediction than
the deterministic McArthur Mk5 model and Dry Eucalypt Forest Fire Model (DEFFM a.k.a. Vesta (McArthur
1973; Noble et al. 1980a)). There was a poor fit of predicted ROS to observed ROS for both deterministic
models. There was an over-prediction bias for DEFFM and an under-prediction bias for McArthur Mk5, for
example, no McArthur Mk5 predictions were over 3 km h-1 even though 11% of observations, for which fuel
data was available, were over 3 km h-1.
A particular advantage of the Bayesian approach is that it recognises variability and uncertainty in the data
(predictor variables and ROS observations) and carries this through to model predictions. Bayesian predictive
distributions allow a user to make statistical inferences about ROS, including a formal statistical assessment of
prediction precision or uncertainty. For example, the best model from Chapter 4 indicates that, given a relative
humidity of 10%, soil moisture of 3 kg m-2 and a wind speed of 40 km h-1, there is a 49% chance that ROS will
be over 3 km h-1.
The results are very promising, and research should continue to improve model precision by incorporating new
ROS observations as they are collected, and by exploring alternative predictors (including upper-level weather)
and model structures. The effect of spotting on ROS should also be considered in any predictive ROS model.

6.3 Spotting and Rate of Spread
A significant interaction between topography (presence/absence of a model hill) and spot fires (zero, one or two)
on combined ROS of a line fire was identified from a set of 30 experiments in a laboratory combustion wind
tunnel (Chapter 5), with “combined” ROS meaning the overall fire ROS incorporating the main fire line and
spot fires that had merged with the main fire. Spot fires had no significant impact on the combined ROS on a
flat fuel bed but significantly influenced ROS when a model hill was present. The strength of the effect varied
depending on the number of spot fires, but there was also variation in the size of the effect between three
different distance intervals downwind from the fire line ignition. Spot fires increased combined ROS much more
substantially at measurement intervals on the lee slope of the model hill (225 cm and 275 cm downwind of the
ignition line) compared to the flat area beyond the model hill (350 cm downwind of the ignition line), where two
spot fires were required for any increase in combined ROS to be detected.
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Case study and modelling work have shown topography and spotting are important in the dynamics of vorticitydriven lateral spread and its ability to form large areas of active flaming (Sharples et al. 2012). However, the
interaction between spotting and topography and its effect on forward ROS has not been well researched. The
experiment results of Chapter 5 suggest that spot fires may substantially increase the rate at which a fire is able
to move across a hilly landscape, meaning spread models that do not incorporate the effect of spotting may
underestimate a wildfire’s ROS.

6.4 Future research and management implications
Findings of this thesis can be used to identify several directions for future research and to inform fire
management practices. Research and management implications of this thesis are summarised below in five main
discussion points around rate of spread and spotting research, and wildfire management.

1.

Wildfire agency acquired line scan data was used in this thesis to gain significant insights into fire
behaviour. It is recommended that research continue to exploit line scans acquired by fire agencies for
fire behaviour research. Line scans are currently the best way to map active wildfires in enough detail
to allow for ROS and spotting to be analysed, and also for related analyses that require detailed fire
progression mapping (e.g. house loss). It would be particularly useful if, when operationally feasible,
agencies were able to capture line scans more frequently at a wildfire (e.g. 10 min intervals), which
would allow for more detailed fire behaviour analyses. Researchers and fire agencies should develop a
system to collect and store operationally acquired line scans in an easily accessible and centralised
database (e.g. within a research group). Ideally digitised line scan polygons with appropriate attribute
information would be stored alongside the raw line scan images and metadata. Availability of such a
database would significantly enhance fire behaviour research and model development.

2.

Chapter 5 demonstrated that an interaction between topography and spotting can significantly influence
ROS: i.e. experiment results indicate that spotting may be more likely to alter ROS in hilly areas than
flat areas. Further research should be conducted to understand topography and spotting interaction at
landscape scales via observational and/ simulation studies. For example, research using empirical
wildfire data should be conducted to understand how the laboratory-based results translate to wildfires.
As the effect of topography and spotting interaction is not currently captured in models used for
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operational ROS predictions, research should also aim to find the most effective approaches to
incorporate spotting explicitly in ROS models, e.g. spotting intensity or distance may be a useful
predictor in a Bayesian probabilistic model (Chapter 4). Empirical data could also be used to identify
other important processes influencing the spread of actual wildfires. The most useful data sources for
such research are high temporal frequency data including frequent line scans (e.g. every 10 minutes)
and forward-looking infrared (FLIR) videos captured via helicopter. Capturing and exploiting such data
would allow for a more detailed analysis of spot fire development in relation to the main fire. Initial
case studies investigating the impact of spotting on ROS in a selected wildfire where data exists would
be a useful starting point. Case studies could also be conducted to develop methods to systematically
analyse FLIR data, for example, to count firebrand production rates or flight paths.
3.

The Bayesian ROS modelling approach that was presented is very promising and development should
continue. This includes exploring other predictor variables (particularly fuels, upper-level weather and
spotting), alternative model structures and continuing to add new ROS data to the analysis (e.g. line
scan observations from the 2019-20 season). Given the poor performance of the McArthur MK5 model
and DEFFM, and the inherent complexity of fire spread, fire agencies and fire behaviour analysts
should support further research in, and in time adopt, a Bayesian probabilistic approach to ROS
modelling. Research and development work could eventually be done to create computer software to
run a Bayesian probabilistic ROS model and produce a probabilistic map output.

4.

Work to develop fire behaviour models needs to be coupled with the development of enhanced
predictor data, particularly fuel and weather data. Improved methods to map fuel types, amounts,
structure and vegetation regrowth after a wildfire or other disturbance need to be developed and
applied. Accumulated fuel load and fuel hazard scores were not found to be useful predictors of ROS
and spotting respectively (Chapter 3, Chapter 4). These variables are derived from State gridded fuel
maps, with fuel levels adjusted based on fuel-type specific fuel accumulation curves (i.e. after previous
fire). Time-since-fire was also not a significant predictor of spotting (Chapter 3). Satellite-derived
foliage projective cover and canopy height were better predictors of spotting. However, research that
relates ROS and spotting to other fuel/vegetation variables that can be remotely sensed should be
undertaken. An advantage of remotely sensed data is that it can be used to create gridded spatial
datasets and can be updated regularly for a more direct measurement of fuel, rather than a crude
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estimate based on time-since-fire. The use of LiDAR for mapping aspects of fuel structure is a
promising approach that should be explored and related to fire behaviour (Price and Gordon 2016).
Accurate capture of local fire weather data would also improve modelling efforts. Local conditions
may be influenced by many factors including local topography and upper-level air mixing to the
surface (e.g. mountain waves and dry slots). Gridded reanalysis data and permanent weather station
data were both used in this thesis. Weather stations are usually many kilometres from a fire ground,
thus may not accurately represent local fire weather. Enhancing data collection efforts by deploying
local weather stations to selected wildfire events, and comparison of this data with surrounding weather
station data would help to understand potential observation error, and also potential interactions that
significantly influence fire behaviour.
Gridded reanalysis data has the advantage that grids cover an entire study area, but it is unknown how
accurately this data captures local fire weather. Further research is needed to validate such data.
Gridded data also has the advantage that weather from multiple levels above surface level can be
analysed. However, studies are needed to further explore the best upper-level weather predictors to
include in predictive wildfire models to capture effects including mixing down of upper-level air (e.g.
mountain waves or dry slots) and how atmospheric instability influences fire behaviour and extreme
fire development, such as pyrocumulonimbus development.
5.

Empirical research to create a predictive spotting model based on wildfire observations should be
conducted. The variation in spotting not explained in the descriptive models in Chapter 3, and the
complexity of the process, suggests that a Bayesian approach may be suitable. Source fire area must be
considered in a predictive spotting model, but it is suggested that an empirical study linking frequent
source fire and spotting observations to remotely sensed plume observations be conducted. This would
reveal more about the role of fire area and plume size in spotting. In absence of such a study, it may be
more feasible to limit the scope of a predictive spotting model to concentrate on an important
component of spotting. For example, a greater understanding of small source fires that produce
relatively long-distance spotting (i.e. outliers in Chapter 3 model) would be useful in firefighting
operations, particularly in situations where many small fires are burning (e.g. from lightning strikes)
and resources need to be allocated effectively, i.e. more suppression effort to fires with most blowup/escape potential.
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8 Appendix C2: Supplementary material for Chapter 2
Note: In appendices, C2 refers to Chapter 2, C3 to Chapter 3 etc.

8.1 Appendix C2-A
Map examples of source fire and spot fire polygons of each spotting distribution type.

C2-A Fig A: The nine multi-modal distribution fires with the longest maximum spotting distances. Source fire is in
grey, spot fires are in black.
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C2-A Fig B: The nine exponential distribution fires with the longest maximum spotting distances. Source fire is in
grey, spot fires are in black.
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C2-A Fig C: The nine other-distribution fires with the longest maximum spotting distances. Source fire is in grey, spot
fires are in black.
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9 Appendix C3: Supplementary material for Chapter 3
9.1 Appendix C3-A
Line scan and source fire examples.

C3-A Fig A. Examples of source fires (largest black polygon in each image), spot fires (small black polygons) and
spotting distance measurements (red dotted line). For New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) line scans (a –c), most
actively burning fire is yellow, orange is still hot after main fire front has passed, brown–black is extinguished, green is
unburnt vegetation, blue–grey is part of the smoke plume. For Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) line scans (d–f), actively burning fire shown as red, white is recently burning (still hot), darker grey is
unburnt forest. Note in e, a red dot to the south-west of the source fire was deemed not to be a spot fire as it was part of an
area burnt on the previous day.
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9.2 Appendix C3-B.
The following section describes the spot-number hurdle model from the main text (Chapter 3).
A hurdle model consists of two parts (i.e. two individual generalised linear models; GLMs) that are combined to
calculate fitted values and residuals (Zeileis et al. 2008; Zuur et al.). The first part is a binomial GLM fitted to
all data to model the probability of a phenomenon occurring (i.e. zero v. positive records). The second part is a
count (or continuous) GLM fitted to the zero-truncated (i.e. non-zero) portion of the data to model the
magnitude of the phenomenon. A hurdle model can be used to handle data with a high number of zeros and
model overdispersion (Zeileis et al. 2008).
A hurdle model was used for our Spot-number model after initial application of standard GLMs produced poor
results. For example, the application of a standard Poisson GLM for the number of spot fires over 500 m, for
which 129 of the 250 training set source fires had zero spot fires, resulted in high overdispersion (measured
using Pearson-based dispersion statistic) and unreasonably low significance values for each variable modelled
(i.e. almost all variables tested produced significant P-values). Application of the hurdle model here reduced
overdispersion and produced more reasonable significance values for each variable.
The Spot-number hurdle model consisted of two parts: (1) a binomial GLM modelling occurrence of at least one
spot fire >500 m from its source fire; and (2) a Negative-binomial GLM with log link fitted to the zero-truncated
portion of the data. A Negative-binomial GLM is suitable for modelling count data when overdispersion is
present (Zeileis et al. 2008; Zuur et al. 2009). The Spot-number hurdle model selection process required two
actions: (1) run Akaike Information Criterion model selection process (testing all combinations of predictors) in
R for part 1 and part 2 separately and retain the best model for each part; and (2) combine each part into the
hurdle model using the ‘hurdle’ function from the R pscl package (Zeileis et al. 2008; Jackson 2017) to calculate
fitted values (training set) and predicted values (test set).
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10 Appendix C4: Supplementary material for Chapter 4
10.1 Appendix C4-A
This appendix includes effects and prediction plots from two candidate models consider during the Bayesian
model selection process. These are presented to demonstrate possible alternative models and to explore the
effects of commonly used fire behaviour predictors in eastern Australia. The two models presented in this
appendix are:
•

Appendix Model A, which has Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) as the only predictor variable. FFDI is
the most widely used weather index by fire agencies in eastern Australia, so is representative of
operational practice. FFDI is one of the input variables (along with fuel) to make deterministic
predictions of ROS using the McArthur Mk5 ROS model.

•

Appendix Model B: Included the individual component variables of FFDI as predictors: temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed and drought factor.

10.1.1 Appendix Model A: FFDI Model

C4-A Fig A: Mean posterior trend regression line (black) for Appendix Model A (FFDI; Forest Fire Danger Index).
Darker grey ribbon is 50% credible interval and lighter grey is 95% credible interval. The credible intervals represent
variability considered by the model in fitting regression lines. Points are observations of rate of spread (ROS) and mean
values of sampled FFDI for the spread period of each spread line. Mean of sampled FFDI values are shown for clarity, but
individual hourly observations were used in modelling.
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C4-A Fig B: Predictive distribution from Appendix Model A at two levels of FFDI (Forest Fire Danger Index). Red
highlighted areas indicate percent of distribution below 1 km h -1, between 1 and 3 km h-1 and above 3 km h-1, with thresholds
indicated by black vertical lines. Note different x and y scales.

C4-A Fig. C: Scatterplots showing observed ROS vs predicted ROS for a Bayesian model with Forest Fire Danger
Index as the only predictor. Grey lines show interquartile ranges (black point is median) of predictive distributions. Black
diagonal line shows perfect prediction, with black dotted lines showing +- 35% of the perfect prediction representing
reasonable prediction accuracy (Cruz and Alexander 2013).
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10.1.2 Appendix Model B: FFDI component variables model

C4-A Fig. D: Mean posterior trend regression line (black) for each variable in Appendix Model B, while other
variables are held at mean observed values. Darker grey ribbon is 50% credible interval and lighter grey is 95% credible
interval. Points are observations of rate of spread (ROS) and mean values of sampled weather for the spread period of each
spread line. Mean of sampled weather values are shown for clarity, but individual hourly observations were used in
modelling.
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C4-A Fig. E: Predictive distributions from Appendix Model B. Red highlighted areas indicate percent of distribution
below 1 km h-1, between 1 and 3 km h-1 and above 3 km h-1, with thresholds indicated by black vertical lines. Note different
y scales. WS, wind speed (km h-1); T, temperature (oC); RH, relative humidity (%); DF, drought factor.

C4-A Fig. F: Scatterplots showing observed ROS vs predicted ROS for a Bayesian model containing the individual
component variables of Forest Fire Danger Index as predictors: i.e. wind speed, relative humidity, temperature and
drought factor. Grey lines show interquartile ranges (black point is median) of predictive distributions. Black diagonal line
shows perfect prediction, with black dotted lines showing +- 35% of the perfect prediction representing reasonable
prediction accuracy (Cruz and Alexander 2013).
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10.2 Appendix C4-B: Model prediction details
Predictions from the Bayesian ROS model can be produced using the table of posterior distribution samples
produced by JAGS, which has samples of model intercept, slope, phi and random effect terms (note predictors
were standardized for analysis). In our analysis, JAGS was run (in R via the ‘runjags’ package) with 6 chains for
2000 iterations each, which produced a table with 12000 rows. Rerunning JAGS to produce this table does not
need to be carried out each time a user wants to make a prediction, rather a new predictive distribution can be
produced by selecting input predictor variable values (i.e. wind speed, relative humidity, and soil moisture) and
calculating a ROS prediction for each row in the table. This results in a distribution of ROS predictions (here
12000 predictions) that can be plotted and queried (e.g. % of predictive distribution > 1 km h -1). This would be
the process employed if a Bayesian model was used operationally for prediction during firefighting operations.
An example R code and table of posterior samples for the model reported in the main text is available at
github.com/mstorey87/BayesianROS. These can be used to explore the behaviour of the Bayesian ROS model
by producing predictive distributions based on user-defined predictor variable values. The code produces
predictive distributions and plots of predictive distributions, and also recreates Figure 4.8 from the main text.
Note that percentages in Figure 4.8 and produced from the R code (e.g. % > 3 km h -1) will be slightly different
(~1 %), as there is a random component to the model fitting and the posterior distributions used in the main text
and included in the supplementary material were produced from different runs of JAGS.
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11 Appendix C5: Supplementary material for Chapter 5
11.1 Appendix C5-A
Results from experiments in raw times (seconds) rather than relative rate of spread R’. Note as these are raw
times, variation in fuel moisture content is not accounted for.
C5-A Table A: Summary of time in seconds from experiments for head fire and off-centre fire for three spread
intervals (Line 0 - Line 1, Line 0 - Line 2, Line 0 - Line 3). Values are mean (min to max).

Fire
type

Head
fire

Offcentre
fire

Hill

Spots

Line 0 - Line 1

Line 0 - Line 2

Line 0 - Line 3

Absent
Absent

0

43 (35 to 52)

58.8 (44 to 72)

90.8 (76 to 108)

1

40.4 (37 to 49)

55.8 (49 to 69)

91.4 (76 to 109)

Absent

2

38.4 (36 to 42)

43.4 (38 to 49)

80.6 (65 to 99)

Present
Present

0

204 (172 to 237)

393.6 (364 to 408)

612.6 (562 to 674)

1

42.6 (32 to 57)

213.4 (179 to 242)

582.2 (495 to 641)

Present

2

33.8 (28 to 37)

43.8 (36 to 51)

348.4 (314 to 370)

Absent

0

68 (45 to 96)

94.2 (68 to 121)

-

Absent

1

68 (62 to 82)

97 (86 to 114)

-

Absent

2

66 (49 to 73)

90.4 (67 to 106)

-

Present

0

178.2 (151 to 207)

374.2 (337 to 414)

-

Present

1

156.2 (112 to 214)

374.8 (309 to 457)

-

Present

2

95.4 (79 to 109)

219.8 (180 to 284)

-
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C5-A Fig. A: Boxplots summarising experiment spread times in seconds. Top row is 3 spread intervals analysed for head
fire and bottom row is 2 spread intervals for off-centre fire. Times grouped by number of spot fires (x axis) and hill present
(red boxes) or absent (black boxes grey fill).

11.2 Appendix C5-B
This appendix has examples of Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) images extracted and rectified for analysis.
There are 6 figures, one from each experiment configuration of spot fire number and hill presence or absence.
Fig A to C are from flat fuel bed experiments (hill absent), Fig D to F are from hill present experiments. Head
fire was measured between y1 and y2, and off-centre fire between y3 and y4, in the images. Note air flow
measurement devices (pitot tubes) and pipes can be seen running above the fuel surface at the bottom of the flat
fuel bed images (pitot data not analysed here).
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C5-B Fig A: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a zero spot fire flat fuel bed experiment FLIR
recording. Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line, (b) head fire has just
crossed Line 1 (x1), (c) head fire has crossed Line 2 (x2), (d) head fire has crossed Line 3 (x3). Seconds after ignition are (a)
30, (b) 39, (c) 55 and (d) 86.

C5-B Fig B: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a one spot fire flat fuel bed experiment FLIR
recording. Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line or merging with spot
fire, (b) head fire has crossed Line 1 (x1), (c) head fire has crossed Line 2 (x2), (d) head fire has crossed Line 3 (x3).
Seconds after ignition are (a) 25, (b) 37, (c) 48 and (d) 90.
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C5-B Fig C: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a two spot fire flat fuel bed experiment FLIR
recording. Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line or merging with spot
fire, (b) main fire has crossed Line 1 (x1) and merged one spot fire, (c) main fire has crossed Line 2 (x2) and merged both
spot fires, (d) main fire has crossed Line 3 (x3). Seconds after ignition are (a) 27, (b) 35, (c) 43 and (d) 79

C5-B Fig D: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a zero spot fire hill present experiment FLIR
recording. Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line and approximately at
ridge line, (b) head (and off-centre) fire has crossed Line 1 (x1), (c) head fire has crossed Line 2 (x2), (d) head fire has
crossed Line 3 (x3). Seconds after ignition are (a) 27, (b) 244,(c) 416 and (d) 681.
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C5-B Fig E: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a one spot fire hill present experiment FLIR recording.
Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line or merging with spot fire and main
fire approximately at ridge line, (b) spot fire and main fire merged, extending the new main fire (combined fire) area across
Line 1 (x1) in the head fire measurement zone, (c) head fire has crossed Line 2 (x2), (d) main fire has crossed Line 3 (x3).
Seconds after ignition are (a) 24, (b) 36 ,(c) 219 and (d) 584.

C5-B Fig F: Series of rectified infrared images extracted from a two spot fire hill present experiment FLIR
recording. Images extracted at times showing (a) main fire prior to reaching any measurement line or merging with spot
fire(s) and main fire approximately at ridge line, (b) spot fire 1 and main fire merged, extending the new main fire area
(combined fire) across the Line 1 (x1) in the head fire measurement zone, (c) main fire and spot fire 2 merged, extending the
new main fire area (combined fire) across the Line 2 (x2) in the head fire measurement zone, (d) head fire has crossed Line 3
(x3). Seconds after ignition are (a) 22, (b) 29, (c) 43 and (d) 382.
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